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 PREFACE 
“Who doesn't know what looks for,     
Doesn’t understand what  founds” 

 
Since unmemorable times the man has tried to look for a being that it 
denominated GOD. In the humanity's history, few have found it, and a great 
part has been lost in the road. 
 
In this chapter we want to emphasize in three fundamental points that you: 
friendly reader, should necessarily meditate to understand this book. 
 
The first corresponds to an internal interrogation,  the question is: Do I want 
to look for to God?, second: For what reason do I want to look for God?, 
third: Which is the God that I look for?. 
 
All created beings, for nature,  looks for their origin, is a fundamental 
impulse, as well  to eat, to sleep, Etc. We all know that our physical origin is 
given for  a person called Mother and another called Father. But in spite of 
this, many people feel in the intimate of their being, that their origin goes 
beyond of the physical thing, that is to say, Metaphysician, spiritual, etc. That 
origin, its called God.  Not I will enter to the impossible mission of wanting to 
define what God it is, or who He is. I will limit myself to say GOD  EXISTS 
and it is not an illusion of our minds as some psychologists and psychiatrists 
have wanted to define. 
 
That constant impulse in the humanity of looking for this Supreme Being has 
its logical reasons. We feel empty, only and defenseless. 
 
 
In spite of having the best terrestrial parents, comforts, children, spouse, we 
continuous feeling that we lack something, that something, that we 
sometimes call happiness , that contemplative state before the same nature 
of  life. In the history of this  world only those that have been able to find  
God have been able to achieve the absolute happiness, or nirvanic  state, 
examples we have in Jesús the Christ, Buddha, Krishna, these beings that 
always wanted to offer that internal happiness to the humanity in spite of all 
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the circumstances. The problem consisted in that we didn't look for that 
spiritual happiness but the earthly one, perhaps. 
 
 Our problem reside then, in knowing what we really want to look for, in What 
God we look for, that it is the key question dear reader, define what it is that 
you look for and this way won't lose your time. 
 
We realize for history, the type of God that the humanity has projected: 
The omnipotent, tyrannical, punishing God that breaks his own laws?  A 
quantity of human characteristics, typical of the human beings. We forget 
that God is not human; it is more of what we can imagine, because HE is 
perfection.  Here is our problem then, that we are not perfect  and we don’t  
even look for perfection, How will we be able to understand  God and their 
things if we are imperfect?. The beings mentioned before as Jesus achieved 
the perfection and then were rewarded with the spiritual happiness of 
becoming unified with God. Because they completed their mission in this 
world, that is to transcend the matter, to be perfected, to be able to acquire 
that communication with their Creator . And this way God through them 
teaches us the path to reach HIM. 
What I mean then, dear reader that only if you become purified and perfected 
will be able to reach the Celestial Father. This is a Celestial Law, this Law 
you cannot violate, not even the Creative Father, because Him as  a perfect 
being gives  example.  So if you aspire to fin God outside of the purification 
and the perfection of yourself (In other terms: The spiritual evolution) will 
lose your time. 
 
The human being has learn this, like one says, for bad ways. That is to say, 
through  pain , for example: Mrs. M. she was a nurse that was always in bad 
humor, rude, didn't greet anybody, practically works for economic more than 
humanitarian ends. 15 years after being professional, when suddenly  
suffered a cerebral stroke that took her on the edge of  death. For what she 
was hospitalized near one month. A lot of people that knew it, said that was a 
punishment of God for her behavior with people. Thanks to heaven the 
woman recovered, although in a state of partial amnesia, but the most 
surprising thing is that its behavior with the fellow men improved drastically, 
now  greets everybody,  is affectionate and people are beginning to like her. 
Then, I wouldnt  say that what happened to her was a punishment of God , 
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but a gift,  since that event allowed her to evolve spiritually that is the most 
important thing. I dare to say that, that period of time was the most important 
in her existence and that the rest is really a lost time, because at the end, I 
repeat, what is worth is the spiritual evolution. 
 
This book will allow us to learn for the for a benevolent way, because it 
indicates simple forms to become purified and to be perfected. We should 
keep in mind that this is will not occur from a moment to other, and the 
essential thing, is at least to begin. 
 
 
 
An important aspect is that people through their actions and form of thinking 
are defending  its God. If you have passed all your life saying lies, although 
they are compassionate, your God is a liar (Because you adore him, you 
believe in it). Since each one search to imitate to their internal God.  And 
this way, if you are a promiscuous one, a thief, an envious one, a destroyer, 
bitter, alcoholic, vicious, Etc.  
 
Its common among people to find that in spite of knowing that God is perfect, 
they carry out unbecoming actions as  abortion,  hatred,  deceiveness, and 
they wait even that asking for forgiveness at the moment and later on 
continues in sin, it will take them to  spiritual realization, something totally 
absurd. The things don't come for chance, it is necessary to have an 
conscience attitude toward what is looked for.  
 
The same thing that to graduate from any profession, you need to be 
conscience of  study and to apply what  you learn. The same thing happens 
to the spiritual path. 
 
For the honor that the sacred truth possess, if you  know and  believe 
that God is perfect, imitate him and that God it wi ll be manifested in 
you, In thyself. 
 
The other vital point, is that the orientations given in this book are not 
human (extracted of the mental thought).  These teachings have received 
them directly from spiritual beings that are not  of this materialistic world. And 
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that obviously we have adapted them to the ordinary language so that even a 
child can understand them. For me, this is vital, because in the humanity's 
history, the supposed leaders have made many errors; they have distorted 
the celestial messages. Here the messages are given, such as we receive 
them. And this is easy to verify, only reading one of their messages 
transcribed faithfully, since they are 100% spiritual.   
 
We want to share it , because we want to help you. Since for these times, it 
is the water to drink in the desert that shall not be wasted. 
 

DEUZ HARY 
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INTRODUCTION 
“Do not be as the wind 

before the straw, neither   
the straw before the wind ” 

 
Whe are in final of the XX Century, the Snake is bitten its tail and closes a 
cycle, all the occult, those enigmas that have invaded our psyche during 
centuries, for these final times they will be unveiled. It comes to the light the 
clarified wisdom of the Fifth Sun and we are their children, drink in the 
overflowing fountains of the human and divine wisdom; the bandage of the 
ignorance that has hidden the sacred truth, falls of our eyes, like  will also fall 
of the eyes of all that that  drinks in this majestic flow. Well it is known that 
the life of this world called Earth  has been, it is and it will be guided for 
enigmatic threads coming from the different dimensions of the nature. 
 
Thanks to these unveild  knowledge, we have ended up checking that each 
one of us is a human soul that has been envoyed to the earth from their 
Divine Soul, the one that is made to image and likeness  of the Creative 
Father, that is to say that to call ourselves children of God,  the Divine Soul 
must be latent  in us, otherwise we will have to lean before the apostle's Paul 
prayer  when he tells us: “We are adoptive children of God”. 
 
Study this book, study it with patience and you will see that slowly be 
embodying it; it is this way the spirit works, as imitatus of the external nature, 
as the plants slowly are born, they grow, they are developed, and they give 
their flowers, while the peasant, with wise patient, waits the crop. The sower 
doesn't despair, he patiently analyzes the development of its plants, he 
knows that in its moment will give fruits, and we also know that in its moment 
we will achieve Cristificación.  
  
When writing these lines we know that these they will arrive at the hands of 
somebody that after reading through it, throw it to a side, considering it not 
very fundamental, but we also write these pages, to be sure that the book 
doesn't have the blame of that lamentable action, as well as we are sure that 
it will arrive at the hands of that only with studying the introits, will understand 
the meaning of these lines. 
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More than ten years investigating the enigmas and mysteries that have 
disturbed us and that it took us to different religious schools, metaphysicians, 
occult and endotérics, Etc. It allows us to write these messages, transcribing 
them, the orientations that we receive in our time and that now in your time 
you receive. 
 
Friendly reader, the objective purpose when writing this book is to mark the 
margin for the conquest of  the ADEPT. This reconquest of the AKASHIK 
world, lifts true men, transcendental souls, because truly the current 
temples, churches  only have the material robe, with the symbols, the 
beliefs, the dogmas, and those that like to ritualize make it mechanically, 
because for these times the faith has caught a cold. 
 
As much the transcendental sciences as the religion have lost their potential 
and they have lost that majestic fluency that they had in their origin. The 
history registers; that the old schools sprouted and suitable thinkers got up, 
leaders, teachers  of the high spirituality and that it is necessary to keep in 
mind that for those times the humanity was less; for these times it should 
arise a TEACHER or GURU  at least for each million of inhabitants, but  is 
not this way, that is to say that in this country (Colombia), with near 36 million 
inhabitants, they would have to exist at least 30 true and suitable Teachers 
of the Great Fraternity, incarnated continually to guide us well. 
 
We have kept the writings of the old ones of the church of the Middle Ages 
that in their times was pioneer  in lifting souls and Christifying men. Today 
they have lost these sublime values completely. This because their leaders 
have been identified with other activities that anything has to do with the 
ritualización. 
 
But more lamentable it is the decadence from the occult schools to world 
level that  have lost the true guide of the esoteric; they have allowed the 
antagonism in itself, that primitive esoteric, today it shines for their absence. 
 
Tarot, for example, Unveild for the Universal  Fraternity to investigate the 
mysteries of the life and the mysteries of the death, today it is only used like 
game of cards and other opprtunist use it as a bridge between them and the 
money; and that to say of  the majestic Experimental Quirology, mentioned in 
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Isaiah Cap. 49, 16 that it represents the study of thyself including the 
diagnosis of the illnesses through the hands . For these times used as vulgar 
system of divination,  that doesn't have to do something with their origin. 
 
In synthesis, kind reader, we can evidence that the Magicians of television, 
had to be shielded in their multicolored robes for shame before their real 
mission  in the sphere earth. 
 
The spiritual reality characteristic of Great Fraternity,  it has been replaced 
for the disastrous ilusionism, parallel the acolytes are with these actions, that 
is to say the scientists in the field of the electronics that they have been 
about substituting the human being's internal abilities through apparatuses. 
The Telephone was invented to block the idea of the development of the 
Telepathy, the same ones in form of the cellular headphone that 
Clairaudience  has displaced and this way we have an entire summary of 
sleeping abilities that the human being neither far it supposes that they are 
inside himself, but it is never late. 
 
This book is called to occupy the corresponding place and to be made felt in 
the Occult concert and for own right before the current humanity, the 
current science, we Also hope it arrives at the hands of a warrior (of peace) 
that feels in thyself the splendid urge that takes humanity that takes  man to 
look for the Creative Father . Then that friend and that brother will be able to 
experience these teachings and to expand them for the whole face of the 
earth, but truly I tell you that the spiritual author of this book will attend  all 
that that begins his Radical evolution.   
 
Here is this book: The Path of the Initiation, as final trumpet that calls its 
brethen, because there are people that live and they have never wondered: 
Why do they live? And for what purpose?. Other they have been asked the 
question and they didn’t have answer, and it is that to be disoriented is not 
difficult to find, I neither it is difficult to find a confused being, displacement in  
life is easy. We relate this as when you go to the theater and the film has 
begun, you are confused and you don't know who is who. In the life it 
happens equally, you came here and disordered is all you see. Nowadays 
you don't know of where you come, because who came first they destroyed 
all the sacred orientation documents, and if you don't know of where you 
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come, neither you know what to do at this time to find your origin, and more 
difficult it is to know where you’re going. 
 
Thanks to the Creative Father's limitless mercy sends us celestial 
messengers, and although the GLORY OF GOD IS IN HIDING HIS 
SECRETS, THAT OF THE MAN IS IN UNVEILING THEM . This is what were 
doing those we have received the orientations of the Universe for the 
creator's grace. This book unveils fundamental codes that we can say: IT IS 
A VERSE OF THE COSMIC HARMONIC HYMN. 
 
Each human being is an organization with a hierarchical level of energy, soul 
and physical principles that he has not learned how to manage, and when he 
has attempted it he has not made it with accurately and accuracy meridianlly, 
So we have the 50% humanity's sunk in the misfortune as a result of this, 
and 45 confused and only survive for imitation, but not for creativity. 
 
When somebody purchase a music system or a machine, they give it to you 
with a book, catalog or  guides,  for their perfect handling. If you have the 
machine and you don't possess the catalog, be sure is that you manipulate 
badly the apparatus. The organic machinery is much more complex and the 
man doesn't possess the catalog, for this reason the most absurd violations 
are made, we have several examples:  
Not to allow rest of the digestive systems (something is taken to the mouth 
every three hours) ,  intersects and the hair is tinted, it consumes water after 
eating hot food, eats meat, it depilates the legs,  takes a bath  after a day of 
work and heat of the body,  sleeps in the  day (with the sun up), it is taken 
out the brows, un dye its skin, consumes alcohol and drugs, it is made 
surgical  interventions (liposuction) , smokes, Etc.  More complicated it is to 
cut the trumpets and to be extracted the womb, or it is made the vasectomy, 
and a thousand actions more that indicate the ignorance of the living temple.  
 
The Bible that is the center of our faith, decrees: “Not he/she will enter in the 
congregation of Jehovah who  find mangled (Injured) their genital organs 
(Deuteronomy Cap. 23 verse 1). The Apostle Paul manifests the synthesis of 
all this when he tells us: “Not you do know that you are temple of God, and 
that the spirit of God lives in you?” “ If some destroys the Temple of God, 
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God it will destroy him; because the temple of God, which are you, saint 
is”.(1a. of Corinthian Cap. 3 verses 16 and 17) 
 
The surprising thing is that people that say to look for to God and that they 
want to flow with the celestial worlds, they make or they carry out most of the 
actions mentioned previously, and the worst thing is that they believe that 
they do good and that they please God. The mind is plethoric of errors but 
nobody wants to recognize them. Result of all this: Crimes, kidnappings, 
abortions, hunger, misery, wars, fratricides, the churches negotiating with the 
altars, terrorism, marriages of homosexual and lesbians, necrophilia, 
unknown illnesses, Etc. Etc.,  
The cruel thing is that not only it is attempting against the body, but against 
the external nature. The layer of Ozone is almost completely destroyed  and  
the blame goes to the aerosols, ignoring the magnitude in that  these 
products harm  the layer of Ozone is ridiculous in comparison with which 
produces the exteriorization of the sexual energy , the seminal Waters, are 
highly volatile a and they are the cause causorum of the atmospheric 
problem and warming of the planet. If we make an analysis of the quantity of 
wasted energy  it is more of what we suppose, the humanity's 40% is active 
sexually and in periodic form, that is to say that in a city of 350.000 
inhabitants the approximate exteriorization is of 800.000 c.c. daily of sexual 
energy, the reader already can make calculations at level of Colombia and of 
the Terra Globe, they will be quantities of zeros that will have to add to this 
figure and no longer in cubic centimeters but in tons. 
 
 However ask a scientist on this and he will laugh sarcastically at these 
statements, because each one defends the lust and the fornication to their 
way. 
 
With this book we look  to mark the rule so that you begin in the way to the  
soul evolution, and we are sure that you will make it, because in the same 
form as the person begins in the bad habits of the tabacco, alcohol, Etc., 
likewise it can begin in these ultrascientific studies. We know that it will be a 
little difficult but if you possess will and decision, you will achieve it. You are 
a being in power, keep in mind that as well as a drop of water possesses all 
the genetic and theocráticos principles of the whole oceán, likewise you 
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possess all the qualities and the genetic code of the Universe, and for logic 
of the Creative Fatherly  on that you ignore it or you have forgotten it. 
 
Do not wait friend reader that others find the harmony or peace of this star. 
You begin this great work in the search of your genesis, and  will notice that 
if you change, it changes your family, and if the family changes, for magnetic 
irradiation, it changes the city, and it changes the country and automatically it 
changes the star earth. Begin the transformations now, don’t leave it for 
tomorrow, because the tomorrow is possible never arrives and the biblical 
prayer dictates: “When the man challenges God for combat, the humanity will 
arrive to her end”.  This challenge and combat has to do with the work most 
perfect of God “The Man”, and this it combats is done when the body is 
destroyed, attempting against its psychosomatic integrity. 
 
 
 

CATECHISM 
 

Well it is known that we all are subjected to the order lawyestic of incarnation 
and death. After their desencarnación, the soul projected should appear 
before a partial trial and of this their next incarnation depends, in the star or 
certain sphere, this new body is the result of what happened in the previous 
life, the trial keeps in mind the cabalistic order that is in connection with the 
numbers, the existences or incarnations in that corresponding star and that 
they oscillate in these moments between 100 and 107. 
 
Another point that one keeps in mind is the earthly or organic weight that 
obviously has to do with the weight of the physical body. We guide those that 
don't eat to live, but rather they live to eat.  Resulting in  bodies with obesity 
and overloaded and others that on the contrary are devoted on diet, to 
tolerate hunger and until contracting diverse pathologies; almost similar to 
the alcoholics and to the drug addicts. We are guiding them that the body is 
the Living Temple , where the essential thing is the organic balance, kilos 
plus or kilos minus bring you lawyistic conflicts. The third factor that one 
keeps in mind is the precise measures of the Living Temple these they 
should be respected and preserved, Orientation for the Physical-
bodybuilders or others that  don't like its body, its stature, Etc., and they are 
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devoted to carry out exercises with such of looking for the body that 
supposedly should have. Each part of the body forms scales or cameras of 
the living body, which cannot be altered. 
 
 

 
GENEZIGK: 

 
Keeping in mind the last life, the law order in concatenation with the Golden 
Sphere or Theokratical Regency of Origin, sends the soul with the 
organization that will embody. if all this flowing with this Soul, they embody it, 
that is to say, Angels of  Life,  they connect the soul that will embody to the 
head of the fecundating zoosperm and it is as well as the meditation begins 
in the maternal uterus; the principle cosmic hidrogénik take it in prayer (3) 
that obviously is sexual (9) for this lawyístic reason it remains in deep 
meditation for (3 X 90) days, later on  abandons the maternal habitation and 
it begins its human external life, with  a certain vibratory energy  cabalistically 
given: 33,07 ,  which should take like impulse until achieving the vibratory 
hierarchy : 49.12. 
 
This vibratory level ascends or it descends depending on people's actions. 
The crying, the hysteria and all state that it takes you to the depression make 
you energetically involution. 
 
Whereas that our origin is universal, we were brought for beings of light or 
Angels of Life,  we take a body and we will return this physical three-
dimensional world. It is clear that don't have autopsychic projection 
(awareness), it is the image of God who guides us to this world called earth. 
 
The IMAGE OF GOD remains in the star or constellation of our origin and we 
know it as GREAT PRESENCE, it is also known as INTERIOR TEACHER or 
DIVINE SOUL. Antagonistically with Divine Soul, it is also developed the 
capital sin or SELF-CENTEREDNESS, which serves as encouragement of 
our Dark or SUBJECTIVE soul.  We already know that the capital sins are: 
The laziness, The envy, the Greed, the Hate, the Vengeance, The anger, the 
Lust, Etc. That is to say that we possess a DIVINE SOUL AND A 
DISASTROUS SOUL; we are thus the neuter part among these two Souls, 
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of our activities depends that one of the two Souls is developed. Some have 
developed to their Divine Soul, and today they are recognized as: 
Hipócrates, Galeno, Eliphas Levy, Huiracocha, Etc. , but others have 
decided to develop their Dark Soul as: Hitler, Marx, Darwin, Michel Smiely, 
Anton Lavey, Etc. 
 
In all ways the word of God says: · will Be cold or hot, because the lukewarm 
ones will vomit them from my mouth” (biblical order) it has already been 
guided that the only mind should be projected to the creator, he/she should 
only think of The, if it is that he/she yearns the liberation; you will only 
liberate yourselves for means of the devotion and its seven steps. 
 
To use another aspect, it is to feed to the interior duality, you need to look for 
your origin, only it belongs to you do it,  remember that if you don't know of 
where you come neither you will know for where you have to go. The origin is 
same as the beginning and the principle is the absolute Protocosmik, there is 
your Genesis , but when we look into ourselves, when we meditate in the 
cosmogénesis, automatically arises the akashik questions : What  existed 
before inhaling their first breath? The regent of this solar world? And still this 
world called Earth, The Rig veda of the antiquity responds this way: “Not 
something existed, neither anything existed. The radiant sky didn't exist 
neither the celestial immense vault extended to the skies existed. What did 
cover everything  ~? What did it cover ~? What did it hide it ~? Was the 
unfathomable aforss of the waters ~?. Not the death existed, but anything 
was immortal, the limit didn't exist between the day and the night, only the 
ONE breathed inanimate and for itself, because any other one that HE has 
never existed. It reigned in the darkness and all principle was veiled in the 
deep darkness of the ocean without light. The germ until then place settled in 
the cover of the night makes sprout a nature of fervid heat. Who does know 
the secret ~? Who unveiled it ~? Of where, of where this diverse creation has 
arisen ~? The same God came later to the existence. Who does know of 
where that great creation came ~?. Well that your will has created it, well that 
it was silent, the most high seer in those but high worlds know it... or maybe 
neither even the he knows it. Contemplating  the eternity, before was put the 
first foundations  to the earth you were, and when the underground flame 
breaks your prison and devour the form, you will still be you, like you were, 
without suffering any change , even when the time doesn't exist, Oh infinite 
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intelligence , divine eternity ~!.  Allow me to be integrated to you to live 
eternally in you and to achieve this way the final objective, the reason of 
being of my existence, to arrive to the Creative Father as origin of all that it 
exists”. 
 
Friend reader, to look for God or our great presence, it is truly the stateliness 
yearned for the Universe, who conquers their magic presence, it flows 
equally for the whole humanity. As the Sun shines to the beggar and to the 
wealthy person, to the black one and the white, Etc., those that flows with 
their Divine Soul transforms him into the acolyte of the creation. 
 
 
Who is magnified it loses the figure because he has been integrated with the 
figures or universal forms. Those that are able to know their Celestial Soul, 
lives illuminated as imitatus of the Earth and his illumination from the Sun, 
but the Sun is eclipsed when the waters fall to the earth (it indexes to the 
ejaculation). When somebody lives bended and it flows with their spiritual 
soul, the ties are automatically dissolved. 
 
If you go into your Celestial Soul and you want to see to God,  you only have 
to unite to yourself because you are their likeness. If you achieve Divine 
Souls blessings, you will be the same as the water, this although it is dirty, it 
never adheres to the dirtiness. Although you observe it dark you leave it in 
rest, you will already see that the dirty, the disastrous part will leave toward 
the bottom and her transparent will flow above everything. 
 
They are countless  marvels that oscillate around the adept or initiate. But 
you will understand, Oh children of the Gnus that you came to the world free 
of ties and even naked, this will make you understand that you are free, that 
possess a free thinking and obviously a freedom to act; but you are an 
imitatus of the Earth, therefore you should give fruits, these they will be 
venusines or Saturnian; but you will give them, have present that the 
Harvester  will come to your world Earth and it will reap  your fields, God 
willing they are not deserted and defoliated, because the Harvester will 
announce your trial with severity; already some chose pleasant fruits to the 
palate and other poisonous fruits, whichever it is your election, have present 
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that a wisely elaborated poison transforms into Medicine and an erroneously 
dosed Medicine has put an end to the life of many. 
 
A person that has ethical and moral principles with a spiritual projection can 
conquer the absolute one, obviously this is a little difficult in these times, due 
to the contamination of  the conscience that has taken the star Earth to relate 
it with a basically infernal world where reigns the materialism and the 
falsehood. It seems that we live in a world of dreams and dreams, many 
wanted to wake up in this chaos that has invaded our terrestrial sphere, but 
to wake up , it is necessary to turn radically the page of our existence, it 
becomes urgent to understand the diverse circumstances of the life, to 
observe the duality very attentively to locate ourselves in the third force. 
 
 A coin, for example, has a head, but it also has a tale, until there the human 
vision, but the spiritual conclusion is that the world of the reality, in the world 
of the truth, not only two images are come, that is to say, head or tails, but 
rather  discovers the third force, that is to say the figure or geometric 
configuration of the coin, and that  comes to be the circumference, square or 
triangle, Etc. We live in a material world because we have forgotten the 
principle or genetic factor and this it is GOD; when we forget this divine order 
we automatically transform into materialistic, that is to say, that in one life we 
have spiritual and materialistic diverse aspects, we have to find that third 
order and it is the mystic order.  
 
To be mystic is not to be dogmatic, it is not to be fanatic, it is not about being 
religious. To be Mystic is to have continuity of purpose spiritual and soul. To 
achieve that, is the realization, configuration of our Great Presence. 
 
Something that should be very clear is the transmigration of the soul and to 
understand the seven primary grades of development. Is the possibility that 
the initiate doesn’t achieve in one existence the total realization and that only 
arrives to the grade of Hakadik. In a next return to the earth will continue 
from that point; what is not continuous it is the material life, that is to say the 
physical goods or economic ones they are seen in figures because they 
depend on the Celestial Law that is thoroughly transformative. 
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Not we should make treasures in the earth, but in the sky, the Divine 
Redeemer of the World has said it  this way , The Christ. In this physical 
world if somebody begins the construction of their house and for some 
circumstance it doesn't finish it, there it will remain for a while, then the 
destruction of this will come; but in the spiritual life the grade that you 
achieve with your Alma will stay in full conscience of our Celestial Father. 
The Creative Father made the nature  in one order, what represents a 
harmonic humanity that like it is logical, we are siblings, not only the human 
race but also the animals, the plants and the minerals. That the animal is in a 
scale different from evolution, yes, perfect, but it is not definitive; the whole 
creation is configured with base in three principles of cabalistic Law and 
Harmonic Law that synthesize in three order, these they are: LAW OF THE 
THREE (3), LAW OF THE SEVEN (7) and law of the twelve (12). 
 
LAW OF THE THREE:  
 
We our  a very defined trio of: Matter, energy and soul; in each one of us it is  
present these three orders, we have basic three principle of realization. 
 
Matter:  Their -mission, this is to serve, mamtralize, that is to say, to capture. 
Energy:  To remember, to act on their behalf, to hear his Voice. 
Spirit:  To pray (Adoration, Sacrifice and order.) 
 
What insinuates in synthesis that each principle has three subdivisions or 
scales, Already saw it: Matter is similar to submission, to serve and 
mamtralize; Energy is similar to remind HIM, to act in its sound and to hear 
its voice; The Spirit is similar to Pray (adoration, sacrifice and order). Let us 
study these points separately with their three subdivisions: 
 
MATTER: 
 
 
Submission: Achieve this state is primordial, this requires to have a wide 
physical independence,  some they are hindered for the fact of the works, the 
children, the wife, social commitments, Etc. To be submissive is to apply the 
Christ's words when he said: Who won't leave their father, mother, son, 
siblings Etc., it is not worthy of being my pupil. To be submissive to the 
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Father is to be ready to flow with him, without having present something that 
hinders him in their projection, to be totally independent, to only serve the 
Creator. 
 
 
Serve: When we speaks of serving we want to be clear, we don't speak of 
conditional service but of Cerv-io (cervical Vertebras or habitations of 
Tertium Organs) , regrettably in a materialistic world a Be vicious is 
developed , that is to say, a subjective order because it is demonstrated that 
at the moment it is thought with interest toward something direct or indirectly;  
should never be made an act if one waits in change something, if they hired 
you to carry out a work depending on the money, this should be done in the 
qualitative same form with or without money, and more  when it is about 
something spiritual.  
We have quantities of religious groups that are about getting the public's 
attention, they make pamphlet,  radial propagandas, T.V. and more; in which 
offer  the salvation, the sanación and other, ignoring that the Celestial Father 
should be served unconditionally, and HE will decide in the considerable time 
the recompense type. 
 
 
“Mamtralize: in the origin was the verb and the verb  with God, and the verb 
was God” (John gospel). Mamtralize represents the Verb, the letters, the 
words, to the prayers; because the letter is Father, the word it is the Son and 
the fraise or prayer is The Holy Spirit. The Verb has lost ninety percent (90%)  
of its essence, today for  today we have a low language, anti-Chrístic, totally 
destructive . The language that we listen to in children is disastrous, 
indecorous. When a boy utters one of that fateful prayers, the father or 
mother they loose a sarcastic laughter, followed for a justification: “Those 
children of now they are born liberated”. The parliamentary suppositions, 
representatives of Verbs are the first in expressing prayers with subliminal 
messages.  
 
In the antiquity, when a family father ordered to lend money, he sent only his 
son with the power of the word, that is to say the power of the verb. 
Nowadays to get that borrowed money one has to appeal, although he/she is 
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our best friend who will lend us money, to “Letters”, promises or written 
oaths, and many  other systems. 
It is also known that the paths of the antiquity dominated the nature with the 
power of the verb, any ferocious animal was paralyzed or detainee with only  
listen the imperious and sublime voice of the one attacked. It becomes 
necessary to make clarifications, since the same mouth that today well-
says , is the same one that today bad-says ; it is the same mouth that 
consumes foods blessed in the Creator's name, it is the same mouth that  
liquor enter and for the one that the fatidic cigarette is aspired with the mortal 
nicotine tar and other Drugs, and many more. 
 
Friend reader, is important to make clarifications and  knows in what place 
we are. In the antiquity, the guttural sound was processed, it is ancient, any 
sound that you find here in these moments, it is the same sound that will be 
listened in all the Stars in which that same sound is emitted. Let us clarify 
this: In the antiquity, as well as the animals communicate, as the plants they 
communicate, for sounds, the human beings communicate for sounds, that 
was their sublime language “When the civilization entered, there the problem 
began”, previously the word cassette didn't exist, Telephone Etc., those they 
are sounds that one has come adapting to the current verb of our days, this 
means this es where there is involution of our language, because today per 
today there is but of eighty thousand words that we manage in Spanish, the 
human necessity has gone increasing day for day, for these words, in fact 
prepared words that removing them, you will find subliminal messages. It is 
important to understand the principle of the verbal fasts, we will see those 
treaties later on. 
 
We have fallen in a gamma of disastrous customs due to that distance that 
one has with the Creative Father, when somebody studies for Lawyer, 
he/she lives thinking of it, it passes this way with those that study Medicine, 
Etc. The merchant lives thinking as how will go  in the sales, the footballer 
then will think how to play well in the courts, he dreams of the ball and 
everybody is as well as each who lives materially in the world. 
 
The true spiritualist doesn't accustom to enter the temple only when there is 
ecclesiastical meeting  or twice a week, the suitable initiate  makes that the 
day surrenders at three per minute, that is to say that lives the 72 hours of 
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the day, as for our daily projection, all that it does the  it does it with Allah's 
harmonic fluency, each step and each action they go directed for his Great 
Presence, for his image completely powerful, we are not guiding a factory of 
fanatic but of authentic applicants to the conscious glorification. 
 
ENERGY: 
 
To work in His name  
Name: We consider that this is a neuralgic point , is what we see in these 
times the image of the artificiality that has been developed in the different 
ideas or religious systems, with which is sought to use the Omnipotent 
Creator's sound, in all the actions, be already unbecoming or illustrious, is it 
that is used to put  God or to use its sound to carry out a project with spirit 
of lucre  .Who orders the religious leaders or who give them the power of 
initiating others in all the ways?. They are being carried out campaigns, 
crossed in the celestial Father's sound, inclusive it is requested favors in the 
Christ's sound, tossing him  loads when he/she doesn't give up something in 
change. 
 
SPIRIT: 
 
To pray: 
Divine Kabir of Galilee, Jesus The Christ, prayed the whole night in a 
coordinate or mount, requesting the Father the illumination, for this way  
choose to his disciples; it is not that it spent the whole night in a mechanical 
spoken prayer, because the prayer is individual, it is internal, it is a total 
fluency with our intimate Being, that is to say, with that spiritual part; just as it 
is guided in Matthew, Chap.6 Verses 6-7 “But you, when you pray,  enter in 
your room, (Body) and closed the door, (external Senses) pray to your father 
who is in secretly; and your father that’s  in the secret thing, will reward you 
in public”“ and praying don’t use vain repetitions, as the heathens that think 
that for his wordiness they will be heard” (see chapter of The Prayer) 
 
Adoration: 
As for the reverent position of the body, we should not be physical imitatus, 
the reverence is internal, physically we can place ourselves of knees or on 
foot. Although the lotus position is fundamental, but if your handicapped to 
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adopt this position, don’t do it; it is not necessary to force the body 
extremely . The sacred writings narrate the case of a man full with leprosy, 
the one which he kneeled or it inclined his face to the earth so that the Christ 
healed it, that which was granted to him (Lucas Chap. 5 verses 12-13). The 
highest prayer that the Redeemer of the world guided us, he has seven (7) 
petitions and its called OUR FATHER, to be prayed it requires a fundamental 
verb, nothing of disastrous words. One will only this way be able to acquire 
the fluency or spiritual communication. 
 
Sacrifice (Sacred-occupation):  
Called also: sacred occupation. The initiate should stay in a sacrifice level, 
which requires having the don or capacity of discerning. It is possible that the 
spiritualist distributes money among the drug addicts, case that is very 
common, because one doesn't know in what will invest those people that 
money, because if they use it to buy drug, that is it most sure, they harm 
indirectly to who she gave the money, is here where the capacity of 
discerning enters, it is to give to drink to the thirsty one, food to the hungry 
one,  dressing to the nude; that is sacrifice. When we are eating somebody it 
arrives and as a rule we say: “Come closer ”. That invitation should be 
sincere and honest; he should feel the invitation. When we have said to 
somebody does Come closer, have you said it in mechanical form?, Have 
many invited me in equal it forms and when asking them why?, they respond: 
“ I make it for habit”, we mean that this is to make it with some conscience, 
because our real words should be suitable. 
 
The true Sacrifice consists on sharing with our fellow men the gifts that arrive 
to us for grace, it is to abolish or transform the “Law of the funnel” that is 
selfish and cruel. 
 
 
Order: This is the purpose of the existence, to achieve the priestly order. A 
true Secretary of Jehovah ; the eminent Paracelsus  in relationship to priests 
and doctors says: “The true priest, the same as the doctor, it is ordered for 
heaven's sake”, neither the schools or universities can create priests or 
doctors, they can give him a cardboard or title and to make that somebody 
that is not priest or doctor appears as if it , they can give him/her permission 
to assist the public, but never r give him/her the power  to bless or to heal. It 
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is that in the antiquity all priest was medical and vice versa, they were true 
followers to the Spirituality and in the Medicine. The venerable Teacher Zigk 
Gnanak  says: There are “doctors that have conquered the spiritual 
realization through the medicine, like there are others that in fact have been 
condemned exercising this profession that is not a profession but an order”. 
Today per today any person guided for her imagination ends up being priest 
or doctor, but she makes it for economic goods, this is demonstrated. 
 
When somebody is devoted to sell medicine, the pharmacist, what looks for 
is to sell, that is to say, he has an economic system. In the antiquity those 
that were devoted to sell plants. Obviously of pasteurization, they made it 
because they wanted to cooperate to dissolve partly, the human pain, 
because they saw in that joint the occasion of alleviating the sick persons. 
 
Does the current economist, wonder  will be more  profitable, to sell 
medicines or to sell provisions and goods?.The Greek had for principle that 
the first son of the family should be devoted to the spirituality, was the one in 
charge of bringing the religious formations to the house, was the one in 
charge of blessing the food if the father lacked in the table. 
 
As first measure to found a religious group or church, he/she should have the 
authorization to make it and this is completely spiritual, this permission is 
gotten for SOUL unveiledment. We see in the streets, Center Medical 
“Physician” or suddenly Laboratory “Hippocrates”, they can also place 
Laboratory “BRAHAMA”, Laboratory “RAFAEL” or “URIEL”,even “Jesus 
Christ”, “Vishnu” Etc. To use these sounds means that the quality of the 
product and the watchword of the medications should be without spirit of 
lucre, because they take the sound of a being, that when it was embodied in 
the Earth made it without spirit of lucre, then this is very important when it is 
about seeking to establish a medical clinic. 
 
To hear HIS voice  
Voice: Es that is not about a physical voice but of the conscious intuition, (not 
of hallucination that like it is logical it operates the Law of the likeness here, 
the Sanskrit ones called it Spiritual clairvoyance) it is obtained after 
possessing a complete purification of the body, of the energy and Soul. 
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Purification of the body :  In the purification at level of the body, it is 
recommended to purify the digestive roads with a natural laxative, continued 
for  fast (ayugnus) (Helps the being Gnus, that is to say, to the Father). This 
indicates that at night takes a purificator the  and the following day it doesn't 
consummate food to do a  good work. 
 
Purification of the energy:  The energy is purified that is to say for its 
configuration, that is the Magnetic Aura, the vortexes that  possesses each 
living organism, the energy it is the principle that will give you that spiritual 
fluency and this it can become purified taking a bath with plants , we will 
already be guiding later on this. 
 
Purification of the soul:  To heighten the soul, to PRAY. from  unmemorable 
times the beings of light have descended essentially to the terrestrial sphere 
from Katzy until Dharmarajás Shamádik and more there the Seraphs, 
Kabires, Logoses , Etc. They have always guided the sublime action of 
praying, and it is that the prayer is the food of our Great Presence, it is vital 
Prana of all the latent forces in our interior and it is bread vivified for the 
initiate, it maintains it inside the sublime order of the spirit and it takes it to 
superior plans of the soul. 
 
If the physical or organic part feeds up to three (3) times apart from those 
that have bad habits; you should also try to maintain the energy part, with 
psychophysics exercises, Runes, lamaseries or Mamtralizing. It is 
reasonable that you develop the Spiritual Evolutionary Principle for means of 
the Prayer. In this form we will be maintaining the three (3) factors that 
constitute us: MATTER, ENERGY AND SOUL. How is it possible that the 
humanity in her majority only worries about the physical foods of matter and 
neglects the other two (2) parts?. There is a reason here, of the day for day, 
they are developed more pathologies or illnesses. 
 
The spiritual part should not be neglected because at the end, this it is the 
one that counts; the physical part disintegrates, the energy transforms, the 
soul stays for the centuries, when we pray (not mechanically) we fuse the 
Microcosms man  with the Macrocosms God , but the prayer should not be 
expressed mechanically, it loses this way mystic true sense and it doesn't 
transcend of this third dimension. The prayer has a principle to elevate our 
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spirit and to become favorable to the view of the superior worlds. The 
unification is given through the prayer, because it also evolves, it preserves, 
it provides food to the soul and the body, it flows and it redounds with the 
energy and the essential thing, it maintains us in Harmony with the Creative 
Father. The prayer shows their fruits when its done in the neuter vibratory 
levels (States Alpha: Nine, seven, five, three), when somebody is upset it 
maintains a state alpha above of thirteen (13), when it is sleeping it achieves 
the level nine (9), to descend of there, it is already a conscious work through 
the relaxation that we will explain in a next chapter. 
 
When we are relaxed, practically we don't feel the body and although it is 
sleeping it doesn't mean that it is relaxed, it is very possible that the fatigue 
drives you to the dream, but tensed; you do the prayer  after a total 
relaxation and when your psyque is free of prejudice or problems and without 
waiting something in change; this antagonize with the common thing in the 
humanity that only  prays when  has a problem, and in this conflict state it is 
difficult to penetrate to that Theokrátic or  Celestial world. 
 
Further than of the fifth (5) dimension, the prayer should be constant, only we 
will be able this way to think with more clarity and flow with noble prayers. 
This trio of matter, energy and soul, have fundamentals their basic and 
independent projections. The material parte, well we know that it 
corresponds to the physic body  and this logically is to protect it, but not to 
confuse it with the vanity or the fantasy, neither to end up taking care of the 
physical goods more that our same body of organic configuration, for 
example, a friend told me “was in the city and she had to go for a dangerous 
place, I returned myself because I was wearing some gold necklace”; 
obviously if has not taken the necklace she would have gone to the 
dangerous place, this class of stories happens to a great multitude of people 
that believe that it is worth more the material part (things) than the Temple of 
Living God.(it scares to even think of those extreme sports) 
 
The energy should be organized,  be preserved; they should be exercises 
done. To moderate this principle and not to end up imitating the sportsmen 
(professionals) that sweat up to two liters to demonstrate that they sweat the 
T-shirt and that they do it for the team, the energy spreads to disvirtuate in 
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different forms, but exactly it is given most often or intensity when wasting 
the Sexual Waters that are the patrimony of our Great Spiritual presence. 
  
Of these three (3) parts the fundamental one is the Soul spiritual function, 
because the matter or physical body disintegrates after the death, and the 
energy transforms, but the soul is immortal.  Have conscience of this or not, 
the soul will follow its transformation process until being located. This 
situation depends on each who, if we want that our soul evolves, she will 
give us the illumination to do it, but if it doesn't interest us, it also flows with 
that determination, because the Great Presence that represents  God, it 
respects the free will. 
 
When Shinovik went to our Teacher told him: “Guru, I have come to request  
an orientation, because of it depends it my continuity in the path”; Arjuna 
responded him: “My duty is to explain  him, but the determination will take it 
you”. This is the sacred work of the initiate, to explain, to give the body of the 
Doctrine and each one you take your own path. 
 
All Theory is the same, one cannot say that that he is teaching the path of 
Good, and that this other emblem the path of Wrong, because the color of 
the teachings will really give it to him who one that receives it, and it is of 
keeping in mind that a King can be a beggar the day that wants, but the 
beggar cannot be a King when wanting it. 
 
Each person brings a genetic code, and that tendency will show up before 
the humanity, equally it forms as the dog that once born it is taken to a 
solitary island where other dogs don't exist, when this it is developed he will 
bark, he has not seen it or heard it, that is to say, he will have the same 
attitudes in any part where it is because he doesn't have to learn it, he 
already comes with him, is innate.  
 
 The human being  possesses an internal message, is similar to this 
situation, but most doesn't know it and you travels for roads and mistaken 
paths; some study a profession and they don't exercise it, but rather they are 
devoted to other things, others enter to the University and the 3 or 4 
semesters change the projections, they pass to another range of studies or 
another profession. 
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All this indicates that we are lost and that it is required to know why we come 
to this physical world or terrestrial sphere, each person should know which 
are her internal projections, to know that road to continue or for where to 
begin, regrettably up to now only we have a quantity of imitators. Without 
realizing that we have fallen in the custom of imitating what we see. When 
somebody marries and a couple conforms, she is devoted to buy all that 
sees  in her neighbors, few times she stops to think in what she is what really 
needs to live. 
 
We are looking for to God because our grandparents indicated this way it, for 
example: Let us imagine that a ship that crosses the ocean shipwrecks, an 
aged Lord is able to save the life of two children of scarce 2 years, and they 
finish in a solitary island, there they grow, they pass 2,4, 10 years Etc. , and 
later on the Lord that saved them the life dies; the children can already 
survive on the animals and plants. When these children are 20 years an old 
a question it will arise: Who they will follow?, Does something beyond exist ?  
Who will they look spiritually? Logical, they were project where their natural 
instinct indicates them. 
 
Returning to our civilization, each church wants to win the public's attention, 
suddenly see a multitude and one doesn't differ if it is an evangelist 
campaign or politics (Both promise), and the dangerous thing is this: In form 
of a coercion that they all belong to their organization, when one speaks of 
coercion, it is not always a direct coercion, it can be indirect, with threats of 
losing the soul, and other more that speaks of a divine fury. 
 
The Hindu philosophy teaches the preaching of the gospel in an 
unconditional way, in general the individual illumination, action is pursued 
that is gotten with orientations, without pressure on the part of the guru or 
guide. 
 
The spirituality and their road:  
 
The world of the spirit or  superspirituales levels, they are for those that after 
having meditated, they decide to practice the high spirituality and as a result, 
they obtain the illumination; but when somebody without more experiences 
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than what has read, guides  the path, we can take ourselves years following 
him/her, but the fruits will be few, and it is not question of pessimism, but 
rather the results have them visible: If you friend reader puts the finger in the 
fire,  logical is that he burns, but if you become fire, he will be able to enter 
and to remain in the fire without suffering any damage ; of equal it forms to 
remain in the superior plans of the soul it is necessary that we become 
Souls, here it operates the Law of likenesses.  
  
It is important to recapture the point of the Prayer, because the prayer, really 
capacitates us and it cooperates to our transformation in Soul beings  and 
this way to be able to penetrate in the  super dimensions worlds. 
 
 

EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY  
 

“Made me keeper  
Of vineyards and my vineyard did 

Not keep” 
 
Every human being comes to the earth with a purpose, and only him it 
corresponds to investigate this objective, and as logical it is accompanied 
with the vocation that should develop. 
 
In the moment he discovers these principles, automatically will experience 
kind of a Shamady or sublime state in their life, what will give him an impulse 
to offer a better service to their fellow men, if not discovered these states in 
the life, the daily actions of life are to be lived with routine, become 
monotonous and without respect to  life, the consequences will show up. 
Who have discovered these aspects, that logically are related with our Magic 
Presence, they have transformed into musical elements, that is to say like a 
zither which allows that the heart emits its harmonic waves that have its 
origin in our Magic Presence. The spiritual force that we know as Celestial 
Soul, we can say that it is humanized to complete their mission in the earth.  
Each human being has his very singular intellect that many not even suspect 
that they possess it, and others avoid to discover it. We see daily the 
problem of the imitation, children that want to imitate their father or singers 
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that imitate others; they are never given the opportunity to discover who are 
they, in fact, they prefer to live in the shade of the mock ones.  
These orientations owe to be taught to the children so that they understand 
the urgency auto explore internally. Never teach the boy the imitation, it 
should not even be baptized with the father's name or of the mother, this 
habit  creates direct dependence from the son to the father, cutting the free 
will, the free think and the free  act; quantities of cases  of children that finish 
committing suicide when their parents perish.  
 
In most of the homes it is guided  to the children the conquest of the 
success, to arrive to the victory, to arrive very high Etc.The education always 
goes for the winning, they are never taught to lose, ignoring that to win and 
to lose is the poles of the SELF-CENTEREDNESS. When somebody does a 
business and it loses, the world is finished for him, the sadness is reflected in 
its face, it doesn't analyze the experience that has just won. In our apartment 
I have had experiences with people that pretend to be friends, of others that 
seems to be interested in continuing in this doctrine and suddenly they steal 
some element or money, in a while we are able to find out, that makes it is to 
analyze the cost of the experience and like one says, to cancel him/her the 
registration to that person. 
 We lost!, No!, we win the experience of knowing a human being more. A 
brother of the group told us “Guru, I had a spiritual experience”, this sentence 
is common in the religious different schools and it is that the materialism that 
one lives in the humanity is terrible; The real thing , is that we are the 
spiritual bodies that we have human experiences in occasions, we are not 
human people with spiritual experiences, this should be understand. Let us 
play a short but important point: 
 
The Ambition:  
 
This egocentric factor maintains the common of the humanity in dislocated 
state, it is difficult to find somebody that doesn't ambition, the male ambitions 
a good wife, and when  has children ambitions for them a good spouse , it 
ambitions a car, a house, Etc. The sportsmen ambition to arrive in the first 
place, in short, all these ambitions correspond to the daily life, the curious 
and worrying thing is that when somebody is made active member of a 
church or religious institution, then it ambitions the sanctification and if it is an 
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occult school, it ambitions, mystic powers or abilities, Etc. A thing is the 
objective projection, the Soul purpose and another very different  the 
ambition. 
 
Anturian  Maximum prays: “That to acquire any thing in the life, it is 
necessary to give up the ambition toward this same thing” it is not about 
giving up the projection, but to the interest. The Acirfa axiom also says: “The 
happiness is like a butterfly that when  we pursue her it is always beyond  
our reach, but if we are calm it can settle on us”. This is relatively easy of 
understanding, what requires is to possess a creative imagination, let us 
remember that the creative mind, orchestrates the dance for the Universe. 
Only through the good actions with our fellow men, we conquer what our 
Being requires, contrary to the ambition that is based on the insecurity or in 
the fear. Obviously our Great Presence is the source of all the human 
activities, and only to her we owe what we deserve. 
 
It is vital the development of the Discernment,  analyze the mother's nature 
functions and observed that the Earth doesn't make an effort to rotate? Do 
the birds maybe make an effort to fly? The stars to shine? Do the fish maybe 
make an effort to swim? The plants to grow. All these actions are given in 
natural and simple form, without concerns or efforts and even without 
ambition. In the same way the nature offers us the fluency and the victory, 
what happens is that we place to the situation in the egocentric part, and as 
a result it is a complete fiasco.  
 
The day in that a flower makes an effort in opening up  automatically she will 
wither. With this we are not reaffirming the laziness, the apathy or  inertia, 
the real key consists on doing the required action, that is to say to connecting 
it with our Spiritual Being, then in natural and spontaneous form will be done, 
as the Sun shines  will crystallize the project, because the Sun neither makes 
an effort to shine. Who have understood these orientations ,without traveling, 
they know places; without doing , they realize; without looking they see, and 
without moving the lips they speak.  
 
Avoiding the free flow of the nature represents a loss of  energy very 
lamentable . Those that live off the what they will say and that they feel very 
important, those people that feel very vital; in that attitude they spend the 
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energy flow, if we analyze each action, this energy that wears out sustaining 
such an importance, you can invert the connection of the objective and our 
Real Being. 
 
 To flow with the nature is to accept the spontaneous form. How the dogs 
walk? How do the rains come? The concepts and all circumstance in 
general,including that circumstance that is  occasional to the human beings, 
with this it indicates that the present flows with the nature and trying to 
transform it is to spend energy unsuccessfully,  the present is the synthesis 
of the past. “Don’t try to live in agreement with life, because it go away from 
you and never try intoning a song,let that herself is sung, or have not seen 
that the humble hiccup arrives for itself?” “Are you maybe able to provoke a 
hiccup?. The present is organized and linked with all the actions of the 
Universe, and then to try of transforming the present is to fight against the 
same Universe, everything is a perfect engagement in the life. A single cell of 
the human body carries out around seven million functions per minute, and 
all the cells operate geared, what means that if an only one of these stops, 
pathologically speaking, this tiny but vital link contaminates  the neighboring 
cells, what depending on the magnitude, a Cancer unravels. Of equal it 
forms, our function like microcosmic beings, it flows with the harmony of the 
microcosms and this to in turn with the Macrocosms, that which indicates that 
if we stop to try transforming the present, that detention can be fatal, also 
depending on the magnitude of the failed. 
 
In synthesis, we can affirm that the present is also the summary of all the 
activities that we carry out in the past, and depending of like we channel the 
present activities, will be projected this way our future. 
 
Concerning the reflection on the present, an anecdote happened in Adrinsa, 
India, Dupaky Zing, observed through the window of the golden temple of 
Punjab, a fight between two gentlemen that it is developed quickly, one of 
the two takes a dagger and it introduces it in the body of the unhappy one, 
the one which disincarnates at once; the murderer escapes, to Zing, he 
doesn't give him time of reacting, everything passed in question of seconds, 
many minutes didn't pass when  goes  for the place a walker, dressed with a 
Carmelite tunic, this flexions the body to extract the mortal dagger of the 
lying body in the earth, when he does it, he listens a voice that screams to 
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him: Hold there murderer!, that man of Carmelite vestment, was condemned 
and hanged. When Dupaky found out the police determination, it arose him a 
query: Where the is the Divine justice? That innocent man only wanted to 
extract the dagger of the body, he is condemned!. Subsequently he went 
where Edigia, the supreme commander of the temple  and told him: “I retire 
of the golden temple, my faith in God,  has caught a cold”. And he do it this 
way it, he took a cadreza, that is to say handbag species, and you went to 
walk without fixed direction, the whole day it took on the way, in hours of the 
afternoon it sighted a ranch to which came closer to request some water, had 
an old man in that property, which didn't have water in the house in the 
moment, but it pointed out him about two hundred meters where he could 
find it.  Dupaky went to the place, he found the lake and when he prepared to 
take the beautiful liquid, an extravagant scent arrived until him, it looked for 
the origin of that scent, and he found a small earth pile, he didn't take the 
water, he returned running where the old man was ,so that he explained to 
him the event, he narrated him that previous days he was taking water in that 
same place, when two gentlemen fought strongly, one hurted  the other one 
and killed him. The murderer escape from the town, and because he could 
not make a blaze to burn it, he buried him in that place. Who was the 
murderer? Zing asked, I don't know it! The old man responded, I can only 
describe it to you, he had a Carmelite tunic. Before this explanation Dupaky 
said: “You ended up vivifying my faith in God” why? The old man asked, 
because that man condemned was hanged in fact for criminal. Now, it is you 
who increase my faith finished the old man saying. 
 
Really, friend reader, the Law operates from the past to the present and from 
the present to the future. 
 
The location in the life is cardinal, it is vital, when we dislike somebody , it is 
not in the person, but in ourselves. In our feel towards the humanity, it is 
precisely here where we should make emphasis and to consider to all the 
problems like  opportunities of overcoming and evolution. Logically to accept 
this it is necessary to have responsibility; when we are responsible we don't 
accuse  the other the actions that  happen to us, if we behave as oaks before 
the tempests of the life, in question of seconds we will be demolished, but if 
we adopt the attitude of the liana, they will be able to pass for our side 
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hurricanes, and they won't harm us, that is to say, if we accept the 
circumstances as  they are. 
 
For what reason spend energies in the past, if they belong to  history, or in 
the future, if at last it is an entire enigma. What we should take advantage is 
the present, since it represents a gift of the nature toward us; she tells us:   I 
brought you this present; to project or to organize the future unconditionally 
is another thing. To organize our future is easy and they are many the keys 
that we can use for it, but all are synthesized in the following prayer: “Do 
make presently with the other ones, like you want t hat they make with 
you in the future” , to give is the fundamental idea, to organize our future, 
What to give?, not necessarily has to be money, it can be to offer attention, a 
prayer, a blessing or a smile. Quantities of things are to give, and they don't 
cost, on the contrary they stimulate the  one that receives them. All these 
actions or orientations will have bigger forcefulness if we relate them with our 
Great Presence or at least if one keeps it in mind. The action of thinking of 
our Great Presence can be gradual and we can relate it with a flower, a look 
of a child, a setting of the sun, the twinkling of the stars, Etc. There in all 
these actions, the direct vision of our Magic Presence is; at the same time 
these actions serve as thermometer to measure our soul states , if a person 
is not able to admired  a setting of the sun, the flight of an eagle, the growth 
of a plant, her internal grade is elementary. 
 
The Guru Zigk Gnanak  guides: Relax your body, absolute distension, and 
when you are in sublime state of concentration, visualize the kingdom of the 
nature, our Omnipotent Father's creative capacity. To see an animal, a plant, 
the water and his most  perfect and big work  of the Universe: The Human 
being. Analyze him carefully, this creation capacity, and you will see that 
your body loses temper; you can finish crying, you can finish happy, you can 
finish with fear, Etc. But if these actions, these visions are not able to flow in 
your interior. You can be totally sure your Soul capacity is elementary.  
 
As the fluency with your Greater presence it is developed,  goes 
disappearing the fear, the ambition and the desires and desire of fame Etc., 
But to achieve the development of that fluency? One of the keys is the verbal 
fast or search of the silence; the urgency of practicing the silence, is not 
question of being in silence half hour, the true silence begins in the solar 
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hours (6:00 a.m.) and it can be prolonged during hours, days, weeks; it is as 
well as the voice of the silence appears, and this it is related with our Great 
Presence, it is necessary to clarify that when we practice the silence, we 
should not carry out activities that require energy loss, so much psychic, as 
physical. We can begin the search of the silence with a daily hour, and to go 
increasing until achieving a lot of time, we can also make it in the free days. 
“Be silent and you will know that I am GOD” , prays in the sacred writings. 
 
All practice requires of discipline, perseverance, it will arrived the moment in 
that you will feel with weakness, unable to continue, because there the 
mathematical essential point that we require for this continuity of purposes, is 
because it is really necessary to be mystic, and to be mystic is to have 
continuity of purposes, your mind will bring you doubt images, of conflicts, 
images that will look for in the past, will project the future so that you decay; 
but the path is already initiate, and your Great Presence waits eagerly to that 
the spiritual agreement that you made before the Law, is effective and it will 
follow effective per  years until you complete it, and then, you will be free in 
the face of the truth. 
 
The Soul conquest  is difficult, but not impossible, already many achieved it 
and we are sure that you will also achieve it: Rama, Hermes, Buddha, 
Vishnu , Krisna ,  all these big teachers reached the high spirituality why not  
reach it us? The keys are now within our reach, it is necessary to give a 
positive overturn to your life. We can say that starting from this moment in 
that you are reading these  lines your life it has changed, you will remember 
that your life is evolutionary, transformative day for day, for you don't get up  
of your bed with laziness, with apathy, but rather on the contrary, you will 
give that jump from the bed to the floor, with your harmonic mind you will 
give thanks to the Creative Father for a new day, for a new dawn, for this 
new sun that will allow to expand toward ourselves, you will take a bath  
body essentially, there the positive advance begins although in human form, 
but the human part is the living manifestation on our internal Self. 
 
GENEZIGOLOGIA: Some groups that profess the idea  that later on and 
very soon all will live in complete harmony, in peace, and everything will be 
ok , it won't exist the war, the envy , neither anger. 
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We consider that this is a memory gleam belonging to the past and projected 
to the future. As it is known, the earth sprouted  of  Deuterocosmos and the 
same as a child, didn't walk at once, but rather he crawled, it was unstable, it 
was required to stabilize it and for it, was important the human life, the first 
race came Protónik or Protoplasmic,  but with them was no stabilization, 
neither with the second race, the Hyperborean one.  With the come  of the 
third race, called Lemuria,  they were visible beings with a visible body , 
physical Material, and was here where  the Division of the sexes came, 
starting from this race, the men are born as men and the women like women, 
in the previous races their inhabitants were hermaphrodite sacred beings, 
they possessed the two sexes, and the population entirely came  of the 
Seventh to the first dimension. It indicates that they first inhabited Akash and 
therefore they were not visible to the  physics eye . We are in the fifth Aryan 
race and therefore we flow with the third dimension of the nature. 
 
Each race receives the auspices of the Theocratic regents  of this solar 
system of Ors  (for us it is the Milky Way). The first Race was commanded for 
the Archangel Gabriel, the second for Rafael, the third for Uriel, the fourth for 
Michael and the present for Samael. If we analyze the psychological 
characteristics of each Star, we find that the Moon, Mercury and Venus, they 
are harmonic stars, the Sun is a balancing star, but Mars Jupiter and Saturn 
is just the opposite, Mars symbolizes the Force, the war and these effluviums 
arrive to the human being those which not well channeled they generate 
conflicts. 
 
With the Division of the sexes,  the human race it is activated in him the 
coxis  electric field , (to stabilize it or to attract him in the earth) it woke up 
the capital sin and with it the formation of the mind. It is of understanding that 
the angelical race (and people that still in these day are spiritual)  has brain 
and imagination,  common people and currents have mind and thought , 
the imagination corresponds to the soul and the thought to the ego. 
 
 The man has features of when was hermaphrodite (breasts)  and the 
woman phallus (Clitoris). The mind day for day creates the bad habits, the 
memories, the customs, and to this they call ego. 99% of the impressions 
that we receive from the external world passes to the tertium organs 
(cerebellum) and they are not channeled to the brain but to the mind 
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(thought), and it is for this reason that most of the human actions are 
disvirtuate or egocentric. 
 
It is impossible to enumerate each one of the capital sins, the mind has 
created so many that many people don't emit at least two good actions a 
day, but the important thing in  the way to the psychological transformation, 
is that the mind cannot integrate them, each bad habit or psychological me it 
acts independent of the other one, and this facilitates to discover them. 
When the man is devoted to analyze them, to discover them, he meets with 
subtle bad habits that are using him. But the serious of this matter is that 
many don't feel sinful and  feel like a saint and perfect (it is another ego) it is 
victim of  failure, others live tossing the blame  other ones in connection with 
what occurs to them, you visit a jail and  will find that ninety percent of the 
prisoners feels innocent, nobody is considered guilty. In connection with this, 
the Bible, as great letter of God for the men, mentions the case of the 
publican and the Pharisee, it says: “Two men ascended to the temple to 
pray, one Pharisee and the other publican, the Pharisee prayed to himself 
this way: Lord I give you thanks  because I am not as the other men, 
adulterers, thieves, Etc. as this publican, I fast twice a week, and I give tithe 
of all that I win. The publican not wanting to lift the eyes to the sky, said: 
Lord., you favorable to me, that I am a sinner. Truly I tell you that the 
publican descended  justified to its house before the other one, because 
anyone that is exalted is humiliated and the one that humbles will be 
ennobled. (Lucas Chap. 18). 
 
In general the human being lives fascinated for the fleeting things, and he 
passes the time with the desires of fame, of obtaining titles, medals, rewards, 
trophies, Etc. He/she wants to appear in Television, the press, radio and 
he/she stays in life with these false objectives. For the common of the 
humanity, the psychological transformation is something secondary and that 
they can begin it tomorrow because the  first is to get money. 
 
Continually it is commanding a different capital sin, it is for this reason that 
somebody a thing says now and tomorrow he says another. The capital sins 
masquerade with the vestment of the spiritual one, the bad habit of the hate 
masquerades of love, the laziness of will, the lust of chastity, the vengeance 
of the pardon, the anger of patience and each capital sin uses this way 
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different centers for its manifestation, in this form we have that the sin of the 
lust can use  the brain and the student is believed poet and he makes verses 
for a woman, but when it uses the heart he makes him feel love and 
falls(goes down, why not up?) in love, later on  uses the sexual area and 
transforms it into a vicious and sadist one. The lust is really the tomb of the 
love, the death of the soul. 
 
The humanity lives psychologically dislocated, we find that in a party not all 
are cheerful, there are sad people, but there is also people that laugh to 
beating jaw in a funeral. 
 
The essence of our presence in the earth is the eradication or transformation 
of our capital defects, since it is this range of bad habits those that don't 
allow our True being's free manifestation. When the sin of the anger takes 
possession of the physic body  and  prepares to consummate an unpleasant 
action, the Being  emits a sign to impede it, but that sign that leaves of the 
center (of the interior) made the periphery it should cross the whole bundle of 
sins, depending on the intensity of the sins, these they can remove the force 
of the message or such a grade that it simple  doesn't arrive to the periphery 
and in consequence the unhappy one makes any violation. But cases have 
been seen in that the Being's message arrives with magnitude and what we 
know as regret (before making the action) takes place. 
 
Not the fluency should be sought with our celestial soul in state of 
imperfection, because any Sacred received message can distort it or to 
distort it the capital sin. What we should make is to take off the imperfect 
thing and our being's laconic manifestations will a ppear this way.  This 
is similar hello that make the engravers, they say: There is “that take away to 
the figure what he has more than enough of marble” and if it is“ wooden they 
say:   It is necessary to remove to the figure the garbage that covers it”, that 
it is what we require to make, to remove the psychological garbage that is 
eclipsing our Being.  
 
The student should have a psychological center of balanced, not to allow that 
the circumstances deviate or diminish the vibratorial order. The Sacred Book  
RIG VEDA teaches us: “Not I am more because they praise me, neither 
less because they vituperate me ”. 
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Every bad habit inhabits the etheric area of a certain organ, we have this way 
that the Hate inhabits the etheric part of the heart, the lust in the etheric part 
of the reproductive apparatus, the laziness in the nervous system, to the 
greed in the stomach, Etc. Etc. The ego like energy doesn't die, for this 
reason we speak of transforming, and it feeds of what consumes the physical 
body, it is logical that if we feed him with animal cadavers, the bad habits are 
proliferated, because the man is: In soul what thinks (it imagines) and in 
body what it eats.  
 
It is urgent to begin the work of the egocentric breakup; the feeding is the 
initial key, in few months you will be able isolate yourself of the meats and to 
enter in the era of the vegetarianism. Without egocentric transformation it is 
impossible our being's incarnation, and without nutritious transformation the 
Ego doesn't transform. 
 
The ego is too astute, he hides to deceive the initiate  and to make him/her 
believe that it doesn't exist, but the great reality is that behind the fume of the 
incense  hides the crime. Behind the beautiful squares hides the crime. 
There is really a lot of virtue in the evil ones, but there is also a lot of 
wickedness in the virtuosos. The bad habit masquerades of saint, of apostle, 
of martyr, of priest and it officiates even in the sacred altars of the temples. 

 
 
 

THE PRAYER 
 

We have guided that the prayer should not be made in form mechanics, 
because it loses the mystic real sense; something that you friend reader 
should have very clear: It is exactly what exists in this world called third 
dimension; but there this the fourth dimension that is a neuter world, the 
world in the forms, the world of the imaginations; but we can say it exists the 
fifth, sixth and seventh dimension. Not we ignore that two superior 
dimensions exist. Then here we will locate these seven dimensions. 
 
The first and second dimension, have to do with low dimensions or areas of 
the nature. The fourth dimension is an impartial world, but the three (3) 
sublime dimensions exists that are the fifth ,the sixth and the seventh; there it 
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is where the spiritual beings that you seek are, to invoke them requires of a 
petition and  make it arrive to these sublime beings in those super 
dimensions. 
 
The prayer has as virtue, to elevate our spirit to that dimensional world. We 
have said that the prayer unifies, it evolves, it preserves and it is the one that 
gives the basic food to our Great presence, but to arrive to these dimensions 
you should be in considerable waves or spiritual cycles, these we will study 
them in the next chapter to guide these projections well. 
 
The prayer should be constant, permanent, this means that continually or 
when is walking goes also praying, it doesn't mean the spiritual automatism 
because you can doctrine the mind, its subconscious one, so that this stays 
in a constant harmony of prayer. To contribute with the spiritual search, we 
will structure in this chapter the seven (7) basic prayers, one for every day of 
the week.  
The order is: Moon, Mercury, Venus, Sun, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn ; this it 
is the exact order of the stars in connection with this world called earth, we 
mean then that the first day of the week it is governed for the Star Moon and 
it is Sunday, and the last day that is Saturday, it is governed for Saturn; we 
clarify: The day it really begins from the dark  to the clear , it begins with the 
lunar (night) regency and it finishes with the solar (Fall of the sun) regency. 
All the actions of the universe, are determined from the less (-) ones to it but 
(+), because there is our Creative Father's victory . Then, for example, the 
spiritual day Monday(Moon-day, in Spanish Lunes- Luna) that is the first day 
of the week it begins exactly on Saturday at 6p.m o'clock. and it finishes on 
Sunday, also in hours of the afternoon, when the spiritual regency of Mercury 
begins, that is to say that during the day current Monday it governs mercury 
that is the second star. 
 
The current astrologer’s guide that the moon governs on Monday, mars on 
Tuesday and so forth; this it is the Gregorian calendar but it is completely 
wrong. The old Sanskrit’s, the Greek and some other leaders knew the order 
of distance of the stars in connection with the King Sun that is the same of 
our days, what happens it is that Gregorio XIII, transformed the calendar, 
and the current astrologers are continued guided for this. Each star 
influences on the Kingdom of the nature and they govern a specific day of 
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the week, for this reason to the Moon detected  its effluviums gets to the 
earth the days Monday and  Mercury on Wednesdays, to Venus on Fridays, 
in the sun Sundays, to Mars on Tuesdays, to Jupiter on Thursdays and to 
Saturn on Saturdays, that is to say that every day of the week they baptized 
him with the sound of the star in action, then the prayers, here they will be 
specified, beginning on day Sunday that is the first day of the week.  
Preferable it is that we make these prayers in a place where the four basic 
elements of the nature are:  earth, water, fire, air. Some accustom to make 
an altar in their houses and that is fundamental, but if doesn't have those 
elements in the hand, you can do the prayer because we are also 
fundamental forces of this same nature. It is recommended to make different 
petitions and subsequently the prayer of the day,  is fundamental to do it 
twice per day, one in the morning and another in the night. Let us see that 
order of prayers then, this can be supplemented with an order of practice 
relatively short , that is to say: Our Father, subsequently a prayer for the 
humanity, a personal prayer and later on the prayer of the day. 
 
Our Father we knows that it contains seven (7) fundamental petitions, 
structured in oneself pattern guided for our redeemer(Christ). 
 
The following prayer is adaptive for every day of the week, there is a space 
in which the sound of the regent of the day is pronounced; here we will use 
the sound or name of Archangel MICHAEL, but you will use, we repeat, the 
sound or the regent's of the day name, the prayer says this way: 
 
For intersection of the archangel Michael, makes us the Lord worthy of being 
inflamed in the fire of a perfect charity, ámen. 
 
For intersection of the archangel Michael, give us the Lord forces to abandon 
the way to  sin and to walk for  the way to the Christian perfection, amen. 
 
For intersection of the archangel Michael, the Lord infuses in our hearts the 
spirit of true and sincere obedience, ámen. 
 
For intersection of the archangel Michael, give us the Lord the grace to 
dominate our senses and to correct our passions, ámen. 
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For intersection of the archangel Michael, deign the Lord to protect our souls 
against the traps and negative temptations, ámen. 
 
For intersection of the archangel Michael, the Lord that don't allow we yield 
to temptation, but you liberate us of all wrong, ámen. 
 
For intersection of the archangel Michael, grant us the Lord the don of the 
perseverance, in the faith and in the good works, to end up acquiring the 
glory of the paradise, ámen. 
 
For intersection of the arkandel Michael, deign the Lord that we are kept for 
them and to behave to our very dear father's eternal glory. 
 
Ámen, ámen, ámen. 
 
The following prayer is Cosmic, it is recited or he/she prays every day of the 
week and he/she says this way: 
 
Lord for those that suffer, Lord for those that cry, Lord for the orphan children 
that are in the misery, for those that don't love you, for those that don't adore 
you, for those that live sad, for those that pray never, pity Lord, pity. 
 
Hallelu ha, hallelu ha, hallelu ha. (It is pronounced Hallelujah)  
 
Lord for the beggars and for the sinners, for the rich ones without soul that  
have and they don't give, for the bad Christian , for the farmers, for the 
oppressed ones and for the oppressors, pity Lord, pity, pity Lord. 
Hallelu ha, hallelu ha, hallelu ha. 
 
Lord for the sick persons, Lord for the beggars, for those that are in the 
darkness of the ignorance, for those that anything has, neither bread, neither 
home, neither shelter. pity Lord, pity, pity Lord. 
 
Hallelu ha, hallelu ha, hallelu ha. 
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Pity for the invalids, pity for the old men, for the sad homes where the love is 
not, for those that don't believe in You, for those that are pagan, for those 
that cry, for all the humans, pity Lord, pity Lord, pity Lord. 
 
Hallelu ha, hallelu ha, hallelu ha. 
  
It is recommended to have to the hand, a glass with water making the whole 
ritual. Later on, when concluding, consume the consecrated water, because 
it will stimulate you totally vital Soul principles. 
 
The prayers for every day of the week are the following ones: 
 

PRAYER TO ARCHANGEL GABRIEL (MOON)  
 

( GOVERNS FROM SATURDAY TO 6:P .M. UNTIL SUNDAY TO ’5:5959’’ 
P.M.) 

 
Venerable archangel Gabriel,  theocratic regent of the moon. To You I go so 
that you favor me in the development of your psychological ray, I request 
you, great being that you allow me the transmutation of my lunar energies for 
our internal coalition. Give me participation in the pond of the eternity, getting 
the grace of your great and supreme presence, and with her the domain of 
my lunar defects. 
Venerable  being, your that helped for this, my incarnation in the earth, grant 
me your ray for my radical transformation. 
That the doubt, the confusion, the uncertainty and subjective other forces are 
dissolved in my psyche, being able this way to serve well in the development 
of your ray giver of life. That your ray increases in me the liberation of all 
human attitude 
I request you Archangel Gabriel that plead for all those that disincarnate daily 
that the celestial Law allows him once more to be embodied hopefully in the 
perfection of the states of the energy, the matter and essentially its soul. 
 
For them Archangel Gabriel, Light the luminous flare of the resurrection so 
tha can transcend the delicately of the dwell of Barbelos, that is the maternal 
womb and bring to the life, the Christic atoms  for its Divine Souls glory. 
                                       AOM, OM  
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PRAYER TO ARCHANGEL RAFAEL (MERKURIO)  
 

(GOVERNS FROM SUNDAY TO 6:P .M. UNTIL MONDAY TO ’5:5959’’ 
P.M.) 

 
Oh Divine logos Rafael, immortal Great being, God of the life, you that 
provide the intelligence, balancing feeling and the thought for means of the 
Chrístic mercury, and that you make us understand the objective of our 
existence and we perfect ourselves upgrading the absolute conscience. 
I invoke you by the Christ, for the health of the Christ, for my initiation in the 
sacred science of the life, and this way consciously can serve all the beings 
in their process of perfection. 
Oh! Archangel Rafael, for the Divine Christ's Glory I request you a special 
help of cure, for all those that groan and they have been prostrated in 
clinical, hospitals, sanatoriums or houses of health, psychiatric or asilum, for 
those people  we asks you that the medicinal force of this petition, foment the 
health in all the levels. 
Aaaaaaaaeeeee. Gaaaaeeee, Guuuufff, Paaaaannnn Claaaaarrrraaaa. 
Be treated, be  healed . I request you venerable being that your angels of the 
medicine and the teachers:  Paracelsus, Galenus, Huiracocha, Hipócrates, 
HermesTrimigestus and other teachers of the ray of the medicine, infuse in 
my soul those dons, through which is able to cooperate the health, in all the 
senses and the supreme realization of the existence. 
                                                                                                AOM, OM IS. 
 
 

PRAYER TO THE LOGOS URIEL (VENUS)  
 

(GOVERNS FROM MONDAY TO 6:P .M. UNTIL TUESDAYS TO ’5:5959’’ 
P.M.) 

 
Oh! Divine Logos Uriel, regent of  love, I request you with the forces of my 
soul and of my heart that upgrades in me, your virtues by the sound of the 
spiritual regency of the golden sphere Venus, Make me attended by ANAEL, 
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so that  in the priesthood of the love, so that the forces gathered in me, vivify 
the sacred fire. 
 
So that my Conscience wakes up in the eternal glory of the creation, Oh! 
Divine Logos Uriel, for the virtue of your purity, for the love that you have 
infused in my soul and for the love that Master Jesús has for the humanity, I 
invoke you so that your divine virtues penetrates in all my being, and let us 
transform into a source of love for the blessedness of all the beings that 
suffer and they are thirsty of Peace. 
Oh! Logos Uriel, cosmic sublime entity that connected the fecundating forces 
of the nature Unmanifested. So that the great Universe was born in that we 
live, be also linked to me , so that my Great Presence, my interior essence 
comes,  is able to fulfill the real objective of my existence. 
 
Allow me, Venus Majesticy, to discern among the love and the desire, that 
the love always stays above the passion and of the earthly affections. I 
request it to you for the Christ's Love, For the Christ's Love, For the Christ's 
Love. 
 
     AOM, OM IS. 
 
 

PRAYER TO THE LOGOS MICHAEL (SUN)  
 

( GOVERNS FROM TUESDAYS TO 6:P .M. UNTIL WEDNESDAY TO 
’5:5959’’ P.M.) 

 
0h! Divine Logos Michael, spirit of the Sun, source of Universal life. 
Oh! Michael, creative intelligence of all that created. Allow Lord mine that 
your hosts instruct me in the wisdom of the Sacred Fire, so that all the things 
that are in my surroundings, be illuminated for their spiritual perfect growth. 
Oh! Central great Being, is your will, it floods my energy with your powerful 
energy, so that for your means, they can drive away all the subjective forces, 
preserving the health, so that my actions are always fair, and glow gloriously, 
in all the beings' of the creation benefit. 
Oh Michael, , Jochavach, Saglas, Saratiel and Agni, prodigious beings that 
removes the nature unceasingly, from the center of the cross, grant me to 
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carry out your igneous spirit, Oh! Chrístic Conscience, until carrying out the 
absolute unit of life. 
Glorious Prince Michael, Leader and guide of celestial armies, receivers of 
our souls, winner of the rebellious spirits, domestic in Our Father's real 
palace. Our admirable driver of superhuman excellence and virtue, deign to 
liberate of all wrong, to all us that appeal to you with trust, and to make for 
your incomparable protection that we advance day by day, in serving Our 
Father faithfully, for the Christ. 
 
AOM, OM IS. 
 
 

PRAYER TO THE LOGOS SAMAEL (MARS)  
 

(GOVERNS FROM WEDNESDAY 6:P.M. UNTIL THURSDAY TO ’5:5959’’ 
P.M.) 

 
Samael, God of the lightning, Samael God of the Fire, Samael God of the 
Force. 
 
Oh! Grandiose incarnation of the supreme will, concede me that your infinite 
power, be the sword of my conscious will to separate of me all the useless 
and unnecessary, that impedes the suprafusión with my Divine Soul. 
 
Oh! You Grandiose Samael that you direct the Theocratic regency of Mars, 
your that you experienced this painful traffic among the humanity, to the one 
which teached the principles of the spiritual realization, give me your help for 
means of the scientific, chastity so that my actions please the Celestial 
Father. 
 
Logos Samael, I request You your sacred force, to fortify my human soul, 
and to serve day for day in the Father's great work, with your force, Oh 
Samael, I will be able to conquer  my psychological defects, and to be worthy 
of it,  conquer my soul in all the levels of the conscience. 
 
Descend on me Oh! Samaelian forces, for not defrauding  my divine soul in 
its purpose and agreement of being carried out before the law, impregnate 
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me of your force, Archangel Samael, so that my affections are equal with the 
sword of the Cosmic Justice. 
 
OM. IT IS FORCE...  OM IS FORCE....   OM is Force. 
 

ORACION TO THE LOGOS ZACHARIEL (JUPITER)  
 

( GOVERNS FROM THURSDAY TO 6:P .M. UNTIL FRIDAY TO ’5:5959’’ 
P.M.) 

 
Divine Logos Zachariel, Golden sphere of Jupiter, Sublime Logos, I request 
you in the very dear Father's sound, of the very adored son and of the very 
wise Holy Spirit that you liberate me of all the subjective astral and physical 
forces that are about impeding my evolution the planes of the Energy, of 
Matter and of the Spirit. 
 
Oh Zachariel, I request  you of all heart and for the gifts of our Lord the 
Christ, guide me in the continuation of my existence, saturate her of 
understanding to solve the incongruities that in the  daily life is presented. 
 
Deign, Oh! Divine Logos to listen my requests and petitions that I make you, 
through the divine Christ, to this way to reach the honors and grades of the 
Cosmic Justice. 
 
Allow me your eternal company for my Stellar Souls glorious realization. I 
request you honorary Being , to cooperate in the mystic climbs that goes 
from the earth to the sky and of the matter to the spirit. 
 
For this way  impregnate from your hierarchical honor to all those that come 
closer to me, glorifying in your sacred sound. By the Glory, honor and 
majesty of the Christ, Our Lord. 
 
      AOM, OM IS. 
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PRAYER TO THE LOGOS ORIFIEL (SATURN)  
 

( GOVERNS FROM FRIDAY TO 6:P .M. UNTIL SATURDAY TO ’5:5959’’ 
P.M.) 

 
Full with joy and overflowing of faith, I come closer to you, Oh! Divine Logos 
Orifiel, principle and end of all the existent . 
Oh! Orifiel, my Father, Lord mine, allow me omnipresent Lord to invokes you 
in the Christ's sacred sound, for the Christ's great majesty, so that you initiate 
me in the Great School of the Seventh Ray, impregnate my psyche, my 
senses, my energy, to achieve the breakup of the antagonism of my soul and 
this way to impulse me in the path of the Great spiritual realizations. 
 
Oh! Orifiel, Lord of the time and of the space, that preserves the balance in 
all the senses, allow, omnimerciful being that these positive forces, are 
developed in me, for the well of the humanity. 
 
You that  give the life, offer it continually to revalue their real objective, you 
that you encourage the life, come to me, as you give auspice to the terrestrial 
sphere to make infinite the limited things, symbolizing this way to the Divine 
Logos. 
 
Make me participant of the Sacred Universal Church in the one which is 
latent  the redemption, and in your imperious and sublime light we cover 
ourselves all to reach the Celestial Divine Father's promises. 
 
Oh! Orifiel, Spiritual Regent of Saturn, in the command like Supreme Judge 
of the Code of the Justice and Teacher of the Life, in your hands I 
commends my spirit. 
      AOM. OM IS 
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THE SUPERIOR MEDITATION 
“The wind and the waves, goes 

 Always in favor of 
Who knows to manage them” 

 
The meditation it is in the bottom, very interesting. All spiritualists should 
practice it, because this system allows us to flow with all the dimensions of 
the nature. When we say this we refer to all in general, that is to say, the first 
second and third dimensions and naturally to the superior dimensions. 
 
Many applicants or practitioners of the meditation, only spread to project their 
imagination to the superior dimensions as the fourth, sixth dimension and 
until there. We want that us, those that practice the sacred esoterism, be 
aware that the first and second dimensions are fundamental in our spiritual 
realization. It exists a misrepresentation of the values and suitable 
projections of the meditation: Some believe that to meditate is to sit down 
sluggishly on a seat, others believe that to meditate is to sleep a good while, 
but for the honor that possesses the truth, we should clarify that whenever 
somebody is in meditation, it flows with beings of any dimensional order and 
as a result brings messages, that is to say that the meditator becomes a 
omnidimensional channel  
 
It would be absurd to say that somebody meditates and don't penetrate more 
there of their own personality, they are required seven steps basically to 
reach the maximum expression of the dimensional planes. Which are these 
steps? Let us see: 1) step:  It is the disposition of the body, 2) Step:  The 
asana, 3) Step: The relaxation, 4) Step:  The concentration, 5) Step: The 
meditation, 6) Step: Ecstasy, 7) Step: Retrospect  
We will analyze one for one: 
 
What is the disposition?  This means that to carry out this practice, total 
understanding of her should be possessed. To do it without spirit of 
metaphysician lucre. We should be clear in this that we have to understand a 
practice before doing it, this is vital for the success of this. Me personally, 
before making a practice I analyze it in the superior planes, in what is in my 
mind, supraconscious or my unconscious mind, for later be able to analyze 
and to practice it. This also implies or it is related with the disposition of the 
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body, that we are organized, that we are harmonized, that we have not 
caught, to say this way it,  rages or anger that day, in short be totally fluently, 
if it is that truly we seek to reach the illumination through the meditation. 
 
For all practice it is fundamental to relax the whole body that is to say not 
only to relax the physical body, but also the internal states of psychic order. 
In the physical part we have near 18 organs that are connected to the 
relaxation: Feet, calf, knees, thighs, waist, abdomen, pectoral, back, column, 
arms, shoulders, neck, maxillary, the nose, the eyes, the hairy leather and 
the brain. Subsequently relax the psychic configuration that are the areas of 
theocratic manifestation, that is to say, the seven (7) areas related with the 
seven (7) elements of the nature and their Soul regents . That upward order 
makes it with the element Earth that governs from the feet to the knees, in 
this area we request to the regent, that is to say to the  Gnomes and the 
Pygmy  that purify us the living temple, making emphasis to the area 
corresponding to the element earth. We ascend then to the  theocratic order 
of the water, represented in us from the knees to the sexual area, in this area 
governs the God Varuna that is God of the Water. Then we Ascend to the  
theocratic order of the fire whose area corresponds from the sex to the 
Heart, its regent is Agni,  and to say this way it, his descendants, the 
Salamanders of the fire. It follows the upward order with Silfos,  spiritual 
beings of the air whose area corresponds from the heart until the brow its 
regent is Paralta . Later on the Pungtas continues, spiritual beings of the 
Ether, their area goes from the brow to the crown.  
Friend reader, the earth is known it possesses areas that surround with the 
atmosphere, ionosphere, the stratosphere, Etc., we that are an imitatus of 
the creation, that is to say are similar to  earth, we also possess an 
atmosphere, ionosphere, stratosphere. Only that it receives the spiritual 
name of Magnetic Aura in us. It is here where AKASH is, with Akashi,  its 
regent, and an order septenary we have, the intercommunicated synthesis 
and we refer to the elementary order of PRANA , that is to say that the 
synthesis or septenary order has it in the  system endocrine, living 
manifestation the regent Pragnus of that  is the seventh element that is to 
say Prana.  
 
When the meditator arrives to this relaxation point, its body practically 
doesn't feel, that is to say that don't conceive to its organism like an organic 
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mass. Obviously we all know that the brain stays constantly emitting waves, 
vibrations and rays in cycles, which oscillate in the common of the humanity 
between ten and eighteen psychic cycles per second, these waves are 
developed in connection with the impressions of the external world that arrive 
to the brain through Tertium Organs, this means third organ or vortex, 
located in the cerebellum. 
 
What is pursued with the organic and psychic relaxation, is to diminish the 
seven types of waves or psychic rays gradually. Commonly the humanity that 
day for day lives desperate and full with psychological conflicts,  stays in the 
level Mega, flowing to more than 13 cycles per second. As the initiate  or the 
person that starts the relaxation, the calm and the security felt is made 
flowing in the state Gamma, that is to say , 11 cycles per second. The 
relaxation follows its evolution and the level enters the Thets that is the 
state of the ordinary dream and it maintains us to 9 cycles per second, that is 
to say that, when a person sleeps, she also stays in this state that 
corresponds to the physical part, well-known as the organic part. Starting 
from this level we enter to flow with the scales of the energy, in the well-
known state as Beta , and it corresponds to 7 cycles per second. Each scale 
has bigger concentration and projection. The success of the meditation is in 
the continuous fluency in each order. Subsequently we find the escalade 
Delta that  represents five cycles per second, from now on, it already 
corresponds to the spiritual part or to the soul, referring to the waves Alpha 
that represent 3 cycles for second and the Father's rays is the Ultra, living 
image Creator, in this state that we consider is the biggest grade and 
heighten of the meditation. Here it is where  is the nirvana or the ecstasy of 
which the oriental’s speak. All this is related definitively with the relaxation, of 
this, the victory of all occult practice depends. When arriving to the energy 
part there is a total separation of the physical world, something of this three-
dimensional world is not perceived.  
 
All the sacred books have been written by leaders and teachers that stayed 
in a  Alpha stae. For this reason the Bible  cannot be  read in states of 
common fluency, that is to say in states gamma and states mega. If it is 
sought to study the Bible we have to synchronize ourselves with the writer's 
psychic states. For this reason the proliferation of Churches exists, myths, 
dogmas, around the Bible, because each who with its psychic different state  
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studies it and  interprets in its form. Not it is advisable to study the Bible or 
another sacred book to more of eleven (11) psychic cycles per second, 
because will mostly distort  the sacred writing and the misrepresentation of 
the teaching comes. There are those accustom to read the Bible after 
working the whole day, they seek this way unveild it to the whole humanity, 
with a state of impressive stress. This is as trying to repair a motor or an 
electronic apparatus without possessing an orientation plan. When assuming 
the maker's mental level, he understands with accuracy the circuits and for 
obvious reasons, he finds the damage. Only when we arrive at the writer's 
psychic level we can understand their book. 
 
In states of psychic hyperactivity, it is impossible to communicate with beings 
of other dimensions, only when we arrive to seven (7) psychic cycles per 
second, we can flow with soul beings and celestial hierarchies. This state 
demands that the meditator maintains deep distension. The true athletes of 
the meditation enter to the world alpha and the ultra world , to be able to 
sustain dialogues with ineffable beings. 
 
When you enter in prayer, the whole relaxed organism should be less than 9 
cycles per second. Following these steps when arriving to the state of 
physical relaxation and etheric, it is required to relax the emission fields and 
reception, these they are the Solar Plexus and the gland Antia that is known 
as the Pineal Gland. The Solar Plexus relaxes himself with the mamtric 
sound Wuuuu, this  sound is intoned mentally. The Pineal gland flows with 
the sound Wiiiii, they are two relaxation sounds: The sound Wu that 
corresponds to the solar plexus and the sound Wii that corresponds to the 
Pineal Gland, like issuing center.  
 
A point that we have considered the key to reach a maximum harmony, but 
that everything in the psychic world, is the intonation of the mental sound 
Ahimsa, this word that means non violence,  being constantly intoned and in 
connection with the breathing is formidable, To the moment to inhale intones 
Ahimmm and at the time of exhaling intone the sound Ssssha. It can be 
made permanently but the best moments for these exercises, it is in the 
dawn, at nights. If we go in a bus and  doesn't have anything to do, Ahimsa 
can practice, if we go walking it can also be practiced. This is made in 
automatic form, that is to say that we don't have to go pronouncing sounds 
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unnecessarily down the street or confusing people, no, we make it in a form 
in a discreet form, without nobody notices of it. 
 
Not there is time predetermined in the meditation, since the time in other 
dimensions is very relative. It can happen that we think or that we believe 
that twenty 20 Minutes have passed and they really spent two at three hours, 
hence it is very relative. When we go into, living those worlds that we have 
verified the depth in this practice, when returning, we repeat , three hours  
have passed, like in other times we believe to have entered in fluency for 
three hours and only they had passed thirty minutes. 
In the moment to enter in the Prayer, the cycles should be in the heighten 
that one can, otherwise it is impossible that beings of light capture a sign or 
psychic wave. This means that if we make a petition in more of twelve cycles 
per second, we don't achieve the essential thing or the contact that we are 
pursuing. It can happen, then that seeking to enter in meditation to but of 
eleven (11) cycles per second, if the contact is achieved its not directly with 
the soul beings that we seek, but rather the contact would be with outlying 
beings that are more out the distance of the Divine Central Sun, obviously 
represented for White Fraternity. 
 
Continuing with the steps:  The Asana . What is the Asana? The Asana is 
exactly the position of the body. Referring obviously to the physical body that 
has diverse forms  remaining per hours. 33 Asanas or positions of the body 
exist, although Hata Yoga works in projection with 84 Asanas. The 33 
Asanas that we make mention,  are more exact for the practice of the 
meditation. The important thing is that the brain is in address with the spinal 
marrow. A real Asana is  the one who permits us stay in that position during 
three hours approximately. The Asanas more common are: The position of 
Lotus, Semilotus and half lotus, in these positions  the hands rest in the 
thighs and the index fingers and thumb they are played forming a hoop. Who 
drive automobiles or railcars, they can drive uniting the fingers that we 
mention, since these they are terminal nervous of the sexual area and of the 
brain, and when being in pressure or rub they vivify the senses and the 
mental states are clarified. The old ones carried out the meditation with these 
united fingers to maintain bigger memory of if. Today you can use this 
technique or system for further assimilation, also including the language that 
is a psychonervous structure and their terminals, that is to say the tip of the 
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tongue has a terminal or flow psychonervous that it allows us to bring 
memories itself, this terminal is lift it until what we know as the sky of the 
mouth. 
 
It can also be done the  lie down meditation, either with the legs and arms 
separate or with the united feet and the separate arms. Another Asana is 
with the back to the floor and the feet hit  the wall, that is to say half body is 
vertical and half body it is horizontal. It can be practiced lying with the 
extended feet, being the feet together and the arms hit to the body, with the 
palms of the hands up, leaving of the previous position, they are picked up 
the feet a little, being the plants of the feet on the mat or floor, while the 
hands are placed from behind of the head. Another is with the legs in the 
previous position, we place ourselves of the right side with the left hand 
above the leg left in angle, and the palm of the right hand is to support the 
head like a  pad. 
 
Anyone of these positions can be useful in the meditation, if  in twenty 
minutes or a little more,  a part of the body is nimble, have present that 
should be in treatment, the same thing if it feels pain in the articulations. 
 
To get a good meditation, the applicant owes to maintain or to remain in a 
state of acceptable health, this is important for the meditator, because any 
arthritic, dental pain, Etc, is enough to impede the depth of this field. 
 
The Concentration. 
 Each step in the meditation is of vital importance. In the perfection of each 
step days can be used, even weeks. The important thing if you seek to reach 
the meditation, not to place a goal. Let us say that in a month of the practice, 
already you’re meditating, it is not possible. Since in the practice even to 
learn how to relax yourself, you can take about two or three months, in the 
practice of the concentration, it can take up to six months. Everything 
depends in the Impulse or way as you  are practicing, the yearning, the basic 
will that has put to reach the meditation. Of that  it is really depends the 
victory and the conquest of these seven steps. In the Asana, for example, if 
you doesn't restrain  the whole position of the body or if the applicant is of 
those that try to meditate and they constantly move, is impossible the 
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fluency; for this reason we should dedicate to each step a considerable time 
until dominating him. 
 
The concentration is vital because in the meditation they unveil messages in 
images and fraises, if perfect concentration is not possessed we cannot 
receive it. The reason is very logical, since the Universal Fraternity is not 
able to unveil it to the meditator when knowing ahead of time that he can 
distort the fraise or message. One of the ways more simple to perfect the 
concentration its the following one: To have pencil and paper in a table, to 
get an image or figure that  has  never seen previously, you can use to 
begin, a key of padlock, deeply relaxed, observe for 30 seconds the figure, 
separate it and close your lids for one to two minutes and subsequently open 
them, repeat this action for three (3) times and at the end you separate the 
image that you had chosen and with the creative imagination that you 
possess already of this figure, it is about making a drawing more perfect 
possible, perfect this practice, always with different figures. The perfection of 
the concentration will be given when with a single time that you have seen 
the figure in thirty seconds; you can already draw it in its perfection. 
 
Of equal you can use a unknown melody or a musical theme, the same as 
the figure, the music listens to it once, and you are in the first time about 
retaining verses or parts of the melody, to the third time that you listen to it, 
put away the recorder and you are  copying the letter of the musical theme 
that you have chosen faithfully.  
 
Requesting the help of somebody that can read you a hundred (100) words 
of a book, of those  hundred words that he read you already should, with the 
method explained in the examples of the figure and the melody, you can 
retain more than fifty (50%) percent. 
 
All this is really required, because when entering to vibrate with the  alpha 
waves , and in contact with a dimensional being, this will give you a 
develación, either by graphic, in sound or even will give you a fraise that you 
should bring in suitable form to this physical world. When you have 
dominated all these points, that is to say to have a good concentration, we 
can already aspire to carry out the complete meditation.  
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Offering a daily bathroom, the toilet is of vital importance, even if an 
environmental essence a perfumed essence is used. With more reason we 
can use that essence and to spread us a little in the body or the tunic that we 
use. Not use strong colors to meditate, it is necessary to use clear colors, the 
same thing the color of the room in which will meditate, should be colored 
with clear colors. It is pursued that garments don't exist hanging, that many 
people are not entering in the place where you will meditate. This practice is 
recommended to carry out it to the same hour and the same place and not to 
carry out it fed up with foods. You should never practiced the meditation 
before three hours like minimum of having eaten, with the full stomach it is 
not advisable this practice. 
 
 
Meditation :  
Is that state in that we are outside of this physical three-dimensional world, 
and we enter, we can say to a fourth dimension. To a parallel world to this, 
that is to meditate. But there the ecstasy that is the seeing or contact with 
the dimensional being that we have chosen  or it has contacted us. 
 
The retrospection : 
Consist in that after meditating, when we open the lids, when we already 
return to this physical world, we make the introspection, to know what we 
meditate, in what places we were, and what we were doing during the time of 
the meditation. 
 
We have guided that for us to remember well, the sounds A and E, they are 
sounds that we listen already in a child of months, they are sounds 
momentous of the soul and they allow us the memory of what we have just 
meditated, they are the sounds AE and GAE 
 
The meditation it is really a basic food, extremely important for all esoterist, it 
is the real road through which you can achieve the psychological 
transformation, we are speaking of the breakup of the capital sin or defect of 
psychological type. 
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Only through the meditation it is that one can study the laziness, the envy, 
the lust, the anger, Etc., in all the manifestation levels. Explaining will already 
be later on or deepening more this topic. 
 
Next we will make a synthesis on the practice of the meditation, annexing in 
the seven points, the factor Reflection.  
 
The suitable meditator is one that can become independent of the self-
centeredness like a true esoterist ( Esotéric=Thing inside the man. Exoteric = 
The secret thing outside of the man). 
A great difference exists among these two currents, the esoterism looks for 
the awakening or location with practical related with its psychic or organic 
same systems, he makes it through sonorizatión or mamtralizatión of 
sounds, overwhelming sounds that it is able to play the key note of a certain 
magnetic  field. The exoterist looks for  outside of him, the form of waking up 
its psychic abilities, uses the seed of the caldron macerated in drinkable 
alcohol or rum for example, he takes this preparation to exercise the 
clairvoyance, similar to that they made the God of the antiquity equally 
Dionisio or Bacchus who sought to reach the divinities for means of the wine 
and the tobacco, they accustom some groups in Colombia to use in infusion 
the called plant Yagué , to reach contacts with forces or entities. Meanwhile 
that the esoterist awake the clairvoyance mamtralizing the sound I (iiiiii),  
placing the body in position of squatting. 
 
The meditation is the path that allows to investigate all these queries that are 
pointed out as big mysteries and enigmas until the moment; among these 
queries we have: Who are we?  Where did we come from ? where do we go? 
Which is the purpose of our existence? Where friend reader was you a 
hundred years ago, and where will you be in a hundred years?, these they 
are questions that are unveil  by means of the superior meditation. 
 
Many prayers, pictures and images allow us to enter in the world of the 
meditation, but many pictures don't have their logical explanation,  some can 
date behind of centuries, and we only have left a query, the one which, 
through the meditation it is very possible to transcend and to go more further 
than that picture. In 1997 invited went to San Rafael, in Magdalena's 
(Colombia) Department, walking in the surroundings of that town, I found 
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stones with a weight of more than five hundred kilos, small stones and big 
stones form an oval of about eight kilometers, it intrigued me, not so much 
for the form, but for the constitution of the stones, they are made of sea 
elements, snails, oysters and marine different elements. The curious thing is 
that the sea is 280 Kms distant of San Rafael. I left  this place and in the 
dawn I was able to carry out a meditation, for that which I used a piece of this 
stone, that is to say the Zen method, and I carried out the experiment, today 
we know that there was an antediluvian civilization that inhabited this area of 
the Magdalena. Thanks to the meditation I have investigated a  great number 
of enigmas like the triangle of the Bermuda , Atlantis and others. But there 
are groups of people that advise not to practice meditation, because as we 
are in a continuous of movements era, that is to say the Era of Aquarius. It is 
very certain the Age of Aquarius is a Re-evolutionary time, but it is not 
against the meditation,  meditate allows us to isolate from this physical world, 
but it is not necessary to practice meditation like a form of escape of the 
problems or ailments of this three-dimensional world, this would be as taking 
a sedative pill. 
 
In each meditation practice it is possible to investigate an objective, they 
exist the elementary meditation which is similar to the reflection, in the 
superior meditation we enter in contact with forces and intelligences of 
superior order depending on the grade or psychic  state called Mega (Million) 
that we relate with 13 cycles per second, it is a state of agitation, despair or 
impatience and it is related in fact with the neurosis or hysteria, in that state it 
is impossible the soul illumination , is not possible the illumination of our real  
Being,  since the Being flows with harmonic (patience, love, peace) cycles 
and these only  vibrate in a state of three (3) cycles per second (Alpha and 
Ultra). It is logical that to arrive to a state Alpha it requires going for states 
Gamma, Beta, Teths, Delta and other psychic states.  
 
The relaxation is what allows the harmony of these cycles and it is of 
understanding that a person in deep dream is in a Teths state, that is to say 
9 cycles per second. As an image is worth more than a thousand words, we 
will save those words with the following graph: 
 
MEGA                                                                    13 cycles 
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GAMMA                               11 cycles 
 
 
TETHS                         9 cycles 
 
 
BETHA                               7 cycles 
 
 
DELTA                                5 cycles 
 
 
ALPHA                               3 cycles 
 
 
ULTRA                                1 cycle. 
 
If somebody doesn't know how to meditate, and  decides to begin in the 
practice, at the beginning it won't aspire to arrive to a  Alpha or Ultra state, it 
is possible that only it arrives to a state Gamma, but, little by little, in their 
continuity in this majestic practice and of relaxation, it will allow him to 
harmonize their psychic state, the practices  of the meditation  goes bound to 
the constant work on the bad habit or capital sin, have present friend reader 
that the Ego, is manifested when the body is tensed, when it emits its cycles 
to more than ten per second, this means that it is not advisable to practice 
the Superior Meditation, when the Capital Sin possesses full domain on the 
practitioner, because it has happened that the superior intelligences trust him 
a message, but it is distorted by the ego, in this form he gives it to the 
humanity. 
It is then logical that depends of the purification of the senses, the 
omnidimensional appreciation The reflection is different, because in this 
contact is not looked for with superior intelligences, but the location of the 
body (Asana) and the mental stillness, the reflection is the initial stage to 
reach the meditation and it is very common this practice or meditation type, 
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seven meditation types exist and they are related with the seven rays of the 
creation, it means that each initiate  vibrates with a meditation type, through 
which is more easy the canalization of their messages. We say their 
messages, because each human being possesses great quantity of 
messages in his akashik registrations or cosmic ark, and this is only possible 
when the initiate is able to diminish his psychic cycles and it is able to 
contact these messages. 
We aspire to that each Zigk student, practice the deep meditation; when  
saying Zigk student, we are we referring to each person, since the ray Zigk is 
an energy that has descended to the seven Kingdoms of the nature, it was 
impregnated in them, action that happened in the theocratic regency  of 
Libra, year 27 of aquarium (1988). All that are able to channel this ray, which 
is related directly with the Kingdom mineral, metallic, vegetalum. To a 
vegetarian it is  more easy to understand, this doctrine body. To the 
carnivores it is they more complex because to channel the teaching with the 
mind (ego = Thought). The vegetable feeding allows to channel with the 
brain (Ser hebrus = Imagination). 
Among the diverse meditation types we have: Zen, Shamádika, Nirvánika, 
Genérikum, Yoga, the meditation Zigk, depending on their ray should begin 
this way the practices, but we can begin with the elementary meditation, 
because it is organized for a person that has never used this type of practice. 
If you, friend reader has never meditated, follow these instructions sincerely: 
 
1.  Wear a dress  or tunic of one piece, as much as possible that it is non 

costured, that is to say a mantel and that  is not  tight. 
2. Destine an unique place to meditate, in the room should not have 

garments hanging, neither extravagant scents, it is advisable to purify it 
with incense, but don't do it in the moment of meditating, make it before, 
like three hours earlyier, so that the fume doesn't affect this way the 
breathing and disconcentrate you. Every hour is good to meditate, 
especially of 1a.m. at 6a.m. 

3. Dont practice with the full stomach, have present that the digestion has a 
minimum duration as of three hours, what maintains in tension   the body 
because  is working in the metabolic process, allowing the ego so is 
manifested in this practice, the dinner should be slight. 

4. Get a Safú or cushion of meditating, are not advisable the seats that have 
angle, if the initiate  is a little sick , use a rocking chair (Without angle). The 
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Safú has the measures that it possesses our waist approximately between 
33 and 42 centimeters of diameter, for 12 centimeters of altitude, it should 
be made totally of cotton. Seven steps are fundamental for this practice. 

 
This, as all occult practice, it should be made when their essence and 
purpose have been understood, never for imitation, a very important factor is 
the health. The initiate should  disintoxicate the organism and to vitalize as 
minimum the sanguine, digestive and nervous systems. The infections in the 
skin (Rash) or any other agitated symptom can injure the practice. The 
initiate should take a bath daily and to be changed clothes, if it suffers of 
arthritis it should be treated, since the position of the body in meditation 
doesn't have time, it can be one hour, like it can be whole days in meditation 
(a Brahmin). The disposition should be total, it should not exist commitments 
neither psychic interferences, avoid the maximum to see television, since this 
creates images or effigies that are recorded in the subconscious and they 
influence later on in the practice. 
 
Asana : It represents the position of the body, according to Hindustanis, 84 
different positions that are related with the rotational order of the Star Uranus 
exist. An Asana is not any posture, it is an occult position, through which  are 
organized the lymphatic  plexuses around the Solar Plexus and they allow to 
remain per hours in that position, we won't use those 84 positions, with those 
that we guide in this book  are enough. 
 
Before the Asana they should be carried out distension exercises previous, 
the therapeutic technique of Shiatsu (Presupunture), allows us a better 
fluency, but if don’t know this technique, practice the following exercise: On 
foot, parallel hands with the body, inhale to the moment that goes raising the 
hands toward the sides, slowly uniting them in front of the pectoral 
maintaining the breathing, remain in this position sustaining the air, to exhale 
it takes the left foot forward and the hands made their initial position. Repeat 
this action alternating with the right knee, repeat this exercise for three times 
with each knee. 
 
On foot, barefoot,  intertwine the fingers of the hands up, the thumbs should 
be touching, take the left foot forward, support him in the left  lateral part, 
trying that the plant of the foot is a point toward inside , rest the whole weight 
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of the body on that foot, the right  foot should be touching the floor with only 
the fat finger, this psychophisic exercise  is carried out alternating with the 
breathing, it is inhaled when  will take the step and it is retained when  leans 
on the weight of the body in the  corresponding foot, later on  exhales to take 
the next step. This walk is circular and it is made in the sense contrary of the 
pointers of the clock, with the inclined view and directed to two meters of 
distance of its feet. The distance to travel should be minimum of 22 meters. 
At the end of the journey you will go straightening the feet, in such a way that 
the last three meters walk ordinary. 
 
Another exercise consists on being standing, to place the hands above the 
head, with the hands up, to inhale, to get up the left foot from behind as if the 
heel was to touch the gluteus, hit softly the floor with the tip  or base of the 
fingers while you retain the air,  exhales and  repeat the same exercise with 
the right foot. In each alternation  take a step, it is an Zen psychophysics 
exercise  that is carried out walking. Anyone of these exercises is carried out 
before entering in meditation. 
 
The organs announced previously are of importance in the relaxation, it is 
necessary to dedicate to each organ like minimum 30 seconds, like 
complement to conquer the relaxation; On your feet, weighing the arms to 
him but high, now tense them with all their forces sustaining the air, now 
distension them and allow them to fall for their own weight, as if it was about 
sleeves of shirts, weighing the left knee to the highest that you can, inhale 
and tense strongly, then loose it and leave it that falls for their own weight. 
 
Place to three meters high any hanging object, go to bed and look at the 
object fixedly and after two or three minutes gets up to the maximum speed 
that their body allows , give a jump and touch that object, be lying again and 
repeat it three or four times. 
 
Have present that is in the meditation where you will enter in contact with 
other forces and this depends on the relaxation, since in this it is where we 
will diminish the psychic cycles of states mega to ultra. 
 
The concentration is a neuralgic point that is related with the domain of the 
mind and the discipline of the senses. It is necessary to learn to concentrates 
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otherwise on an objective point it will distort the practice of the meditation, for 
it one has to educate the smell, the taste, the tact, the audition, the view, Etc. 
 
To develop the sense of the smell it uses twelve odoriferous essences, 
number them it relates each scent with a number, and this can make it in a 
friend's company or of another student. Already close the lids  and in the 
table the essences numbered, request to the collaborator that gives to smell 
one to one  the essences and in disordered form, at once you go numbering 
the essence that  had just smelled. We should guess right as minimum 
seven and to go progressing until identifying them all (twelve). 
 
For the audition we request to someone that  reads us an unknown 
paragraph of a hundred words. We should be in a safú or armchair, relaxed, 
let us listen the words for the first time,   retaining most of these words, past 
three minutes, request to the assistant that repeats us the paragraph, in this 
occasion we will corroborate and  memorize well, in total are three times, 
then  use a paper and pencil and write what you were able to capture that as 
minimum it should retain 50 words, if it retains less you are not under 
conditions of practicing the superior meditation, but you can arrive until the 
concentration, when you have dominated her fully, you will already be in 
condition of taking the following step. Also you can practice with the letter of 
an unknown song. 
 
For the taste   you will make the same practice as that with the essences, 
only that is with twelve flavors in this occasion (strawberry, Mint, Grapes, 
Etc.) 
 
For the Sense of the tact, use elements or different surfaces, stones, woods, 
leaf, Etc, you will come in the same way like with the essences. 
 
For the concentration it is advisable to enter in a room where there is only 
light of the flame of a candle, which should be to a meter of your face, look at 
the flame fixedly for three minutes, subsequently place the hands in form of 
concave, like  it will  load water with them, cover both eyes totally, you will 
notice that the form of the flame should be reflected in its mental screen, 
while later it disappears, what indicates that you look at the flame again you 
will make it for 4 to 5 daily times. 
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All these exercises should be practiced daily, as well as we carry out other 
activities, we should discipline ourselves in the development of these 
practices, let us take out time to relax us and to concentrate and mainly for 
the domain of the Asanas. When we speak of the relaxation, we should 
clarify that we should make it to each instant, example, if you go in a bus, or 
if he waits somebody,  practice the relaxation because of this the victory of 
the meditation depends in great way. 
 
We want to emphasize that the reflection is the hall of the meditation; it is 
possible that in a meditation practice we only arrive until this stage and it is 
here where you should intone the mamtric sounds that serve us as bridge to 
arrive to the deep meditation. Among these sounds we have, Shiva, 
Sésamo, Vishnú, Panclara, AUM, TAUS, Etc., but it is of understanding that 
each who it possesses a sound or internal own or singular constant. These 
they are intoned lengthening each vowel, accentuating from consonant to 
vowel. 
 
The meditation is the  final magistical stage of the experience, it is the trip 
that we make through the time. The total disconnection of this physical three-
dimensional world.  The Hindustanis called it Shamady  and furthermore 
theres the experimental Ecstasy, areas where the maximum happiness is 
experienced, because the ego doesn't exist. The meditation doesn't have 
time, many Hindus practice for whole days. We can begin the first days and 
in oneself position for half hour, but in less than six months you will be able 
to practice 2 hours. 
 
Later on  comes the retrospect that consists on locating all that lived 
internally, from bringing to the physical world the essence of the spiritual or 
soul experience. Before opening the lids it intones as soft mamtrams and 
calmly the sound AE GAE or the sound ANTIA, you will intone it for three 
minutes, for that it is not necessary to raise the voice, somebody that is to 
three meters, would not listen to us. This allows clarifying the experience. 
These sounds can also be used after the night dream. 
 
The meditation is the key that allows us to connect us to our magic presence 
and it is the one that allowed the biblical writers to write for us. And it is 
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through the meditation like one can understand the Bible or any sacred other 
book. Not seek to understand the sacred writings while this in states psychic 
mega or gamma, state of tension or agitation, because it is impossible to 
understand them. 
 
The meditation is the daily food of the initiate, and it is the practical form to 
reach the illumination in this road toward the final liberation. 
 
All the Great initiate that registers the history of the primitive esoterism they 
have practiced the superior meditation, and in our days from the childhood 
until the senility can practice it. Among other benefits found in the meditation 
the following to: 
• .Equilibrate the life 
• .Transforms the falters 
• .Foments the energy 
• .Illuminates the Soul  
•  The personality acquires a good image 
• .Proportions value and trust 
• .Permits the transformation of the self-centeredness 
• .Impedes cheating and being cheated 
• .Drives away the neurosis and the hysteria 
• . Maintains us in peace and in communication with God 
• .Reestablishes the health 
• .Permit us to take the exact determination 
• .Rejuvenates 
• .Don of discerning 
 
We wait, friend reader that you take this chapter of the meditation like 
product of the real experience and practice of the meditation, not like one 
more theory on her. What the Author narrates in this chapter like in all the 
book, it has been verified for dozens of people that have put in practice 
without hesitating . 
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THE STATES OF THE SOUL  
“Word of silver is advice of the                   

Teacher, and word of gold is the one   
    Who it looks for it and it continues.” 

As it is known we are a very organized trio of: Matter, energy and soul, our 
matter is conformed by nine organic systems, those which at the same time 
are related with this same organization. We have nine systems:  
 
Circulatory         Breathing       Bony 
Digestive  Endocrine       Diuretic 
Muscular          Nervous               Lymphatic 
 
The three systems that are to the left are totally physical, those of the center 
are energetic and those of the right are of the soul. The physic organs are 
those in charge directly of our physic organization, while the energeticals are 
those in charge of generating the vibratory principle and that the possibilities 
of our soul evolution are in the final systems, since the diuretic system  
(Genital-Urinal-sexuality) generates the hydrogenic order required , which is 
channeled finally for the lymphatic plexuses  ( Pequet cistern, plexus celiac 
plexus, solar Plexus) depositing them in our medulla  or   akashik register 
that uses the celestial Law in the partial trial. 
 
As in the like in the physic part  diverse systems exist and  in the energetic 
seven vibratory grades exist, our  SOUL part configured by The microcosmic 
White fraternity  to which belongs: The Being Gnus, Spirit(English people 
calls it Holy Ghost), Monadic Spark, the Hydrogenic  Essence , Etc.  The 
soul that today we possess is called Human Soul  and we were sent  to this 
world earth by our Divine SOUL  in the superior worlds of the matter, in the 
superior plans of the soul it is where  is the Great Universal,  Absolute blaze 
or Creative Father. To which we call Jehovah, Allah, multiple names 
according to the culture. That is our origin, there in the golden sphere golden 
resides the Divine Soul,  who in fluency with the Celestial Law sends to the 
earth their human soul, that is to say, YOU friend reader, to prepare through 
the hydrogenic order (genetic waters) which are the margin (support stone) 
for the development or auto exploration of the human and divine wisdom. 
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We are in this  physical world  like direct representation of the material part 
that  constitutes the trio (Matter, energy and soul) what indicates that it is 
necessary  to us the spiritual principle or image of God because, to image of 
God we were made, obviously meanwhile we don’t have Divine Soul in us, 
we are Soulless, and as  consequence our actions  are more human that 
spiritual, that is to say, self-centered or sinful. 
 
The Divine Soul is bound to the physic body through Zuluagplasmatic 
cord,  in us resides the Human Soul that is bounded or connected to the 
physic body through Protoplasmic cord . The Divine Soul and the human soul 
fluency produce the vibratory principle which can become positive or 
negative, only at the end to be neuter. 
 
The human organism stays in state of health or state of diverse pathologies, 
the same as the energy oscillates in seven scales or levels, these are 18, 21, 
24, 27, 30, 33 and 36. In these levels stays our vibratory rhythm, like we 
already said receives impressions of the Soul part, and the physic organism, 
it is the neuter part, any Soul or physical action influences it in the vibratory 
ascent or descent. 
 
In the Soul part they are different grades or scales that are represented in 
grades before the celestial Law, these grades they depend singly on the 
human soul, and they move from the first to the seventh in the following form: 
 
1) BACHTAR:  It is the first  soul grade, a fallen soul, in evolution or in 
involution. From the Universal Blaze or sphere gilded in fluency or in accord 
with the Divine Law, the Creative Father separates of the Blaze a little flame, 
constituted as Divine Soul,  which dwells in a Star or Planetary Sphere to 
which will represent, that flame sends to the earth or  even, another planet, a 
33% of the values that constitute it in 100% manifestation or spirituality, but 
that 33% doesn't arrive directly to  earth should enter by a regencial portal, 
one of the seven principles of this solar system, and it is where the ray of the 
Human Soul is determined, it is clear then that we all come as bachtar in the 
first incarnation and we enter initially by the theocratic regency of the moon. 
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2) KATZY:  It is the second Soul grade, when beginning the incarnations the 
lawyistic order, in company of the angels of life they embody the soul in 
seven incarnations continued by the portal : 
Lunar-Moon , it is impregnated of the Psychological ray,  they continue 
seven incarnations more by the portal of  
Mercury that corresponds to the Ray of the Medicine , and continues that 
regencial process,  
Venus:  that it is the ray of Love ,  
Sun: that it is the ray of Cosmic wisdom ,  
Mars: That it is the ray of the Force ,  
Jupiter:  Ray of Justice  
Saturn  that is the ray of the Mystic Transformation (Death  of EGO)  
 
Starting from the incarnation 49 that it has gone by all the rays, and it has 
been impregnated in all the  psychic levels the rays are conjugated, 
depending on the Law of  Karma; when Human Soul as entity that has a 
mision  to complete and that it is not  in fact to have children, to have car or 
to marrie. This climbs at spiritual levels and you goes for the paths of the 
divinity,  that expression is enough to arrive to this grade of Katzy. 
 
3) KUDZY:  Third grade of the soul or spiritual. 
A person that carries out unbecoming actions, after their disincarnating, the 
lawyistic principle  sends him to take a new body, but in the planetary portals, 
for where  should enter, has to have rejection, what projects to the angels of  
life to look for another portal and it has happened that there is a rejection of 
the seven continuous stars, for not giving entrance to  earth, but the 
universal agreement universal reunites the seven portals and all together 
embody the projected soul, that is to say; they divide the load among all, this 
soul belongs to the  Septenary Ray . 
 
The sphere of Kudzy is organized by souls that  have understood their 
presence in this world and that they have transformed their actions positively, 
so much in chastity as humanitarianly, these actions are transmitted to 
Divine Soul to through the  Zuluagplasmic cord. 
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4) GURWARK: Fourth grade of Soul progression. 
 
Not only they belong to the  septenary ray the sinful ones, but also those 
souls that require from the regencial competition  of our solar system that 
they require to flow with the seven principles or basic planetary vocations, to 
this height of the Soul grades, are where it is impregnated the color or Auric 
tonality. Gurwark has to go by seven colors, levels in the following order: 
Gray, blue, green, red, white, yellow, golden Gurwa rk.  When arriving to 
Golden Gurwark he receives the initialization of Hakadik. 
 
5) HAKADIK: Fifth scale before the Law, in this state the lawyistic 
subdivisions exist. The minor initiations and the mayor initiations. The 
hakadiks when arriving to the seventh soul scale they transform into a 
Mahatma , and in this grade ascends to  the Mayor principles or Mayor 
mysteries. All this depends on the hydrogenik order that the human soul 
gives  in these actions or these scales. 
 
6) MASTER:  Sixth  Lawyistic order. To achieve the Master grade the Divine 
Soul has traveled all the grades and creates a spiritual stability. The Divine 
Soul remains together to the matter by the  Zuluagplasmatic cord. In the last 
grade the human soul Egocenterlly  can continue and  make descend or 
involutionate  its soul and this can be conscious or unconsciously. It is 
conscious when by a system  the person discovers an inferior grade and 
knowingly  of that inferior grade  makes unbecoming actions. It is 
unconscious when the person is born with this grade that conquest in 
previous lives, but that in this existence ignores it or denies it. In these cases 
and of common agreement with the Law the Divine Soul is able to block the 
morbid or subjective fluids that arrive to her and ace to avoid her fall. In this 
scale of the Masters Soul crosses for the solar and lunar initiations. The 
lunar ones correspond to the sound of the Master heart. And the solar 
initiations belong to the sound larynx that is to say the divine verb that is 
Maestro. 
 
7) DHARMARAJA: Seventh soul order . This is the final stage of all 
spiritualist, The Crown of Life , the true mission that we all should complete. 
Is in fact to conquer this stage to which you arrives to earth, by the way of 
Sanctification  in a overwhelming form, or by the way of the sexual alchemy. 
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Praise to those souls that have arrived to Dharmaraja by both paths since 
allows them the two scales: Shamdik Dharmaraja and Akashik Dharmaraja. 
Shamdik is product of the sanctification and Akashik of the Wisdom. Only the 
Sexual Alchemy , allows to embody the Hydrogenik Principle  required to 
penetrate  the Akashik Registrations of the nature  and to reach the 
Wisdom, this is important because the sanctification and the wisdom should 
go balanced, since an ignorant saint cannot cooperate completely to the 
humanity. Neither a wise tramp can be exemplary. Independently of the 
spiritual state in that is the initiate  it should not confuse the modus vivendi  
with the spirituality. The economic part should be organized,  not mixing the 
two cases. All spiritualist should have her profession or occu pation to  
earned a living legally , a Mayor grade Mayor comprehension of this part. 
For nobody it is a secret or  ignores that a lot of people enters to preach the 
gospel for economic convenience . The idea is that all spiritualist has an art 
and  can contribute to its own institution although he/she is the  director.  
 
Although Dharmaraja is the crown of life, it doesn't mean that other grades 
don't exist, other grades exist, the Hypersublime grades  exist like : Angels, 
Archangels, Principalities, Virtues, Imperiums, Dominances, Thrones, 
Cherubs, Seraphs, Vajratawas, Logos and Kabires. In other senses the 
econtramos with other names like they are: Elojim, Bienechin, Hasbienin, 
Aralim, ophanim, they can be Khados or Hakados, in all ways they are  
hypersublimes grades to those which a Shamadik Dharmaraja can aspire to 
embody. 
 
These are the grades (hypersublime) that embody consciously in this 
physical world, only the souls belonging to these grades they can choose the 
country, home and time in that will embody. This is something that we cannot 
make those that belong to the previous grades, since we return to the earth 
only in unconscious form and mainly to a karmic process and of course to 
evolve and to wake up the conscience. 
 
The Divine Soul is our glorious part  is our Living image of God, for this 
reason the urgency of embodying it, while it is  not with us is like  the apostle 
Saint Paul said we are adoptive “Children of God”.  
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The teachings that today  I transcribe is obtained through  the adventment  
of our Magic Presence: Zigk  Gnanak. An Adventment  is the partial or 
radical incarnation of our great presence which is announced by unveils (or 
revelation), as for our experience, the first messages were received by 
internal encounters, which are given during the hours of ordinary sleep. In 
the tenth hour  is able to discern the auric or magnetic field  of our sacred 
presence, we see IT in the space  three meters approximately of our human 
psyche, of that  blue green color AURA, the answers that this being requests 
come, subsequently in an act of sublime discharge he is integrated to the 
space. In some occasions, depending on certain cosmic meridiagnus, it 
guides me on deeply spiritual messages that should give to the humanity.  
 
Later on, I communicate to the members of the metaphysic group that we re 
guiding, we meet to adjust a date and  in the next internal encounter with the 
Guru, it is accepted by the group. The day of the adventment, I get ready 
psychologically and at nutritious level, we enter the sacred place, they are 
carried out prayers and songs at the time that I begin my psychic process  
which begins with the physical and mental relaxation, the final stage of this 
process it is to intone the individual sound, that is to say, the father's name , 
the name or singular unpronounceable mamtrams, which opens the 
coordinate or channel, through  which is given slowly, I observe in the space 
the unmistakable Christic Light  of our Magical Presence. If there are group 
determinations I introduce it to my Internal Master, the guru  goes into in this 
physic body, while this human soul moves to another dimensional order, to 
receive instructions, either at personal singular level or it for later orientations 
to the group. 
 
In few occasions the Soul fusion has been given, that is to say divine Soul 
and human soul, only in these cases I make conscience otherwise of all that 
happens in the adventment, it is necessary to wait that all that happened in  
this third dimension   passes to the second dimension and arrive at first 
dimension and then it takes in its return  when going for the third dimension, 
again, in search of the seventh dimension or genesis world, there I witness 
the scenes again and it is when I find out what has happened directly. As 
illustration we see that it is exactly what has happened in an adventment. 
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In this part the testimony of a brother that  explains clearly what happens in 
the adventment: 
 
Before beginning I want to clarify that an adventment is NOT spiritism neither 
channeling nor canalization. The advent of a celestial Soul it is a blessing for 
the body, if we took  the vital signs (heart Frequency, arterial pressure)  a 
state of absolute harmony it would be noticed, with the values that we would 
say those in medicine more basic or elementary, it is noticed a state of 
immense relaxation and nonpareil calm. The movements of a incarnated 
Master is like TAI-CHI style slow, leisurely, with grace, all movement has 
their its meaning. It is impacting to see how a Guru you kneels before You 
with only pronouncing your internal sound, indicating the respect for all 
human soul that has their Great Presence waiting for, nonpareil humility with 
benevolence patience listens the concerns of the people and with universal 
knowledge answers, amazing everything who listens, the presence of the 
ego is not detected in any form, in short it is the living example of Christ, 
Budda, Krishna before you. 
 
 
“One of the queries more common that gravitates in our existence; it is that 
of how to communicate conveniently with God. Amid countless realities, little 
or big of  life: labor activities, studies, projects, happiness, hopes, sadness, 
Etc. Everything transforms into occasion to listen the voice of God, although 
it belongs to sages to know how to interpret their language, until ending up 
understanding that making of our life a prayer, we can find that stable 
communication with the Creator. I meditate then in the Danish thinker's 
wisdom Kierkegaard whose conviction was of a great magnitude, he says: 
“The prayer establishes a true relation, where it is not God who listens what 
is requested, but the praying man who listens what God wants, when its 
prayer is permanent”. It is in the constant action of internal vision as is 
discovered the presence of God, in that microcosms man that it constitutes 
our being's creation. 
 
Universal Zigkism, is that revitalizing and sublime force that latent  in all living 
creature, which not drives us only to the conquest of that permanent 
communication with the creator, but toward our total unification with HIM, for 
means of the integrate-action of our human soul and our celestial soul. 
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For these apocalyptic times , for those that are passing the inhabitants of the 
terrestrial sphere, in which is guided the humanity toward the search of a  
way to Peace, of Light and Love that it drives us toward the reencounter with 
our interior essence or Divine Soul; the Zigk order, gives rules for the total 
ericcion of our life by a spiritual path, through the venerable Guru Zigk 
Gnanak who for the Creator's benevolence and before the urgency of 
sending salvation messages to us, its children,  has sent a celestial 
messenger, source of universal wisdom who as balm of peace, it alleviates 
our anguish or uncertainties; gives you precise keys to leave that 
unproductive muteness  that drives us to the darkness, to the abyss in a 
radical form. In the constant practice of these rules we will  project our being 
toward the spiritual true realization, that which constitutes the real purpose of 
our existence. 
 
One of the reasons more powerful that induce me to share these  lines with 
you  friendly readers of this highly spiritual wonderful edition. It is my deep 
feeling with regard to the experiences so transformatives in my existence 
that I have lived from the year 1992, moment in which entered to be active 
part of this glorious Warriors of the World Salvation  “COSMIC ORDER 
ZIGK” , that sharing with the Guru Zigk Gnanak, filling with Light  and Peace, 
the path to those who had the opportunity to feel its presence amid us for 
divine grace, people of different professions, housewives, students, 
journalists, scientist and investigators of the cosmic wisdom and esoteric of 
different places of the terrestrial sphere, we become unified in only one feel 
towards  this being, to listen and to capture with all our physic and intern 
senses , the messages that of heaven to  earth descended with HIM, in each 
one of the advenments we are always able to verify that in its expressions it 
was latent the Creator's Sacred Verb, the highest expression  of the divine 
spheres from the universe through the asana or  different runic  positions 
varied according to the didactic given, according to the different celestial 
forces that were descending to collaborate to the crystallizations of the 
actions done. 
 
They are countless the overwhelming manifestations of the eminent Guru 
Zigk Gnanak,  through which we are able to really feel that his actions are 
celestial, since in our human and three-dimensional state, we cannot carry 
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out, for example, the transformation of the water in pragnus , since is a 
work of high spirituality  in the one which the elements more subtle of the 
nature, coming from  hypersublimes regions, such as Akash, Pragnus and 
the Ether, for means of the  energetic and spiritual force of the guru Gnanak, 
integrated the logos or regent to which has been made the specific petition  
of cooperating to the pranic precipitation, more the masterful action of the 
elementary ones of the nature and the salamanders of the fire. This whole 
wonderful concatenation accompanied by prayers and chants of the people 
show up, they unify in the solemn instant in that the teacher requests the 
empress (priestess): “Cut a flower” and later on with their language runic and 
with the soft pronunciation of Mamtrams and celestial invocations, the forces 
descend to the altar of the Gurwark or temple , in which  are carried out the 
actions of Adventment of this glorious being. 
 
The teacher later on requests the empress: “ aquas order”, that which 
indicates, to pour waters in the present chalice in the altar; then the chalice is 
taken to the highest and it is  where  is carried out the action of crystallization 
of a subtle and intangible substance, sacred liquid, which helps us in our 
physic, energetic and spiritual evolution, since we have had the glorious 
opportunity to receive the Merkurian pragnus to recover the health, Venus 
pragnus  to strengthen in the love and will, Martian pragnus to receive the 
force of the logos Samael and of the Justice to balance our internal scales, 
Etc. 
 
Later on the people, overflowing of faith and jubilee, with reverence for that 
sublime instant, we carry out an action of thanks to the Guru Zigk Gnanak. 
 
Another of the actions that  have left indelible print in my being and in the 
psyche of all the present, I dare to affirm, given the resonance that I have felt 
in the  Zigk people, is the transformation of the vegetable reignus in mineral 
(Gold and Silver) what is denominated AURUM and PLACTUM, which are 
mineral that possess a vibratory high level, which people that take it get, they 
can carry out healing actions through them and with the due precaution of 
not making infractions before the Celestial Law, since there are people 
whose illness is karmic. The Aurum and Plactum are vital element of  aurica 
and energetic proteccion; who possess them,  are people to which the Guru 
has given them some specific orientations  to carry it in  a conveniently form . 
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This glorious transformation action  carried out by the Guru is, for my feel, 
worthy of standing out, since the Master requests a plant (the plant is almost 
always solar, that is to say in ray form) and he requests the empress a sharp 
object, and taking one of the rays of the plant or one of his leaves, divides it 
in form several so leisurely (Since their moviciertos or movements are in 
THAI  CHI form), short pieces in specific forms, for example pyramidal form 
or simulating the leaves of the trees, and later to the realization of runes and 
invocations to the celestial forces, poses his hands on the vegetable figures 
and with the whole imperium that is conferred to him by the Universal White 
Fraternity and the Theokratic Regency of Acirfa, deposits each vegetable 
piece in a white cloth, moment in which the people carries out prayers to 
request the transformation of these elementary  in mineral. We observe as 
the teacher  takes slowly in one of their hands the sword and the raisin for 
the septenary fire that is lit in the Sacred Altar then carries out  some Asanas 
and in reverence action kneels in  the presence of divine beings or forces 
that have descended for the realization of this wonderful happening. Then he 
poses the sword on the cloth and he carries out the delivery to each 
requesting brother of this action; the vegetable already became Aurum for 
the empresses (women ) and in Plactum for the Emperors (Men). 
 
The people kneels before the majestic of this instant and we give an action of 
thanks to the Creative Father to allow us to be worthy of receiving in our 
habitation the presence of a Divine being that in each one of his 
adventments to the earth  gives us the Universal wisdom that  the humanity 
requires so much. 
 
Each encounter with the Teacher is every time more transformative.In the 
different circumstances that we find in life, The orientation and help that we 
require , the guru has help each one of us to find our own answers. 
 
To share a case of a healing to a sister that is for me, something specifically 
impacting, since never bean seen something of such a magnitude, at a 
healing level. 
One of the sisters of our Order, was suffering of stones in the gallbladder, 
this caused anguish and pain was sent to the hospital, where they 
recommended her surgery of urgency, in the face of the impossibility of  
conservative treatment (Drugs) since were very big said the medics or 
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doctors . This sister solicit the guru Zigk Gnanak, his sacred mediation 
before the teachers of the universal medicine, so that the health returns to its 
being, for means of  on a intervention at etheric level  of the affected organ. 
 
Before the application of this sister and with the due permission of the 
celestial powers and of the  merkurian regency  of the Logos RAFAEL, the 
Guru received the imperium to act. It had to be a  mercurian day (Monday), 
the  Zigk people, congregated around the Guru and the sister in treatment, 
we request in our prayers that if it was worthy of receiving the healing that 
the celestial law permits it, and that the Power and the Celestial Grace arrive 
to its being through  the Presence of our Celestial messenger's  Zigk 
Gnanak. ( its clear that all masters o gurus are messengers of the heavens, 
all master have to get permission of the law before any action) 
 
The Guru requests to the sister to lye with her sacred vestments   in the 
formasol ( Sacred Structure  similar to a platform, elaborated in natural 
material, fluidly vibratory and located in one of the sides of the Temple with 
various purpose one is the etheric interventions ). Once lied in the formasol, 
the guru goes toward her accompanied by the empress, to who requests  in 
different moment of the ritual, flowers, natural fire and sacred oil. 
 
The Guru supported in the cane, walks in the temple until arriving to the 
place where Formasol is, he gives the empress the cane and he requests 
her the oil, with which impregnates the sister in specific places of its body, at 
the same time that he carries out some  Mercurian Divine invocations. Then 
it submerges a flower in the water and   impregnated petals with water,  
sprinkles the sister in the whole abdomen . The natural fire remains in 
ignition over the head of the sister who is in deep relaxation. The people 
remains silent and in reverent attitude full with faith and thrills, they contribute 
to this action. 
 
The teacher with their hands posed to but or about 21 cms of height on the 
body of the sister, he carried out movements of inside and out, in extraccion 
signal , and taking a flower in their hands, the turn it on the area where is the 
gallbladder of the sister, and posing the flower in that place, then rising it up 
requesting the empress a transparent chalice with water, and when posing 
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the flower on its border, we saw clearly descend a stone that of the flower 
you submerge in the water of  glass. 
 
In repeated occasions, realized the action with another different flower and 
was able to extract of the body of the sister another similar stone to the 
previous one and submerging it in another chalice with water. 
 
Later on, the Guru ascends to the Altar and  goes to the people giving the 
didactic of the healing of this sister in which explained to us how the celestial 
Soul of our treated sister, sent delegations or forces through the Guru for the 
Stone extraccion , but at the same time they showed up forces that don't 
allow the total extraction from her through the guru, but rather is the same 
Sister who in a singular work had to carried out this expulsion action and 
then it should convert them  to powder for her total recuperation. In 
satisfactory form, we went observing how our sister recovered her health, 
thanks to the majestic action of our spiritual guide coming from Acirfa. 
 
The same as these experiences, dear friends of the BLUE BOOK, many 
have been given, and of such a big forcefulness that the explication escapes 
to our  understanding. 
 
The Divine essence Zigk Gnanak, is in these moments in a partial retirement 
of the terrestrial atmosphere, is carrying out a missional work in Surugoto 
(Star belonging to another solar system different to ours), We are an order 
expanding its wisdom to the whole humanity, so that you friend reader whose 
heart inhabits the FAITH in the Creative Father and the hope for a better 
world. So that in not very distant day you can to sit down in front of the Guru 
and to listen the wisdom from mouth to ears and live true celestial 
prodigies”. ( AND ALTHOUGH YOU DON’T BELIEVE IT, IT S FREE) 
 
All that we have narrated corresponds to the sacred or soul world, but it 
should be known that not only Divine Soul exists, because everything is dual 
in the Universe and this indicates that also has a subjective soul totally 
egocentris or selfcentered. It represents  our Divine souls shade, it is us, as 
human souls the neuter part that determines with the actions, the evolution of 
these two souls, in the same form as Divine Soul climbs grades before the 
Celestial Law, the Subjective Soul also has grades in the infradimensionales 
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worlds, these grades depend exclusively on the actions of the human soul, 
that is to say, YOU kind reader.  
And everything concludes in their incarnation, what the Kabir Jesus the 
Christ said before this situation is the definition of the human soul, he says: 
“Be cold or hot, the  lukewarm vomited will be”, while the human soul doesn't 
determine its fluency, it remains in the state of lukewarm. If we analyze the 
Teacher's words consciously, Jesus the Christ, we will arrive to the 
conclusion that the important thing is the definition or soul location, not 
projected  to coerce somebody, it is not coercible the soul search of the 
positive or negative pole, since the human free will is respected by the 
Creative Father, many Souls they have cooperated directly with its mission 
and they have achieved the location in the positive pole, of these souls we 
have: Buddha ; his human soul Siddartha Gautama, Huiracocha : and his 
human soul Arnoldo Krumm Heller. We have to Aureole Paracelsus  and  
his human soul Felipe Teofrasto Bombasto of Hohenheim, of equal forms we 
have Eliphas Levi  and its human soul Joseph Luis Constanz, Samael Aun 
Weor and its human soul Victor Manuel Gomez. 
 
All these divine souls have achieved their spiritual eriction. However also has 
existed dark souls that have embodied in the earth, among them we have 
Marx, Lenin, Hitler, Smiely, Etc. 
 
If we study the sacred writings we find something interesting, it says in 
Revelation 2:17 He that hath an ear , let him hear  what the Spirit saith unto 
the churches ; To him that overcometh  will I give to eat of  the hidden  
manna , and  will give  him  a white stone , and in the stone  a new  name 
written , which no man  knoweth  saving he that receiveth it. As exemplary 
pattern has the Teacher Jesus , the one which incarnated the Christ, many 
confuse Jesus  with the Christ,  and this is an error, Christ is really an 
universal force that latent in all living organism, in all living being, Christ is a 
multiple unit  and perfect that furthermore of all the personality and of the 
individuality. Christ is the Solar Logos in living representation of the Sun, for 
this reason the Mayan, the Inca, the Aztecs, the Egyptians and others, 
adored the sun because they see the father Christ in it. Christ is, in 
synthesis, that seed of which speaks to us the: Galatians 3:16 Now to 
Abraham and his seed were the promises made. He saith  not , And to seeds 
, as  of many ; but as  of one, And to thy  seed , which  is  Christ . Jesus is a 
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human being, the most prodigious being that really transcended those 
human states and conquest the total integration with the Christ”. 
 
Friendly reader  finally we tell you, in your hands, in your mind, in your heart, 
in your hydrogenik function, is to erect your great presence or to feed to your 
disastrous part, it is important that you carry out a very deep reflection on 
every aspect and  define your spiritual life. Don’t continue to be a  lukewarm 
in the face of the life, it is important the define, the brother cosmonaut 
already says it: “He/she chooses the path of the initiation, the one on the way 
to the right, or the one on the way to the left, however have present  that both 
they are integrated at the end”, that my brother reader is the White 
Fraternity  naked reality before the aching humanity. 
 
The difference between god and demon is in grades, not in the essence, 
Bachtar doesn't necessarily represent a demon embodied in the earth, we 
should understand that each living creature, while it remains in the laziness, 
the lust, the anger, Etc. It is subjective, that is to say, it is an elementary 
bachtar. Our location in this world rests in the transformation of the capital 
sin, and this is not another thing that to transform the Hate in love, the lust in 
chastity, the laziness in will, the anger in patience, the vengeance in 
forgiveness, Etc., the ego is not matter, therefore you cannot kill it, the ego is 
energy and it can transform. 
 
The soul grades are developed before the Law depending on the hydrogen 
that Human Soul provides to Divine Soul. A student cannot practice sexual 
hydrogenization with any woman, so that this sublime action can be, it is 
required a psychosomatic affinity, but it is not the mind who can determine 
when or with  who to carry out it. Students or aspiring esoteric are known that 
propose to women this  type of practice that is not another thing than a plot 
of the ego, of the lust to cheat them, result of this, a complete fiasco. The lust 
has different forms of showing and  makes it in diverse organ areas. The lust 
uses the brain and  transforms the person into a poet, when it uses the heart  
makes him/her feel “love”, and when it uses the sex  makes havoc against 
the morals. 
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The hydrogenization should be guided by a guru or spiritual teacher. Its 
indicated that seven hydrogens types exist and are related with each one of 
the magnetic fields that go from the coxis to the brain. They’re  located as: 
 
Electric Hydrogen   S   3,01 
Sexual Hydrogen   M   7,01 
Solar Hydrogen   U   3,01 
Pranic Hydrogen        A   3,01 
Chrístic Hydrogen   O   7,01 
Mámtrico  Hydrogen        E   3,01 
Brahámic Hydrogen          I    7,01 
 
 HIDROGENIK SYNTHESIS  33,07 
 
En relation with the development and sublimation of the waters of life, is as 
its conquered the spiritual realization. A great difference exists between 
hidrogenization and sexual Alkimia. The first is within reach of the human 
being with a considerable level of discipline. Alkimia is only for celestial 
souls, for this reason whenever one makes mention the alkimia it is in 
relation with Gurus or Divine Souls . 
 
These practices should be directed by a being that had lived the sublime 
process of the division of the internal waters. 
 
Each one of the human beings that  inhabit this world came to fulfill the 
fundamental mission of being integrated to their Magic Presence. John the 
Baptist  went ahead the path preparing it for the Christ. In a same way it 
corresponds  to us to prepare the path for the Christ's incarnation in 
conscience. Our Great presence should take active and visible part of the 
universal fraternity. This can allegorize it with a person that works in a 
company for minimum wage but he wants to be active partner of the 
company, the managers demand him certain quantity of money (Values), this 
makes him to move to another place (he comes off  the blaze) in search of 
that required. If he  achieves it, will be part integral of the company. 
 
Our great presence should present values represented in the soul, and 
sanctification represented in the spirit, this allows it to flow in the 
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ultradimensional world. For this reason he should show up an organized trio 
of matter, energetic and psychic level. It should be clear that the flame or our 
soul doesn't embody directly in the human state, the  superior hierarchies are 
organized in seven scales: Mineral, metalikum, vegetalum, animosus, 
anibienes, hominal and celestial, in this cycle of manifestations, the soul 
evolves and it descends as elementary, it is developed as magnitude or 
nymph, it arrives to the vegetable state as Devas, to the animal state as an 
anima and in the human race it is a soul, it is in this state that achieves the 
full development to the celestial world. 
These scales are unavoidable, we all go through all the Kingdoms of  nature, 
waiting the moment to possess the happiness of having a physic and 
theocratic body, this indicates us that we should give  the physic body the 
value that it has. This does not means that the absurd  Darwin theories 
makes part of ours, our Essence  has traveled by all the Kingdoms of the 
nature, but to pass from a plant to an animal, or of an animal to another  
body we should die. Darwin deviated the orientation that received from his 
internal teacher, because he affirms that a fish jumping above the waters 
learned how to fly and stayed radically in the air  turning in a bird. 
 
Based on the Law of the 3 as sacred mathematics, they assign to the human 
soul  108 bodies for their final evolution. Some achieved it in the existence 
25, others in the 50, Etc. Jesus Christ genealogy, narrated in Matthew Chap. 
1 states that from Abraham until David lived 14 generations, and from David 
until the deportation to Babylon until their birth, 14 more so that in their 
entirety incarnated in 42 bodies with a prodigious preparation able to support 
to a lawyistic God  inside. 
 
It is logical that to come to earth, the angels of life have in count the meridian 
cosmic and astrologic determined, for in the instant in that unites the sperm 
with the ovule, begins the human life, it indicates that we are not of the sign 
zodiacal in which we are born but in which are conceived (In the majority 
check nine months back). 
 
In the first bodies that the Law gave ( ten thousand years ago) the egocentric 
action was null, but through the years, the mind has gone  creating them and 
till today  continues creating them, transforming to this star into a world of 
sufferings, these bad habits or aberrations form the dark soul that is tied by 
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the infraplasmatic cord, as like we have a  Divine Soul also we have a dark 
soul and it was created by the human mind. 
 
Each one of the  soul  grades  are related with the seven elements, the 
seven dimensions and with the cosmos. 
 
Bachtar  1 Dimension      Earth    Tritocosmos 
Katzy  2 Dimension        Water   Microcosms 
Kutchy  3 Dimension     Fire      Mesocosmos 
Gurwark          4 Dimension        Air        Deuterocosmos 
Hakadik         5 Dimension     Ether    Macrocosms 
Master         6 Dimension     Akash   Ayocosmos 
Dharmaraja 7 Dimension     Prana   Protocosmos 
 
In this majestic journey, when the initiate arrives to the grade of Dharmaraja 
it corresponds to him the unveilment of the seven petals of the lotus flower, 
to descend to the tritocosmos world ( descended to the hells and...) to purify 
the egocentric scums that  remains in the mind of its Arhat, these 
infradimensional chambers  is the dense shade of what is known as the 
heavens and like one knows, it is not the sky that we see above us, but  
supradimensionales  areas of absolute happiness. This oven of the nature 
has different scales or chambers and its conscience journey makes it the 
Celestial Soul in the grade of Dharmaraja. It is very different when the angels 
of  death leads to the crematory oven  the human soul for purification, 
because pure came to the earth and pure must return to the universal blaze, 
with wisdom con(with)-science or such which like it left. 
 
To the crematory oven or hell (its really infernos or inferior region) is taken 
depending on the magnitude of the errors or violations made when breaking 
the 48 spiritual laws that govern this physic plane, among these laws we 
have: KARMA, DHARMA, KATANCY, BALANCE, EMPATHY, 
TRANSMIGRATION, ENTROPY, CIRCLE , EVOLUTION, DUALIT Y, 
KABALA, LIFE, INTEGRATION, INVOLUTION, TRANSMUTATIO N, 
RECURRENCE, CENTRIFUGES, DEATH, WEIGHT, HOMOGENIC, 
PRESERVATION, MEASURES, PENDULUM, NOMADIC, CENTRIPE TAL, 
MOVEMENT, PERSEVERANCE, GRAVITATION, COMPENSATION, TO 
GIVE, TO RECEIVE, TO SHARE, RECIPROCATES, Etc. 
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These irrefutable and eternal Laws are those that constitute the formation of 
the life and they should be kept, breaking it brings their complex 
consequences and knowing them or not the man is the same because the 
ignorance of a Law doesn't invalidate it, neither can we make the error of 
denying that ignored for what we know. 
 
Each one of the twelve stars that form this solar system (Moon, Mercury, 
Venus, Sun, Mars, Humagnolia, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, Pluto and 
the Earth)  has their registration in the  infradimensional chambers and each 
Law has relation with a star and its vocation. 
 
In general, universal Dharmarajas when they finish their mission in this 
physical plan, they are isolated to be located in other dimensions of the 
superior order, some, as the spiritual author of this book, took his physical 
body glorified to his regency of origin, which is today a luminous body. Those 
Who are able to be liberated or to be realized in this star belonging to the 
chamber 13 in a scale of 24 (The stars belonging to the scale 24 are highly 
subjective) and that a star is considered dense in sins, they achieve a 
dialectic high grade because to more sins it is more difficult the realization, 
and in the stars where the sin is minimum it is relatively more easy the 
realization. 
 
We want you to remember reader that you are not a body that possesses a 
soul but rather you are a soul that possesses a body, or laboratory (gestum 
laborat) for your liberation, and we say liberation, because we are prisoners 
or locked in this star, hence take care of your physical body and provide food 
for human being, not corps for vultures. 
 
Of you depends that your celestial soul achieves its mission in this world, 
begin now the internal preparation, for your Christ's second coming in 
essence and in solar substance. Of you depends that you descend to the 
infradimensional registrations or that they take you as prisoner to be purified. 
 
If in truthfulness, your intention is walk for the paths of the Real Christianity, 
the eminent Guru Zigk Gnanak can help you from the  supradimensional 
worlds of the theocratic regency  of Acirfa. 
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Write to us, to orientate it is this majestic action. 
 
 
 

MEDICAL SYSTEMS 
 

“Who is happy with  
Little things, opens the doors to 

 Greater things ”.                                    
 
 

From the moment in that the humanity infringed the Laws of the nature, her 
nature or organism also suffered this lamentable action, affecting  the three 
principles that constitute us. We know that we are organized in: Matter, 
Energy and Soul. The matter is our organism, the energy it is the energetic 
impulse and our soul the theocratic order . When the terrestrial sphere was 
organized and you began the life in the different Kingdoms, the earth was 
protected by its Magnetic Aura known as the ozone layer . From the moment 
in that you began the waste of the sexual energy, the evaporation of this 
high volatile force is destroying this wonderful energetic field ; the one which 
impedes that entered the earth the viruses or pathologies and negative 
things from other primitive stars , with those that we today live. 
 
Of different regions of the space they are arriving to the earth the different 
types of illnesses or diverse pathologies and before this considerable 
situation the humanity is defenseless , but the most lamentable part is that 
many ignore this cruel reality and others combat these serious investigations. 
In all ways the humanity searchs laboriously the form of creating doctors or 
medics, and these at the same time invent formulas that change as the 
fashions. Big quantities of medic systems exist, innovations everywhere, all 
sick person looks for the form of being treated visiting the diverse systems 
and although they are dozens, they depend, either of the matter, of the 
energy or of the soul. 
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What is a medic or Doctor? 
 
In the antiquity the medic was a true priest of the medicine, priest of the 
health, practiced the true therapy; this comes from the word Terapeia  that 
means attendance, treatment or medical healing, because it was believed 
that the illness as punishment of God and the priest of the health like the 
representative of God in earth to heal. Anybody who cures an illness  is a  
medic, but the true medic  should be ordered for heaven's sake, since is the 
Creative Father who gives the medical wisdom and only gives it  to who 
possesses this medicinal vocation. Today for today anyone that wants to be 
a medic gets to be one , something that in its origin was by vocation. What 
should be clear is that NO institution, either materialistic, religious   or 
government, etc.; can create medics, what they can do is give people 
diplomas and to make that somebody that is not medic appears as if it was , 
they can give permission to treat, even to kill, but never  give the don of 
healing, because this ability is for people that have that divine vocation. 
When the medicinal vocation is latent in the interior feels the impulse of 
helping the humanity unconditionally. This means that the Hippocratic oath , 
Hannemanian or Christic should be completed. This means that if the patient 
visits  a medic, this for eternal law towards the health, is forced to assist him 
and to contribute to that the unhappy one recovers the health. The cases of 
abandonment to the patient for lack of money are quantities; we have arrived 
to the case of commercialization with the health, the humanity's sacred 
health. Today this being a business for the other part of  humanity's. The 
patient is treated depending of their economic capacities, today per today 
anyone organizes a pharmacy, with the single objective of making money  
and they admit that it is the same to organize a store or a pharmacy. That 
humanitarian principle has disappeared, also you can  listened in High 
Schools people questioning: What gives more money, the medicine or 
engineering, Etc. the humanity should makes conscience of studying the 
medicine to offer help to her fellow men. 
All the systems medics treat the illnesses in their field. We have already said 
that we are a trio of Matter, Energy and Alma. 
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In the material part we have to the allopath, the naturism and the botanical. 
These three principles believe that the patient gets sick for affection of a 
certain organ. 
 
In the energetic part is the homoeopath, the acupuncture, the bioenergetics. 
These believe that when the organism is sick it is because there is a lowering 
of the energy  in  certain organ, or the non fluency of the meridian chi of the 
organism. 
 
On the other hand is the medicine spiritualistic or religious dogmatic that 
considers that when the body is sick it is for the capital sin. Since when we 
give loose rein to the Ego, this feeds so much of our body that reduces it to a 
bed. 
 
 
All the systems medics are respectable; we don't seek to combat them, since 
they complete a mission in these times of pathologies. But we should guide  
is that some systems are more aggressive than others. When  by any means 
or circumstances the body is disharmonized, use the most spiritual method 
possible , never allow that they place you injections, these destroy the 
lymphatic plexuses, etheric plexuses very vital  for your spiritual evolution. 
Avoid to the maximum a surgery and even less if they have to take out liquid 
of the spinal medulla  and /or bony medulla. This liquid is the one that 
preserves the Akashik registrations or wisdom chambers that are located in 
your bony system. This liquid is supremely vital to conserve what we know as 
memory.   
 
Another problem that shows up in the sick person is to avoid  for all possible 
means the blood transfusion.  Is it of understanding that all the banks of 
blood, only keeps in mind the biological factor of the blood, but they forget 
the egocentric part and spiritual part of the donor and understand that the 
Karma or genetic factor flow and reflows through the blood, does this 
indicate that if to you kind reader, has it taken a life relatively well, can accept 
a homosexual's blood or of an insane paranoiac? This psychological aspect 
should be kept in mind because otherwise the patient's psychology can 
change unfavorably. 
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The medications more favorable  are those that are taken directly out of the 
plants, this should be made with high spirituality, not to split the branches, 
because the quantity of sap or chlorophyll that it is used are little or  big, what 
is required to motivate to the body is really a tiny bit to activate our organism 
and to return the health, Those people that use plants for their healing or the 
one of other, they should have some spiritual compassion towards the 
plants, that are really living beings the same as us, therefore, in a plant, it is 
not the quantity of leaves those that will be treated, they can be one or two 
leaves , and these they should intersect. In the countries or hot areas only 
can intersect or cut in hours of the morning, that is to say that the plants 
should intersect in temperature below than 25 grades centigrade’s, this is 
important because in hot sun, like one says, it withers or has tendency to 
alter the spiritual order of the elementary  that inhabit the plants. As much as 
possible not to use chemical preservative ,  it is required to take it in fresh 
state. 
 
They have been in great quantity the cases of improvement and healing that 
have registered through the energetic part stimulating the energy index. The 
acupuncturists demonstrated the effectiveness of this convenient science . 
Lately it has in fact decayed for the problematic of the illness AIDS that with 
the same needles the acupuncturists seek to do the different sessions and 
this can really be dangerous or problematic for the patient. The patient that  
flows with the acupuncture should demand in each session new needles, this 
is important for not risking the health with these transferable illnesses. Other 
have checked the effectiveness of the energetic action, have taken refuge 
directly in the shiatsu and the chiropractic. Since the problem here is not of 
needles, because only it is used the hands, the digits to reactivate the 
meridians that are obstructing the energetic states. The only impasse in this 
technique is the psychological or mental preparation of the professing ones, 
because in this practice to measure the meridians is required of few 
garments or dresses in the patient and to press directly on the skin. Many 
complaints have arrived of professing of this science shiatsu, chiropractic, 
Etc. Since when observing semi-nude  the patients, they don't resist the 
sexual impulse and  have registered very delicate abuses against the 
patient's morals. 
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The science that represents the energy is unquestionably is the 
Homoeopath,  this word  Homos  comes from the word: that it means 
similar and Phatos: illness.  Homeopaths faces the illnesses with 
infinitesimal dose, very little, droppers from 30 to 60 c.c, these medications 
are elaborated basically of the vegetable Kingdom, contrary to the naturists, 
the homoeopath only uses developed drops that are not related directly with 
the Plant-organ  in itself, but with the configuration of both that is energy in 
ultimate instance. If not being for the quantity of chatterers that without 
academic and medical formation, they have adopted the title of homeopaths, 
this will really be the humanity's fundamental science, but the mayor of the 
current professionals, dose the patient and they recommend pharmaceutics 
medications , exclusive of the allopaths. 
 
What is really the illness? We picked up different contributions or concepts 
on this question: 
1 - Some say that it is a reactional modality in which multiple agents 
intervene in a terrain more or less favorable. 
2 - Others say that it is always a very defined entity similar to itself and 
attributable to a specific cause . 
3 - Others mention that the illness should be considered trough of some 
objective symptoms measurable. 
4 - Another concept of illness is the modification of the fellow's habitual 
behavior that makes him sick and lives it his way. 
5 - Another concept is that the illness only can be known for means of the 
study inside the subjective symptom that give it a peculiar coloration. 
 
Speaking of the homeopathy the concept is: The illness doesn't exist as 
illness, only sick people. Contradictions? Possibly. The sick person has really 
been considered or qualified in different forms.  The sick person is somebody 
that is entitled by nature to his health, Is he person that maybe has  a certain 
pathology ?  Or maybe somebody that is bad? or like some of the allopaths 
say the number of a bed? Is a sick person maybe a kidney, a stomach or a 
bladder?, or is like sarcastically some say, is a singular being completely 
different to another, that possesses the health or is it somebody that 
nervously wait the sentence of the medicine, or is the  economic solution of 
some medics?, Or the science solution and advance of the medicine?  
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On the other hand we are fully convinced that the only one causing  the 
multiples illnesses is the same patient , this is easy to understand if we 
study, for example, the type of life, the quantity stress factors that daily 
shows up  and how the patient  manages them. It is fundamental the 
alimentation, is known that a great percentage of our illnesses has digestive 
origin, by what we consume, either chemists, sausages, preservatives, 
synthetical  things , for this reason we recommend to the maximum natural 
foods or  products. 
 
They exist many factors that affect our health, among them it plays a very 
important role our attitude toward the same life, if we have a positive attitude 
our auto healing system is harmless and maintain us a permanent balance. 
While if we are pessimistic (hypochondriacs) it tends to decay and we will be 
easy prey for cancer, infections and others. 
 
It is necessary to understand  that many illnesses hits individuals so that they 
learn something of that situation and evolve spiritually, that is to say,makes 
part of their karma and therefore the medics wont be able to eradicate it until 
it has completed its mission. 
 
We know that all the beings are entitled to life, only who gives right to the life 
is entitled to remove it. The current medicine has gone digging its own tomb. 
The practice of the euthanasia and the euthanasia are pathetic sample of the 
disrespect to life. The laws that approved the euthanasia pray that the same 
patient should sign the agreement of clinic exoneration and petition of death 
like last will. Not it is necessary to be wise as to understand that in all sick 
people, their mental capacities and don of discerning diminishes until in 70%, 
and more in an illness like the encephalopathy, or another cerebral illness. A 
sick person in this state if it signs an agreement it is not of free will, or  it is 
neither  is aware of his determinations, but the medic it arrives to such an 
extreme grade that he is considered the owner of the life of the sick persons 
in the hospital. 
 
How did wake up the sick person of the bed thirteen? How  is progressing 
the patient of prostate cancer? Did some patient died in the previous night?, 
If  the patient of the bed eight has the money ready ,says  good prepare him 
for the operation!; these they are fraises that we listen of directors of 
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hospitals and centers of health. The human beings they are called solely 
patient, they don’t say: How did Mr. Antonio, or Mrs. Carmen, it is treated  as 
a business the patient. And it is not only in the allopathy, but also in the 
botanicals and naturists that take advantage of the humanity's solicitude to 
remove  considerable quantities of money. 
 
Not it is possible that a botanic charges (25% of minimum wage) pesos for a 
treatment, when it doesn't invest more than 5% in medications or plants.  
 
Why  in these times the medics don't exhibit  their oath?, be  alopaths, 
homeopaths or naturists. The answer is clear, in the diverse oaths codes 
prays the preservation of life above the money. If the medics felt the yearning 
to serve the humanity the cease of activities won't exist in the hospitals and 
centers of health. The pathologies are developed permanently, the apparition 
of strange illnesses, has the science in check mate, and it becomes 
necessary to revalue the ancient systems, very effective therapeutics and 
that the scientist like the humanity's “guides” abolished and they rejected , 
considered them unethical and unpractical. 
 
The scientist believed that with the apparition of an entire summary 
biochemical medicine was to solved the problem of the human pain once and 
for all, but the reality is other, and this has made that as much the humanity 
as some medics have returned to the medicinal ancient systems as the 
naturism, Etc., The chromic hydrotherapy is demonstrating from the Medieval 
their effectiveness and healing power. It consists on channeling Tatwas and 
especially Tatwa Tejas (Fusion of Prana with the Ultraviolet rays of the Sun) 
to a colored recipient of a certain color and with drinkable water exposed for 
three hours in the sun. 
 
It treats the Hydrotherapy to the illnesses of the digestive system with sunny 
water in a flask of green color, the alteration of anyone of the nine systems 
with sunny water in flask of blue color, and the inadequacies with sunny 
water in flask of red color, in such a way that when it is required to increase 
of a certain organ the red color it is used, and when  requires to diminish it 
the blue color it is used. In these times if  you take hydrotherapy should not 
drink cold water ,  consume 120 c.c. of medicinal water every three hours. In 
the cases of obesity the sunny water is used in flask of black color, the black 
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color channels greater index of Tatwa (heat) for this reason the old therapists 
they recommended for the convalescent and patient with avitaminosis, the 
milk of  a black cow . 
 
The sunny water in black flask activates the sweat glandules and it 
compresses the sebaceous glandules. We all know that the dresses of black 
color are hot. Paracelsus, expert of all this, guided to consume sunny water 
in yellow flask for the spiritual balance. This same action is practiced for 
Disciples of the Dragon order in China to embody the seven theophanic 
dragons , related with each Star of the Solar System, each star a different 
color. 
 
ZigkNanda in connection with Tatwas, like solar principle, values the mission 
of the bird called vulture whose consign is to purify the terrestrial sphere, 
transforming the rottenness. 
 
So that this bird can carry out this work, should remain per hours in the sun 
and with her black color to condense the solar energy (Tatwa Tejas) and in 
this form to increase her defenses or immunologic system flagrantly. The 
vulture can consume any type of putrid flesh without caring about the illness 
that put to death the animal and it is not contaminated. 
 
Its fully demonstrated that if a lazy or slow person, consumes meat of a male 
goat or deer etc, the motor center is developed or if on the contrary if she is a 
hyperactive person when consuming meat of turtle her motor functions  
diminish. Not we seek in way that with these orientations to foment the meat 
consumption, because to work they should be prepared therapeutically and 
in minimum dose, besides meat consumptions is not part of us. 
We mention these examples to conclude that if the scientist lent greater 
importance to the vulture,  will be a fundamental option to eradicate the AIDS 
that is in fact an immunologic alteration. 
 
At the end of the previous Century, the talasotherapy appears trough Rene 
Quinton (Talaso = Sea) it consists on using the seawater in its diverse 
applications, either external, oral use or subcutaneous, this bound to the 
marine climatetherapy  has given formidable results. From the antiquity it is 
known that to take 200 c.c. of seawater in a  fast, act like a laxative. 
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For the years of 1890, Midasshy, a medic biologist of Sobibor (Germany) 
revolution the field of the bipolar medicine and specially patient medicine with 
avitaminosis problems, sterile, impotent, Etc. His formulas consist in kind of a 
serum, 60% of marine water and 40% of honey bees; subject it to a fusion 
process or agitation it stops then to expose in the sun for six hours. 
 
The osmotherapy, brought again to the humanity by the eminent Master 
HUIRACOCHA (Arnoldo Krum Heller), German medic  that unveild the 
virtues of the odoriferous essence  and of the flowers for the cure of 
psychosomatic illnesses. Each person is identified with a different perfume 
depending on the state of health. You friend reader, do the experiment with 
some essences, invite five people and  smell  the same essence, of the five 
and write the appreciations and  notice that a scent  seems pleasant to some 
and detestable to others. The atlantes used this technique in their medicines. 
The hypochondriac patient is treated efficiently with this method. Any one 
knows that some essence purifies a place, also can do it with clothes, like 
incense. 
 
The twelve  histolic salts of HUSLER, they exist with base of seawater, to 
treat illnesses with marine water, the water should be summarized to a miles 
of the bank and the possible biggest depth. It is curious, the twelve salts are 
in power, in the human urine, and for these times is very in fashion to ingest 
20 to 30 c.c. of urine each morning for the treatment of a numberless of 
illnesses, among other the diabetes. 
 
All these methods will be a complete fiasco if a convenient diagnostic system 
doesn’t exist, since of the diagnosis depend the treatment. 
 
GROMILCA, an American scientist, is the inventor of the homotheraphy and 
he affirms that it has cured patients with a blood that invented with base in 
the marine (Serum) water affirms categorically that to a patient it can be 
extracted until 80% of the blood and being replaced for this invention that is 
not another thing that artificial blood. We recapture this topic to guide that in 
any moment the marine water possesses the Spiritual (karmic) qualities, the 
index hierarchy for order of the creation is completely different from the 
seawater to that of the human blood, the level of the seawater is of three (3) 
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levels and that of the human being is of eighteen (18) levels. Where if it 
gears perfectly it is the mineral or vegetable kingdom, of being made this 
transfusion type the Martian (blood) hierarchy it is replaced by an order more 
dense. In oral administration doesn’t offer risk for the intelligent metabolic 
process of the organism. 
 
The talasotherapist brought to the physical world the spiritual axiom 
mentioned for our redeemer when he told us “You are the salt of the earth” 
and taking this to the organic field finds that most of our endocrine 
segregations is salted (Urine, saliva, nasal snot, Etc.) and who eat meat 
preserves them with salt and it is that the salt makes part of the same life. 
 
We wont conclude this chapter without before guide that each human being 
should have position before the illnesses, they arrive as much to the 
materialist as to the spiritualist, and so when this happens  we should have a 
vision of what to do before the case. 
 
Religious' circumstances have been seen that they get sick and they don't do 
something to be treated by the fact of being religious and they believe that 
this is enough to be healed. Many have died or they have allowed dying their 
relatives without moving a finger, because they have so called faith in God. 
 
Certain day a brother commented in relation with a healing lake that was built 
by the orientations of the greater brothers: “If any day my body gets sick , put 
me in the lake and don't make thing different to this”, that it is a radical 
determination that indicates us  a position toward this circumstance . Others 
esoteric students they have the position that if they get sick they go direct to 
the hospital and if it is necessary to make them transfusion and surgery they 
accept it  and finished the matter. 
 
This logically doesn't make part ours orientations, but it is important to 
possess a considerable level of comprehension at level of the teachings. A 
friend that belongs to the Kingdom of the Witnesses of Jehovah commented 
me: “We before a transfusion prefer the death before to place strange blood, 
because it is better to die in the arms of Lord that to live three or five years 
outside of the law. ” 
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Also is known the case of a brother that visited an esoteric center  in 
company of his wife, and seem that was very interested in the spiritual 
perfection. In certain ocasion the wife got sick and  died, this brother didn't 
visit the centers again, and  even got rid of the books, position and 
comprehension it is what is required. 
 
Exists a without numbers of customs that have passed from parents to 
children and each one accepts them without making a constructive analysis. 
 
In some regions they accustom to put to the babies in hammocks  rocking 
chairs to sleep them, they rock them or they swing for more than 20 minutes 
until the kid falls asleep, but they don't analyze that if an adult rocks himself 
in the hammocks or in the entertainment parks, in five or ten minutes get sick 
or dizzy , with more reason a child gets dizzy to the point that finishes 
sleeping. This is not favorable, as neither it is favorable the habit of eating 
meat, bequeathed for our grandparents, this is not analyzed  . Humanity 
consumes meat without making an analysis of the symptomatic 
consequences. If we guide ourselves by the experience of  nature,  the 
things they worked better. 
 
The dog, the wolf, the Tiger, the Cat and rest carnivorous animals have the 
sharp and pointed teeth because are designed to rip the meats and their 
digestive roads are short, allowing the fast evacuation. The cow or the horse 
possesses flat teeth, because they are design to crush the grains and 
vegetables. This tooth type possesses it the human being in its majority 
(molars and premolars). The human organism is not design for the 
consumption of meats, our digestive roads are much larger, the meat before 
finishing their journey is fermented (bacteria in large intestine), and this 
fermentation brings pathologic consequences, not only at organic level but at 
psychic level to. 
 
In the vegetable Kingdom we find all the elements that the organism  
requires to be processed, and that we synthesize: in Lecithin, phosphor and 
Calcium. 
 
There are persons that accustom to visit mediums with medicinal ends, 
among those entities the most common is Joseph Gregorio Hernandez, 
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many patients have had serious spiritual problems since the entity that 
embodies tends to affect those who converse with it. First for the violation of 
the biblical principle, and second for the ectoplasmatic irradiation. An 
esoterist has to consider never visit these places, we should guide that a 
stellar (Divine) Soul cannot embody in two different bodies as it does the 
supposed spirit of that Sir. There is in the  Atlantic coast more than fifty 
Mediums of this spirit or entity and the curious thing is that who visit these 
places are trying with the same spirit and it doesn't recognize him , and more 
dangerous when somebody permit that forces or  infradimensional beings to 
enter its living temple. It should be clear that the only being that  can fl ow 
harmoniously with our body it is our CELESTIAL SOUL  and  it vivifies the 
body  it doesn't destroy it. Who carry out these practices will finish with the 
nervous system destroyed, because the entity relies on the cerebral cells 
and the ectoplasm of the spleen. 
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THE ALIMENTATION 

 
That your medicine be your food  

and your food your medicine. 
 
 
 It is clear that the psychological activities depend on the alimentation, the 
capital sin works depending on the type of food that is given to the physic 
body. Those people that consume meats are under more complex conditions 
that who feed of harmonic vegetables. 
 
The organic constitution of the human beings is not capable for the 
consumption of meats, so much for your teeth, as digestive viscera are 
completely different to those of the animal carnivorous. 
 
It is very clear that the meats alter and they degenerate your genetic code 
distorting your chambers or akashik registrations. In fact you need to 
transform your alimentation, it is clear that this is made in gradual form. 
 
The alimentation not only makes mention to the common ones, but to the 
seven foods in general that you allow to your psychosomatic constitution to 
manifest, these are: THE Love (Fast), dream, the Impressions, the Music, the 
Breathing, Exercises and the Common Ones. 
 
Each one of these foods is related with a soul grade and with a dimension, 
with an order of the nature or creation and with an element. The vibrations 
oscillate with these foods, as example we have that the common foods are 
related with the first dimension, with the bachtharic world, Etc.  
 
The alimentation of the dreams is the one that allows the action of the vital 
body, but, it is necessary to understand that let him be able to channel, we 
should relax the physic body completely, if not making it, it usually happens 
that at dawn you are still tired, with a good relaxation, only with three hours 
of rest are enough, it is not the quantity of hours those that are required to 
rest but the technique used. 
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The impressions that constantly arrive to you, depending of where you are 
and the activities that realize, they can arrive at 500 per hours, which are 
captured by the external senses and they pass to the tertium organs ( Center 
of the cerebellum). Well it is known that the mind is egocentric and it codes 
the impressions in good or bad, going to the speed of the light for the introit 
of the brain, already coded, they cause results or unfavorable reactions if the 
ego qualifies them as bad or favorable. 
 
The reality is that experimental Psychologist's techniques allows to channel 
the impressions from the tertium to the brain , which generates the 
imagination, the one that at the same time it is creative and it belongs to the 
soul. But the common humanity’s allow being the mind the one that codes 
the impressions and this generates the egocentric thought, giving negative 
effects as a result, even deaths (people's Cases that have died when 
receiving news). 
 
The music is a fundamental element, regrettably today a suitable music 
doesn’t exist, the constellational souls have not embodied to instruct again 
the authentical music and we have only a imitation of the music of the stars. 
The real only music is developed in a musical single note. The music similar 
to the alimentation should not combine drastically. This musical note goes 
from the passive thing to the intense thing and maintaining a vibrant 
harmony. 
 
When it is used more than one instrument it tends to distort and in these day 
more, since its been invented a without number of instruments geneartors of 
disastrous sounds (noises). The music that comes closer to the truth is the 
classical, and like it is logic, it is preferable to listen classical music before 
any other one. 
 
Of equal form it should be assimilate the food of the respiration. The 
energetic capacity of the lungs in an adult is of 4.5 liters and at the present 
time the common humanity retains 2.8 liters and below, that is to say that is 
using less than half of the cavity. The respiration practices should become 
daily and preferable in the dawn and in pleasant places, free of impurities. 
The following practice is vital for the development of the lung cavity and 
assimilation of this food. 
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Stand up, look to the front, hands in front of the pectoral, semi united... To 
inhale at the time that the hands extend to side and side and up, semi-uniting 
in the superior part, with this action you lift the right foot towards the front. 
Retain the air and exhale carrying out the same  to the inverse side, that is to 
say that the hands should be in the initial position carry out another action 
again, the same thing the foot but now is the left, the feet are alternated in 
each inhalation. 
 
The alimentation through the exercises is required, but we should guide its of 
moderate realization and conscience. “To Sweat the T-shirt” is the favorite 
fraise of the sportsmen. The Greater brothers have guided to sprout the 
perspiration in equivalent same cubic centimeters to the temperature of the 
region where it is inhabited. For the Atlantic Coast for example, the students 
of this sacred doctrine should sweat up to 35 cc., this  measure covers not 
only the students of the path, but the whole humanity. To sprout more of the 
indicated quantity is to attempt against the living temple. 
 
The common foods that is more complex, are those more pursued by the 
humanity. The diverse psychological states that the current humanity lives, is 
a result in its majority of the disastrous nutritious habit. The typical that the 
common humanity’s carries out is:  To get up,  takes a tea or coffee, to 7:30 
a.m.  has breakfast, to 10:00 a.m. eats up something, to 1:00 P.M.  eats 
lunch, to 3:30 P.M.  eats some thing, and to 6:00 P.M. It has dinner, and at 
10 o'clock: P.M. eats something, that is to say always stays eating, ignoring 
that the gastric mucous (stomach) requires rest among a meal and other, but 
the humanity since dawn until goes to the bed is  eating. 
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DISINCARNATION 
Put your heart in all the 

 Words, but don’t put 
 All the words in your 

                                                                                                           Heart”                              
 
By death is understood like the ceasing of all the organic activities, each 
living being brings certain sums of values, these  are: organic and spiritual . 
The magnitude of life is given in relation with the chronology or year lived. 
Obviously everything depends on the daily expenses that has the person, the 
substance of more hierarchy that the human being possesses it is not exactly 
the blood, but the sexual Energy, these values preserve in better state the 
physical body, the energy and the soul; its fully demonstrated that a person 
that wastes the sexual energy daily, lives in conflict with his health and his 
features turns like a cadaver, the preservation of the energy is necessary for 
the stability of this Star. Of equal way the spiritual faith is indispensable to 
conserve the peace and interior love that is lacking so much in this terrestrial 
sphere. 
 
We are a human organization to which we have called physic body , in this 
great habitation  inhabits the  theocratic region that is conformed by: 
1 - Human Soul 
2-Hydrogenik Essence 
3- Monadic Spark 
4- The Being Gnus  
5-Spirit 
6-Guardian 
7- Internal Father and Mother  
 In the instant in that was terminated the cycle of life, the Being Gnus 
radically separates from the body and  moves to the Lawyístic Celestial 
order, there they delegate Angels of Death  which come closer to the body 
and cut with the scythe the  Protoplasmic cord that unites  the theocratic 
order to the physic body ; the human soul, the personality and the physic 
body  go to the tomb (In occident), the spiritual forces ascend guided by the 
angels of  death to sustain the trial before the Celestial Law. Those Who 
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have seen Angeles of Death in form clairvoyant, describe them as skeletons 
with a scythe in their hands, with this scythe they cut the electromagnetic 
flow that unites to the body with Soul. Before the Partial Trial all the spiritual 
forces appear excepting the Human Soul. To the cemetery three principles 
go: the matter that is physic body , the energy that is the personality and the  
Human Soul, and it is this last one that can be made feel in this physical 
world in certain circumstances, it is here of where come a lot of stories, 
related with appearances, Etc. Those psycho-human appearances are 
analogs to those that I refer in continuation:  
 
Felix, a friend merchant that sells products in the towns that are beside the 
river Magdalena, certain day, he told us that went like always did some sales 
and when he finished went by foot to another landlord that was close, some 
friends they offered alcoholic drink, and he stayed with them drinking: “was 
already dark when I decided to return, in the road  somebody came in 
contrary sense like searching for him, Felix is  avoiding it ,but it was already 
near this character, then he speaks to him saying: “Good afternoon, I request 
a great favor, as you are going to the town and  I cannot return, tell to Mrs. 
Estebana that is my sister, that I  owe to Mrs. Monika , a money of laundry  
and that if she can do me the favor of paying her, see you later and thank 
you”, Felix went was a little drunk like one says,  went to bed, the following 
morning  remembered the event, look fro Estebana and narrated all that 
happened. Estebanacried before the astonishment, when Felix narrated her 
the history, already calmed, explained the reason of her crying and it is that 
the person that ask for the favor (her brother), was buried two years ago and 
they went to the laundry woman and indeed, the deceased has bean owing 
that money.  
After of subjecting this history to an Ultra-Psychic investigation we end up 
concluding that the narration is truth. The human beings we have the 
tendency to materialize us extremely and this materialism is given in different 
forms; some cling to a woman, others to the money, jewels, or diverse 
elements, those that accustom to bury the money, when dying  influence 
ectoplasmatically in the area of the funeral or tomb. 
 
To be able to write these  lines  I investigated one of the appearances in 
which contacted one of the owners of the garments, these garments 
obviously had a vital sense, they were a treasure for dead one , who in the 
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last century had hidden them, this garment for the disincarnated possesses 
an immense value, but for us in these days,  it was something less than 
significant. 
 
When the mediums makes their invocations to the deceased, three principles 
can go to their call, it can be the human soul or it can even be the spirit, but I 
specify  that it is in almost all the cases the self-centeredness or personality. 
When embodying in this physic world we have a certain quantity of psychic 
values  in the instant in that for A or B we run out of  psychic values , the 
Being Gnus  is isolated of the body,  brings the angels of death and these 
are those that come to cut that spiritual cord that determines the final 
disincarnation. Those people that have been able to revive cadavers, are 
because in fact this cord is intact, that is to say, the Angeles of  Death have 
not cut it and while Angeles of death doesn't cut the cord it is possible the 
resurrection of this physic body , the death obviously is definitive when the 
cord has been cut. No master or guru can do anything. Subsequently we 
have said: They ascend with the angels of death, plus the five forces: The 
Hydrogenik Essence, Monadic Spark, Spirit, Guardian , and the Internal 
Parents.  In this physic world  or Three-dimensional Plane of Longitude, 
Altitude and Latitude is Human Soul that’s stays,  to ascend when it can take 
his bony medulla that is the ETHERIC factor and it is where they are 
recorded all the actions that we carry out in the life, it is exactly in the 
multitude of caverns or Internal Chambers of the bone where is all our 
engineer or genetic code which should be taken to the sixth dimension, 
Theophanic and Lawyístic world and  for the trial that determines the future 
of the disincarnated.  
In our western world we have the absurd idea of burying the deceased. This 
non only brings disease problems  that we say, it harms  the disincarnated 
since the medulla is slow in its disaggregation for about 30 years and it is 
then returned to the Theophanic world that is where is carried out the Trial. In 
the psychic investigations that we have made to the metaphysic students, we 
have found that between incarnation and incarnation they happen in a range 
of 50 years, thing that doesn't happen in the oriental’s because when 
incinerating the cadaver they ascend almost in parallel form, the medulla and 
the spiritual forces of the disincarnated and this is favorable because after 
the trial is determined with a lot of readiness that being's future incarnation. 
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The personality is energetic and is related with the memory, with the 
photographers, the gravestone, the flowers, the tombs, Etc. The personality 
stays by  means of the cries of the aching ones. 
 
All this indicates that if the deceased's body is incinerated the personality 
vanishes. Obviously it delays time but it is a lot more fast that when the body 
is buried. A question arises: what happens with the capital sin or ego, the 
egocentric factor: Laziness, anger, greed, hate, lust, Etc.? After the death it 
ascends by psychic projection in search of the absolute thing, but the 
Universe has irrefutable Laws and only it can arrive until the Threshold  of 
the fifth dimension, and remains there until after the  partial Trial, the angels 
of life for divine order leads  the human soul and the other spiritual forces, 
they unite it to the head of a fecundating Zoosperm and  is given to the 
disincarnated another opportunity  to live in the earth, but  to arrive to this 
third dimension,  has to descend, to say it in some way, of the sixth to the 
fifth dimension and of the fifth to the fourth dimension, in the threshold  of the 
fifth dimension again the psychological Me or sin capital or EGO adheres to 
to fuse with this force again  and it embodies in the earth, for that reason the 
child in the womb, maintains I live the egocentric factor . The conception is 
not given for chance or by chance, everything lives in a causal world and the 
Concepcion organized is, directed by Angeles of  Destination  and these to 
embody us, they keep in mind many aspects among them the zodiacal sign, 
all this indicates that we do not belonged to the zodiacal sign in that one is 
born but in which one is conceived , for this reason the  abortion  it is not 
only a CRIME before the human laws but essentially before the Law of the 
Almighty . Synthesizing can affirm that the death is a body change,  like daily 
we change ourselves the clothes, the soul is changing body, obviously that 
the new life depends on the actions of the previous life, like this reader future 
life depends on which is living in these moments. 
 
Karma, Dharma: This Law means Cause and Effect, or Action and 
Consequence. You harvest what you seed, if you sow lightings will harvests 
tempests, this is logic, if in this life John lives with Joana, but John is a 
drunkard and bad husband,  hits his wife, Etc. In the next life the papers are 
inverted, corresponding to John the Joana rol, that is clear. In the year 1989 
group of esoterist took some magazines to the clinic and in them was a 
photo of a Siamese brothers, wanted to have my concept on the case, I 
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investigated the phenomena, after the practice find out that these Siamese in 
the previous life, were dedicated to implant plants: to unite sour orange with 
sweet orange, this is exemplary and we guide to all that seeks to correct the 
nature: going to pay the consequence, that way operates the Law of the 
Karma. 
 
Spiritual Psychology: We are a Soul that possesses a body, not a body 
that possesses a soul. When analyzing the nature, we discover that the 
animals are born with all their principles, a horse, a cow, a bird, Etc. But in 
the human race  is not given, we are a soul coming from a specific angle of 
the Universe of that source of universal conscience, pure source that 
possesses all the principles of the stars, and although we don't see it, she 
looks for the form of constantly showing. 
 
“In Genesis was not existence but neither nonexistence, only exists the 
energy but this no manifested, the being breathed however dint hace 
breathing” 
   Rig Veda 
 
Each human being is energy source in power, day by day we notice the 
disrespect to life and itself, they are diverse the forms of disrespect itself. But 
regrettably it is that disrespect has become like something important or 
necessary in life. Pathetic case has it in some journalists that disrespecting 
its life prefers to cover the news: When they cut the life to an applicant to the 
Presidency of Colombia, there was a photographer that captured the images, 
when suddenly a bullet hit the flash of its camera in action, and amid the 
rattle and the machine guns of its pocket took a flash and with all tranquility 
changed the flash of the camera and continued the session amid the danger. 
This action today is applauded for those that sponsor direct or indirectly the 
disrespect to life. Even a prize wins this journalist by have carried out this 
great heroic deed. It is necessary to learn how to respect and  valued  
thyself. 
 
We remember clearly, in certain occasion when an unfavorable circumstance 
was in my life, in that time on  a spiritual encounter him my Internal Master 
commented him and pleaded for help, after making an analysis to my 
problem told me: “erect seven human beings that will help you” In the 
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moment search between my friendships or siblings those seven people and I 
exposed them to Guru and immediately he told me: Only to choose six, 
seven with me, Why don’t you count with yourself? You are the central axis 
of the circumstance. From that moment became to understand the physic, 
energetic and spiritual value that exists inside each living creature. In general 
we look for the solution of all our necessities outside, we always want that 
the somebody else do our work. 
 
Closing the topic of the disincarnation should guide you essentially friend 
reader that for grace and benevolence today you are reading these lines. 
There is who accustom to invoke the deceased, on behalf of the truth we 
should say you: To respect all  that has died . Don’t try to investigate the 
deceased's life, some appeal to spiritism centers  to call them and to obtain 
answers of some cases, of some circumstances that  carried out in the life. 
Those disincarnated, we should say  officially leaving of the  chronologic 
pattern, starting from the moment in that is cut the  protoplasmic cord to the 
disincarnated, the Cosmic Law designates ninety days for the partial Trial, if 
you invoke him and if you call him and has the spirita or medium has 
capacity  of descending him. (Keep in mind that if thirty days have passed, 
for that spiritual force it is as if was inmediatly to the death) he has to travel 
by the 42  cosmic tables again or of the karmic justice, if  you invokes at little 
time of having invoked it previously again, it is possible that you condemn 
him to live in the space, in the  indimensional void, because the time has 
already been cut; for this reason so much for the disincarnated as the 
person, never we advised to invoke the deceased. This is definitive for our 
evolution and that of the disincarnated.  
Clarifying then should keep in mind that the physic body of the disincarnated 
always should be incinarated, if you want, if you, let us say have compassion 
for the deceased, it should incinerate that body, since this will favor to 100% 
for its new body in the earth,  never by equivocation you sponsor the 
cemeteries, they are businesses, trades that some religious institutions even 
have actions in these cemeteries, ignoring the damage that makes at level of 
pathology to the humanity, giving place to the development of a Egregor 
being, infradimensional or elementary, because the cemetery creates kind of 
a soul or  etheric body very dangerous for those that visits him. 
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The egregor is kind of a negative force  that is impregnated in the physic 
body  of those who accustom to visit those places. The esoteric student  
should avoid to visit those places, since that energy is synthesis of the rotten 
emanations of the deceased. It’s not advisable to take Childs to the Tombs 
or to carry them when somebody returns from a funeral. 
 
It is obvious that if we ask  a priest on this, it reproaches us and he even 
advises us to visit those places, to make mass to the deceased, Etc. 
Because is of understanding that the Church is related economically with the 
graveyard or by ignorance of these facts. 
 
It is necessary to understand that when somebody dies it is because him it 
came the suitable moment and we have to accept that process, since 
nobody dies before the suitable moment. The dresses and garments of the 
disincarnated if it is required to use them, they should become purified for 
seven days to eradicate the energy impregnated in them, they should wash 
themselves and to be exposed for seven days to the bleakness. 
 
Do not maintain dead people's pictures and less if they are framed, since this 
maintains them bundled to this world, the masses and the prayers only take 
encouragement and comfort to the personality and the human soul, but this 
action it is not mercy because it impedes the liberation of the human soul of 
this plane. 
 
The critic and complex for somebody is the suicide, because it splits 
drastically the life and it breaks up with a cycle of Lawyistic life , the one that 
only the Creator is entitled. The suicide is a coward act and is not related 
directly with who intersects the life in one minute, many people commit 
suicide gradually, whereas wasting its sexual energy, whereas with its type 
of alimentation, or with their unbecoming actions, Etc. We should preserve 
the life in all the manifestations because the Celestial Law through the 
internal guardian watches over each action that we carry out. The actions 
that we make of subjective type and that not necessarily has to be remove 
the life to a fellow man (Although this it is the action most dangerous that 
exists),also the subjective  actions like to kill a hen, a toad, a fly or any other 
animal. Each one of these creatures is representation of God and they 
possess certain sums of vibratory values, which we know as: 
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Minerals from 0 to 3 vibrations  
Metal from 3 to 7 vibrations 
Plants from 7 to 12 vibrations  
Animals from 12 to 18 vibrations  
Human race from 18 to 33-07 vibrations 
 
It indicates this that to kill or to destroy these species or forms of life, the Law 
processes who makes it and has to pay the vibrations  that it has destroyed, 
it doesn't care in what it justifies their actions, and it returns them 
unconsciously to pay the made actions. The Guardian mentions the negative 
actions and the personnel Divine Mother mention the positive actions (we 
can already notice the difference). Regrettably there are people that calla a 
bad thing a good thing and they justify their work shielded in God. To 
mention an example of what we are guiding, we have the pathetic case of 
the children: the lustful couple, full with sexual passionate and desirous 
longings, they unite sexually intoxicated for the carnal pleasure, the 
pregnancy is not made wait, but to justify its passion they exclaim: Let us 
have all the children that God sends us! Not they say: Let us have the 
children that the Lust gives us. In a same way it happens when they kill or 
buy a chicken with the justification that is to eat. 
 
Certain day a livestock butcher in Gaimaral Bolivar tells me:  “I believe that 
God should take me to the sky when I die, because I am the one that feeds 
to the whole population”. The Biblical prayer says: Do what you want but 
have present that of all your acts you are  giving face”. 
 
People without soul or spiritual evolution are prosecuted and return 
unconsciously to this world, but those that are able to be liberated of the 
capital sins and by logic are Evolutionary souls, they don't return, but rather 
they are reincarnated on will and they can choose the star, nation, city, 
culture and home where they will embody because they make it with 
conscious. Cultures that accustom to take food and flowers to the deceased, 
even keep mourning. These customs harm the mourning, that takes a risk of 
their health for the black dresses, so much like for the cries and sorrows that 
invades them, when taking the flowers, Etc. 
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For this reason we guide that if you, friend reader, feels affection for 
somebody, and he or she dies, quickly disappear the belongings and 
photography’s that he has left and the important thing is to incinerate its 
physic body. When somebody is liberated and it dissolves their bodies, it 
dissolves their human soul and he achieves a radical domain on the matter, 
then s, it can stay of this transcended teacher, because nothing affects 
him/her. 
 
Three factors go to the cemetery, The physical Body , Human Soul and the 
personality and these they are totally egocentrics. These three forces 
depending on the psychic capacity in life, can create an ectoplasm body, 
kind of a hologram and to become visible in this physical world . 
 
To my clinic came a friend to investigate and understand an event very 
strange of which we make a synthesis: A youth was attracted or passionate 
in a party for a lady. Both were attracted and began a romance that night. In 
hours of the dawn, the lady feels very cold and she prepared to leave for her 
house, the recent boyfriend gave her his jacket, promising to visit the day 
after in the direction that she gave him. The lover went to the direction and 
found   that she’s been dead years ago, they even gave him the direction of 
the tomb where body lies. Full with curiosity and mystery he went to the 
place and big was his surprise when encountered his jacket above the lady's 
tomb. 
 
The deceased creates a psychic hologram  when they are buried  and their 
physic body  are not incinerated. 
  
NOT For any reason  you go invoking deceased, neither use spiritualistic 
and less the Ouija chart, understand that the disincarnated should begin its 
astral process and it depends in great form of the behavior of the aching 
ones. We can assimilate the death like the continuation of the life in other 
spheres. It is logic that the deceased suffers when in the physic world to say 
hello to people and they don't greet back (Because they don't see him) but 
this you can avoid this cooperating to his liberation. 
 
Like the body is changing clothes, the soul is changes body and it 
transmigrates looking for the perfection. When dead, the deceased it is 
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driven from third dimension to the fourth dimension and here is a void (Not 
the illuminating void) dense or black hole of which they speak or they give 
testimony those that have died clinically and they have returned to the life. 
They say that they travel by a dark tunnel, and they have returned to the life 
because they have not been cut the protoplasmic cord, this indimensional 
void or limbo, swallow the deceased and it projects them ectoplasmatically to 
this physical world. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
THE ABORTION 

 
For not having the humanity a, basic, precise, concise, spiritual method to 
prevent the conception are made different errors in life day by day. The 
human being lives off error in error, if we take a look to the different 
anticonceptive methods, we will arrive to the conclusion that all are a 
complete fiasco. This has taken different millions of women to the practice of 
the abortion. And many write, speak and guide on this topic, the abortion. 
And they don't give a precise key to overcome them, in this book the keys 
are allegoric, there is not direct and precise key and it is for that reason that 
you, friend reader, if you are living an experience in which has projected an 
abortion, the spiritual author of this book, that is not in fact a human being, is 
in foot to guide, to cooperate to the evolution and development of life. 
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Because if you are living this experience, write to us that will do the possible 
to guide you. 
 
The anecdotes or histories that the life presents us continually should be 
analyzed for our evolution. They motivate us to guide our fellow men for a 
better living. Such it is the case of Marlens Isaac, an inhabiting youth of a 
county to scarce twelve kilometers of the city of Toronto (Canada), was 
pregnant and the medics told her that will give birth at the end of September 
of that year 1987. As that month only began, her husband trusted the medic 
report and went to the city for provisions; several impasses stopped him to 
return that same day. In the decline, Marlens felt a reaction of her body; they 
were pains to those of the childbirth. She was alone and soon understood, 
for that continuous intensity in the zone of the reproductive apparatus that 
the report medic was mistaken, and that the creature soon will come to life. 
 
Her husband didn't arrive, it was late in the night, the moment was at doors. 
At eleven in the night, she decided to face the situation. Making superhuman 
efforts, got up went to the kitchen and immediately put to boil water, 
disinfects the leaf of shaving of her husband to do an autocesarea,  since 
could not  give birth naturally. 
 
Marlens was in front of the moment, with the little thing that knows of first 
aids did the surgery to save the creature, and for her glorification at spiritual 
level, they were two. 
 
In the morning when her husband returned, he doesn’t believe immediately 
to what was witnessing, he prepared to look for the Doctor, when the doctor 
arrived, moved by the scene he said: “I have to congratulate Marlens, 
women as her, it is very difficult to find, first because at risk of her life, since  
a massive hemorrhage or an infeccin of the wound are possible, achived to 
bring to the world to these creatures, and without the benefit of the 
anesthesia and second, because she made it in the precise moment. This is 
an incredible exploit.” 
 
Friend reader, while an exceptional woman exposes its life, to save its 
children, other they also expose it, but to kill them. 
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Today, these words will touch many people that say to be religious, good or 
benevolent,  but that they are either sponsoring direct or indirectly the 
assassination of their fellow men. In synthesis, we are speaking of the legal 
“murder ” that we all know with the name of ABORTION. 
 
The abortion takes in itself, the mark of the viole nce that affects  
today's world.  Let us mention  the fatidic day 22 January of 1963, day in 
that the men women and  of  USA, they were represented for less than a 
dozen of “Dignitaries of the Supreme Court”. They challenged the LAW OF 
THE ALMIGHTY that dictates: NOT TO KILL .  They gave legality to the 
abortion, that is in fact is to kill or to murder in cold blood. From that day on in 
USA they have died more of 45 million of babies, more than 45 million lives, 
they have been quartered in the way most cruel and bloody, since every 20 
seconds a baby is “Legally Miscarried”. 
 
Human beings, killing their fellow men brutally, and the most fatal, it is that 
they are aided by the Law of the Men. 
Those who feel in our interior the splendid calls that takes us to look for God, 
we have lifted the universal flag in defense of the human rights and 
essentially of the child. 
 
THE HUMAN LAWS MAY LEGALIZE THE ABORTION BUT IT WILL NEVER 
BE LEGAL BEFORE THE CREATIVE FATHER'S LAWS. 
 
Friend if you are reading these lines it is because neither your mother neither 
mine, aborted us, don’t take an abortion in your conscience and if already 
done it, begin your work in defense of the life, so that others don't incur in the 
same error, since practically it is irreparable. 
 
With your help, we will save many lives, but a single baby that  dies tragically 
miscarried, and knowing that problem, it is too much. 
 
Let us have present that the baby to be  born is in a  unfavorable situation, is 
naked, is little,  doesn't have a name, neither has voice, only counts with its 
Mother to come to life and if  doesn't have an adult that defends him 
including  mom and dad,  has them all lost .  A woman that allows her son's 
death, is a woman without redemption, capable of any thing. This type of 
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women  they should be made the same thing as Marlens Isaac, that is to say 
to be made an autocesarean, but in the soul, to see if it is able to be taken 
out that dark Ego that loads in her subjective interior. 
 
The intervention in this faulty aspect is urgent, since its impeding the 
incarnation to beings that come to complete a mission in the earth. 
 
Diverse classes of abortions exist, to which suits to know because you can 
be sponsoring one of these. 
 
Some people are declared defenders of life, it is possible that they have 
either sponsored direct or indirectly to this disastrous crime. 
 
We have the so called therapeutic abortion, invented by the allopath official 
science, this abortion is practiced a woman that supposedly has some 
hormonal deficit or another pathology. Beethoven's history contradicts this 
behavior. This famous musician came to  life to enchant many with its music,  
in spite of the pressure of the medics to his mother so that she aborted him, 
since she was paralytic  and with inadequacy in the respiratory system had 
syphilis and its father was an alcoholic. 
 
The evil curettage is the method or practice most abominable that exists on 
the face of our world earth. In this unscrupulous action, murderous Medic 
introduces the cureta or apparatus  to extract the creature by parts. This dark 
action was taken to the screen with the intention or hope of a favorable 
change in the humanity. In this pathetic video, the moment is observed in 
that the apparatus enters through the uterus in the defenseless creature's 
search. The baby begs to the mother so that it allows him/her to be born, as 
her, wants to enjoy the life, but the insensitive and merciless woman doesn't 
listen to him/her, because in her low world, she already has resolved to 
knock down those dreams. He thinks, when not listening his mother's 
answer,  decides to face the situation, its little experience in the life prevents 
him from thinking that his capacities are not able  against that of a paranoiac 
monster with a sharp fatal weapon. The cureta starts his fatidic action and  to 
the merciless work that it impacts the  public. In diverse occasions the baby 
is able to avoid the knives and the public  is moved, some women cry and 
they make force so that the baby survives, but then an awful scream is 
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listened at the same time in the assistants; a seal that indicates that the baby 
has been reached by the  knives or bloody pincers. 
 
Few people observe the screen, the mayor is petrified in their seat, because 
they know that this video is not a commercial tape, it is a video that doesn't 
take in itself the argument, it is a truthful video. 
What is monstrous, is the final part of the curettage,  the medic has to arm 
part for part, as if was a puzzle, the creature that has just murdered, this with 
the purpose of making sure that not stayed not even a creature's tiny piece in 
the heretic woman. 
 
The curettage is not advisable in any moment; most of the women that had 
one practiced, has suffered ruptures of the uterus or other sequels, that 
leaves them suffering for the rest of its undesirable life, if  she has not died 
as consequence of a hemorrhage or mortal infection. 
 
The anemias are pathologies that happen later to the curettage, this it can 
vary depending on the state of health. 
 
Another case of abortion and more frequent, are that of the absurd birth-
control method with which the humanity counts. Such it is the case of IUD or 
Intra-uterine Device, which is 100% abortive. It is necessary to clarify that the 
woman that uses IUD, doesn't avoid the conception, she conceives, what 
happens is that when the creature will lodge in the maternal cradle 
(Endometrial), she finds it busy by the object and doesn’t find the favorable 
environment for her implantation, therefore is expelled in the next 
menstruation, that is to say is aborted. 
 
They have registered cases of babies that have been born with IUD 
incrusted in the body. In synthesis, the woman that uses IUD miscarries with 
a lot of frequency; the antagonist is that this woman can be in favor or to 
defend the life and by ignorance is killing monthly. 
 
Action that deserves reflection is the call MENSTRUAL delay. This delay in 
the majority of the cases are not delays but pregnancies, only in the cases in 
that the woman has not had sexual relationships, but if there is relationship, 
the extreme possibility should be pregnancy . The organic insensibility  in the 
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woman doesn't allow her to detect the presence of a new body inside hers, 
what takes her to visit a medic with the intention that prescribes a drug that 
makes her return the menstrual cycle. 
 
Regrettably the official science doesn't have an apparatus or system that it 
allows it to detect the delay or pregnancy suitably, but a certain time after (15 
days). Totally, it finishes prescribing her, maybe humanly never we are able 
to know if it was abortion or a delay. But of that that if we can be sure, it is 
that THE CREATIVE FATHER'S LAW, all the disastrous actions that we do 
we got to pay for it. 
 
Method of the Rhythm is not reliable. One has the general belief that the 
ovule only lives during one or two days, but cases are known in those which, 
women were pregnant when they had relationships the last five days before 
the menstrual period, even medically are public some cases in which were 
pregnant having relationships with the menstrual period. 
 
All this indicates that the ovule is able to remain alive several days and under 
conditions fertile, this without keeping in mind that the sperms (seed of the 
man) can remain up to 72 hours in the feminine cradle. The official science 
publishes that the ovule remains up to two days alive(this is an average 
data), because the experiments that they carry out, are in laboratories (in 
vitro), not in the woman reproductive apparatus (in vivo). It is logic to 
suppose that in the Natural Laboratory, that is to say, the woman, the ovule 
has better conditions to survive more time. 
 
Some women have been violated, they have been gestated in the 
traumatizing action, and they decide to abort that creature. But what 
responsibility has this baby of the moral of the indirect father? The old ones 
guided to planificate with spermicidal in the later moment to the relation (The 
lemon for example) that can have abortive tendency, because if there is 
conception the acid can destroy the creature. 
 
The abortion for aspiration or suction is fatal so much for the creature, like for 
the mother, in this system the baby is extracted by a bio aspirator. This 
vacuum cleaner is 29 times stronger (in aspiration) than a homemade 
vacuum cleaner. This like it is of being expected, it causes  continuous bled, 
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since not only it extracts the creature but to internal organs, vital membranes 
or sensitive fabrics that sterilize  the unhappy one in ultimate instance it kills. 
 
Never the humanity bean arrived to an extreme grade of degeneration and 
barbarism. We live a world where the human rights, the ethic, spiritual and 
moral principals are in bankruptcy. Pathetic example has it in USA where a 
woman of any age can miscarry with the opposition of its parents, because 
“they aid her Laws of the State”. 
 
In Chinese the abortion not only is allowed, but obligatory. In that pas, the 
couple that wants to have family only can make it a single time, and if the 
creature is female she can be secretly murdered in the hospital. In China, 
when the authorities find in the street a pregnant woman, they demand her 
regulation papers where she prays that is their first son. 
 
Antagonist to this action, the allopath medicine or official medic science, 
possess an Hippocrates Oath, which is based on the Preservation of the 
Life , but is it that the baby aborted is not maybe a living being?. Many times 
when the woman undergoes the abortion by induction, the creature has been 
born alive and the medic in an antihuman act allows it to die. 
 
Another aspect that has given margin to foment the abortion, is the idea of 
subjective type of some infra spiritual beliefs. In their internal dialogs they 
explain on a supposed transfer. This low action consists in kind of a psychic 
transfer or a creature's displacement to another imaginary womb, the idea, 
according to them, it is to embody the soul indicated in another mother. So 
that this supposedly its necessary to miscarry the creature, that which, 
according those mentalities, it is no longer a crime. They consider these 
groups to the womb like kind of a bank of which they can transfer money. 
 
The ignorance is daring . To use the spiritual part to make crimes, it is an 
abominable, unbecoming actions. 
The origin of the life is universal and the human being can’t monopolize it 
because he says so. 
The theophanic Philosophy, science that studies the spiritual origin of the 
existence, guides or teach that each human being is a  HUMAN SOUL, of 
the spiritual majestic force that we know as Christ or DIVINE SOUL each 
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living being possesses a spiritual part, which goes climbing sublime or 
satanic grades , depending on us. 
 
Each living being is constituted by three principles: Matter, energy and soul. 
The physic part is the result of the configuration exteriorized by the Souls 
fusion and the matter. Thus the Soul, the fundamental part of our life, and 
has a great mission to complete in the earth. Although the majority of people 
doesn't know of where they comes from or which is the mission that should 
complete. 
 
The act of ignoring these truths doesn't invalidate it as Law, these they 
should be completed or manifested. 
So that a Soul can be embodied they can wait years, until the moment 
determined for the Divine Grace to grant it a body. 
 
This indicates that those who challenge the Law with the Abortion, will pay, 
apart from the havoc that leaves her in the physic body , and the energetic 
imbalance  of which our psychic stability depends. 
It is a problem to deviate the projection of a Soul that urges to evolve 
spiritually. If you, kind reader, has not climbed spiritually, allow, help that 
others may do it, since babies the same as we, have the same projections. 
 
We have to the sexual education in the educational facilities, in those which 
only teaches  merely the  physiologic part of the sexual organs, but nothing 
on the spiritual figuration or energetic. On the other hand it is spoken of the 
Rights of the Children , but the antagonist it is that the same ones that have 
spoken of the rights of the children, agree with the legality of the abortion on 
Colombia or another Nation. It seems that the creature in gestation was not 
entitled the same rights. 
 
It is so exact the life in gestation that who accept the principle of the zodiacal 
signs fundamentally, they know the old Chinese system, which are based on 
the Concepcion of the life to determine the corresponding sign, that is to say 
our sign, is not the one that governs when being born, but when the life 
begins and this is the conception. Who not agree with the present theory, is 
because agrees with the abortion. 
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Arriving to the neuralgic point of this problem, well we know that the Bible 
that is the center of our faith explains or gives the solution scientifically. 
 
If the governments wanted to put an end to the alcoholism, of for sure they 
wont try to put an end alcohol, they will have to put an end to the cane. Of 
equal form, the problem of the abortion is possible to finish fix the origin, and 
it is in fact in the bad sexual orientation with which they count the young 
people. Today  any couple unites sexually for mere ideas, and is logical that 
the results are not made wait. 
 
If we read in the book of Leviticus (In the Bible) Chapter 15, verses 16, 17, 
and 18. We will find the form like Lord JEHOVA oriented the sons of Israel 
(That are at the same time us) about the sexuality, and it is that the 
indiscriminate expulsion of the sexual  energy is the cause causorum of 
the abortion. 
 
All those that want to cooperate to this cause his duty is guide positively on 
the use of the sex. The Semen is therefore the universal source and the 
living representation of the life, it should be revalued. The orientation given 
by Lord JEHOVA, not only avoids the abortion, but rather it is the natural and 
perfect method to control the conception. 
Friend reader, if you are responsible for a pregnancy, don't forget that  you  
choose  that lives or that it is murdered, please allow him to live, because if 
you allow him to die, when you have some problem. With what face your 
going to pray help to God? If you are woman you don't allow yourself to be 
convince of your aggressive husband so that you miscarry, the direct 
responsibility  fall on women. Have present the havoc of the organic or 
energetic part ,  and it is very possible that you become an irredent before 
God. 
 
Everything in the earth has a real cause, it is not for chance that you of a 
pregnancy, and if it is for the economic part who writes these lines and their 
advisers, we are willing to cooperate so that a new being is the same as 
everybody, can see or to enjoy the Minerals, the Plants, the Animals, the 
Human same Life. That creature channels the life of the Earth, the Water, the 
Fire, the Air and why  not of Akash, Prana, and the Ether?. 
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THE PRESERVATION OF THE LIFE THIS  ABOVE EVERYTHING  
 
The same nature provides samples of the Creative Father's supreme 
intelligence; the quick form with which a baby is developed it is incredible. 
Let us see by dates like the life evolves: 
 
October 17: Comes a Human Soul and other spiritual forces to the feminine 
womb, to give the conception and although the mother doesn't know it, it is 
already a person . 
 
November 2: As by art of Magic,  appears the blood and the sanguine 
vessels, it is very tiny but latent, located in the maternal cradle, feeds of the 
mother's vital energies. It already measures near three millimeters.   
 
November 9:  He/she has been formed their mouth and of following 
everything in harmony in 24 months will to speak to their parents, to call 
them dad and mom. 
 
November 18: Starting from this moment it throws their first pumping, the 
heart, the one which is formed by the Internal Father's habitation. 
 
December 3: Their measure is of about twelve centimeters, if the mother is 
sensitive,  feels its manifestation. 
 
December 12: There is a total organic configuration , each regency at 
spiritual level  has an organ or base where to live or to lodge. It has formed 
the brain, the lungs, the sexual organs, the heart, the sanguine torrent, the 
Liver, the spleen, Etc. 
 
December 18: We can already know if it is male or female, he/she has 
sexual definition, it is an entire organism. 
 
December 31: He/she has formed their senses totally (Hearing, View, Etc.) 
 
January 7: Is formed in its human configuration, IS THE BIIGEST MIRACLE 
OF THE WORLD.. 
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And from that day only it depends on the Love and spirituality of its mother's. 
 
NEVER SPONSOR THE ABORTION; THIS IS THE VILEST CRIM E. 
 
PRO-LIFE is an institution that was created in North America in pro of the 
life. Many people of social different levels and beliefs have united to this 
noble cause. Serious investigations have made in relation with the foods and 
other attacks against the health. 
 
In September of 1987, they announced that BIENESTARINA , is completely 
STERILIZING, reason enough to not give it to kids, since in future times, and 
cannot conceive its children. 
 
Unveiled too the havoc that is causing in the organism the Purina CHICKEN  
and their eggs. Among other give you sexual impotence, homosexuality, and 
genetic disorder that as consequence takes place, they alter the fluency in 
THE NERVOUS SYSTEM BRAIN SPINAL. 
 
They clarified on the use of Blue Jeans, these supremely tight pants to the 
body, have their real origin in controlling the demographic explosion  or 
increase of the human population. These pants compress the reproductive 
feminine apparatus, causing hypertrophy in their sensitive organs, this 
impedes the ovule reproduction and liberate lubricity. When gestated,   
appeals to the cesarean that causes phobia in the subsequent childbirths. 
 
The founder of Pro-life, in declaration to the public audience  and the 
television, said in relation to the foundation: “Gentlemen  31 years ago is the 
cause for this foundation. The lady Mariany Charter, was pregnant in hard 
moments  of her life, when her husband was informed, didn’t like the idea 
and became a drunkard and he mistreated her physical and verbally, his 
husband wanted an abortion, and for this reason he didn't give her foods and 
her life practically impossible. The husband's relatives advised her to abort 
“to Save” their home. For those times the abortion was not a crime before the 
Law anymore and existed hospitals of “Charity” to practice it free.  
Mrs. Charter challenged all and look for her only opportunity, went to her 
sister which understood it and advised her humanly so that the creature was 
born. It was born in chaotic economic circumstances, but this great woman 
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achieved before the opposition of many, to raise a girl product of the 
pregnancy. Maybe Mariany foresaw that little girl will complete a mission 
when growing. Today that girl has grown and is with us and I will present 
HER”. 
 
All hoped that appeared the announced woman that was saved of being 
miscarried but nobody arrived to the scenario. Sustaining the cry of 
happiness that invades her could say, to conclude: “That creature that was 
saved of being aborted; IS ME”.   
 
Exists without number of causes or factors that unravel unfortunately in the 
abortion, or that it places the adolescent sword against the wall. Among them 
we have Violation; there are women that have been gestated in a violation 
act, this like it is of understanding, leaves sequels, but of all psychological, in 
the victim, what has taken them in majority to miscarry that memory and not 
to have a son of a violator. Between the violation and the abortion, it is 
unquestionable that this last is an action more disastrous. 
 
 If we study the experimental Psychologist (Psyche=Soul, Logia=study) we 
find significant points that allow us to understand the reasons of why a 
woman live an experience of a violation. 
 
Understanding this circumstance, the gestated baby should not be 
miscarried, and even more, when deepening the experimental Psychology 
we find that the baby comes to christify the mother.  
 
Another factor that with it takes to the abortion it is the type of education that 
some parents impart their children: A conflicting education, and we refer to 
threatening prayers as “don’t come out pregnant because ill expulse you 
from home”“, If is pregnant before marrying, “we are not your parents!” or if is 
studying the girls fears that when being gestated, the professors expel her of 
the school. 
 
Let us consider that the authentic fundamental education goes from before 
the conception, this allows that the didactic continuity in the pregnancy and in 
the infancy, allowing a true comprehension between daughter or son and 
parents. The education to which we make mention goes projected to the 
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preservation of life. When in our education, the respect to the life is not 
present, the abortion is something more that insignificant, and if a person 
with a grade of quite high disrespect ends up directing a country, 
“Legalization” of the abortion is not made wait. 
 
The woman that has been excluded from the antiquity should meditate on 
her position in the life. 
The man the whole time has pressed and underestimated to the woman, this 
by obedience or submission on the part of the woman, it has taken that she 
her is who destroys its body taking pills, putting  IUD, being applied 
injections, and in most evil form to disvirtuate the temple (Body) cutting the 
trumpets of Fallopian for not conceiving. 
 
Of thousand couples that tries not having children, in less than ten, the man 
takes care. Before similar domain, when there is a pregnancy, the man it 
only dictates the disastrous prayer: You make “yourself an abortion!”, and the 
woman prefers to obey him to maintain the “harmony” with her couple 
although ahead of time loses the harmony with the Creator and with it the 
right to pray , but the panorama of the preservation of the life is not 
completely ominous, because there are woman-females that challenging its 
parents, husbands, Etc., they glorify the creator allowing the gestated 
creature to be born. The parents or people that are responsible for girls, 
should offer her the enough trust so that in a stage of not wanted pregnancy, 
the action is shared and the development of this is allowed. It is necessary 
to  control the conception not the natality.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

EXTRATERRESTRIAL: PAST AND PRESENT 
 

“The one that plants and the one that waters, 
They are both fundamental for the 

Seed”  
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For these times many write, they dialogue, they speak and more about 
UFOS and extraterrestrial, like only proof of it has its words and the faith of 
those who believe in those statements. We want to make a synthesis of our 
cosmic experience and we offer it to the humanity like a didactics and 
orientation. 
 
In the year of 1989, I had the medical office in the street 16 with career 24 in 
the city of Magangue, Bolivar. In the dawn of October 18, I wakened up for 
some intense sounds that arrived to the habitation as the beat of metals. I 
incorporated, looking for a logical explication to what was happening, but not 
found anything. Very early I visited leaders of different churches and 
metaphysics schools, but was useless, with each answer I was more 
confused. The day 22 of the same month, returned the experience and more 
relaxed I was and  was able to flow with the sounds or voices. I heard the 
expressions of those who were identified as: Luk Splendor and Agarika 
Zin.  They told me that I’ve been chosen for a apocalyptic mission, it was 
strange to me because my life was as of all, didn't find it something different. 
In all ways these beings affirmed me come from the stellar space, exactly of 
the star Wulagnu. 
 
They continued communicating, indirectly I told the messages to supposed 
leaders and they always pop with spooky answers. Those types of answers 
stirred up the curiosity of knowing them, that which I exposed them  in a 
communication, without some reflection accepted, but they indicated me that 
had that to carry out a practices to balance my glandular system, I practiced  
and by the day December 28 was called by vision to the outskirts of the city. 
It was 8:26 minutes of the morning, when was transported to our spiritual 
germ called Acirfa  (The details of all this experience appear in the Book 
Kosmic Kontact). Of Acirfa we brought seeds, which were distributed among 
those that attended the conference that was made in January 3 1990. These 
beings continued communicating, they guided us on the problematic of the 
purification of the Planet Earth. They gave us keys of physic, energetic and 
spiritual evolutions. In the physical part to reestablish our health, In the 
energetic part to recover the vibratory level. The spiritual part to climb the 
Soul grades before the spiritual Law. All the orientations were given by 
Psycovoice  (Species of Telepath). For those days we were directing a 
metaphysic group conformed by 30 people.  
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The majority believes firmly in the received information’s, but like in all the 
groups  some people that has tendency to question the messages. The last 
days of the year 91, they visited me three metaphysical  brothers querying 
that wanted to hear the voices of the Greater Brothers, because in all the 
groups only the leader is the one that communicates. This great idea I 
exposed it to Luk Splendor and Agarika Zin, we were appointed to 65 
kilometers to the south of the city, for diverse circumstances these Brothers 
could not travel, but there was a light of hope in being contacted these  
beings of the stellar space. In this encounter they gave the plans for the 
construction of the Ark of the science that allowed communicate with them. 
We build the Ark and we achieve the communication with them, not once but 
dozens of times and with groups of Esoterists, Metaphysics, Haraniks, 
Vedas, Gnostics, Catholics, Freemasons and people that never  militated in 
groups, more of three hundred people they have lived in repeated occasions 
the experience off dialoguing with these beings, to share with questions and 
to receive direct orientations of different beings among them the supreme 
commandant of Constellation of Anturia , YANG KAREY , after of having the 
experience of the ark of the communication, a group of brothers requests to 
photograph the ships, obviously in a contact, the benevolence of these 
beings was made feel  once more and we could photograph the Anturian 
ship that was commanded by Flin Zul and Joob Manare in this occasion 
in a contact of seventh type...  Eleven photograhs introduce to the 
humanity, as a faithful testimony. One month later another contact was 
obtained with the beings of the Final Trial,  those called Venztians, these are 
same ones that destroyed Sodoma and Gomorra . They have guided us their 
presence in previous centuries and their apparition is described in our sacred 
books: The Bible, Koran, Talmud, Bhagavad Gita and others. 
When studying the sacred writings, The Bible relates us completely 
unquestionable cases:  And“the children of God saw the daughters of the 
men were beautiful and children engendered them”, this is in genesis. It is 
logic that to be able to engender a son, by cosmic Law or Law of God should 
have union of a sperm with a ovule. That indicates that these beings had a 
physical body, and if they had a physical body, they should inhabit a certain 
star.  
Another definitive narration is found  in Genesis, Chapter 19, verse1: “They 
arrived pus the two angels to Sodom at the end of the afternoon”, verse 3: 
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“Lot made them a banquet and they ate breads without yeast” (washed there 
feet), in the verse 10: “The males (Angeles) held out the hand and they put 
Lot”, Verse 11: “And to the men that were outside, they hurt with blindness 
from the most young until the most old”, I verse 13: “All that you have take it, 
because we will destroy this place”, verse 24: “Jehovah made rain sulfur and 
fire”. This narration clarifies several points, they were angels that didn't 
inhabit the earth, if breads they ate and Lot washes there feet, was because 
had a physical a body , if they lengthened the hand and blinded the 
inhabitants, was because had supernatural powers, if they said we will 
“destroy this place”, was because empowered. In synthesis came from 
another planet. Sodoma and Gomorra were razed of a single blow, of a 
gigantic explosion that in that time being of earthly origin wasn’t. The 
scientists that have examined the place affirm that the stones were victim of 
an atomic explosion. 
 
The presence of these beings that we so call extraterrestrial. Why 
extraterrestrial? Because  anything that doesn't have origin in the earth, it is 
extraterrestrial. We find them in the Bible with more frequency of what the 
humanity's common believes, what happens is that in the Bible they don't 
appear as UFOs or flying Plates, but the evidences are visible  in exodus 
Cap. 13, verse 2: “And Jehovah went before them he went in a cloud column 
to guide them for the road and at night in a fire column to light them”. If we 
make  a critical and constructive analyses, we will discover what was this fire 
cloud. Again is made a mention Exodus 19:9 And the LORD  said unto 
Moses , I come unto thee in a thick  cloud , this and the next chapter  are 
momentous, they relate a great cosmic experience  and the delivery of the 
ten commands, and it is not necessary to be wise to understand these 
chapters. The cloud in mention appears several times in the chapter 9. In this 
occasion the cloud remains until months above the people of Israel; which 
announced them the departure moment or the moment of stopping. All this 
passed unnoticed if we didn't analyze the configuration of the cloud. 
 
The Creative Father established Universal, irrefutable and inviolable Laws by 
the divine hierarchy. Leaving undoubtedly clear that a cloud cannot remain 
per hours in one place, in one form. The Laws of physic demonstrate that it 
cannot be, and it is not possible to say: “For God everything is possible”, 
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because who makes the Laws is the one who  complies them and with it to 
give example. 
The  Biblic verse of Kings 2 Chap. 2 verse 11 throw us a lot of light on these 
orientations. It says: “2 Kings 2:11 And it came to pass, as they still went on , 
and talked , that, behold, [there appeared] a chariot of fire, and horses of fire 
, and parted  them both  asunder; and Elijah went up  by a whirlwind into 
heaven .”. The Greater Brothers have told us that from Pegassus  (The 
regency Aladess ) was this flying apparatus that took to Elijah to a 
Psycosomatic Reorganization. 
 
The Prophet's Ezekiel vision is another significant point, “The skies opened 
up and I saw as a wind and a storm, a cloud surrounded with the splendor of 
the ray and of the fire and ace the figures of alive beings appeared that 
human beings looked like, each one had four faces and four wings and for 
the sides the figure of an eagle, a bull and a lion and when they moved they 
emit the sound of a powerful thunder” (of many waters). It was the form more 
specifies that uses Ezekiel to describe extraterrestrial travelers. 
 
The biggest siblings have confirmed us their presence in previous times. 
Their constant visit to this world called Planet Earth. They have spoken to 
each other of the Universal Father's creative capacity, and that they make 
part of that same divine and theocratic organization, of the one which in 
elementary form, make part us the inhabitants of the Earth. They have made 
us mentions; they have given us orientations on the non participation in 
spectacles or public spectacles, as the stadiums. They speak of other of 
beings outlying (peripherals)  that they locate in the superior part of the 
stadiums, to absorb the subjective emanated energy of the throats of who 
scream, applauds or simply they sing the goal. That energy exteriorized by 
those that visit the stadiums, are used by these outlying beings to travel in 
the space. They have explained to us that the outlying beings teach to the 
animal race the technologist or space navigation. Of equal it forms as here in 
the earth the circus teaches a monkey to ride a bicycle, handling of other 
apparatuses. Of equal it forms the outlying beings teached to the animal race 
of those constellations the handling of the ships, later on those beings stole, 
that is to say, these ships were stolen and with them they travel throuogh the 
universe with an almost human intelligence. For this reason  many inhabitant 
beings of the Earth, have seen  hairy  extraterrestrial beings and with animal 
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form. They are not human beings; they are animal of other outlying 
constellations that visit the earth to steal food and  the water. 
 
It is called outlying, because it also exist the Central Beings . The central 
beings are those that are a lot more near the Creative father's Laws, that is 
to say belong to the central spheres of this galaxy or of another galaxy 
different to this. The outlying are very far from the Creator's Laws, and they 
are those that  violate the theocratic principles. 
They have explained to us that of the different constellations, Greater 
Brothers have sent telepathic messages  to the different chambers to which 
belong the different stars of these and other galaxies. These chambers goes 
from the first to the chamber twenty-four, the Earth  for example, belongs to 
the chamber 13. We can already make an analyses in relation with the 
modus vivendi of us in this world Earth. 
 
Of different galaxies, messengers sent those messages and these they 
travel by the space it is possible that today or tomorrow  we receive a 
message or arrive to our minds. A message that is emitted ten or twenty 
thousand years ago, but that  comes traveling the universe. It is possible that 
we also emit  spiritual signals, prayers, Etc. To the universe requesting help 
and that these messages are captured many after , this frequently usually 
happens in the spiritual institutions. 
 
Among other teachings has given us rules to recover the Universal Verb , the 
language of gold of the ancients, like they have clarified us that our language 
is completely altered, There words are  highly evolutionary and vertical, but 
the earth languages has many words they are full with messages completely 
destructive subliminally, words like analyses, overkill, jackass Etc. Only 
separate these words and we will find the disastrous part. 
 
The presence of the Greater Brothers for these times is vital and definitive. 
These beings highly spiritual give us messages coming from the Universal 
Arks, and that they are emitted in ultra states and states alphas.  Our psychic 
state oscillates in state mega, Etc. It is complex to understand, however we 
will transcribe it so that you have an idea of how are the celestial messages. 
Although our projection is not the search of UFOs these experiences have 
given us margin to talk with authority, clarity and seriousness about the flying 
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plates or Zeles , as they the cosmonauts call it. All leader or spiritual leader 
that dialogues on the topic of the beings should be under conditions of 
cooperating to the verification of the Greater Brothers. 
 
They have guided us on the problematical of the cemeteries, of the jails and 
of the hospitals, but essentially on the psychological sphere . Among these 
messages we have the following ones: 
 

FIRST MESSAGE 
 

“Your guide is in your heart, It is your rock, your salvation, your hope. 
The iron that has your opposed, will be covered the ether mortum. 

In the cuprum of your right is the elixir to become purified and take it away 
from the shepherding of death. Get on the horse that will drive you to the 
reignus of the sacred sanctuarium. There you will not drink vinegar for the 

thirst. Open the doors of the Ark and you will found the hydra sacrus. When 
you were a wall, you had to cover and protect him with strong wood. Now 

you are a unseamy mantel,  the one that will cover with fine threads. 
In the moment in that you comprehend this projection; you will be openly the 
spiritual messenger in the Earth, as of Pegassus, after of the soul isolation of 

the three-dimensional principle. 
Do not allow that your vision sleeps; be freed like a bird from the birder that 

for his own good locates him in a cage, cutting the fluency of rising. 
Your visional order should be projected toward the future, in the past only will 

see the bases that the eminent guide edified to begin your mission. 
And we will build our temple there, as it is written. 

Your mind is favorable to sow in summer and to harvest in winter. This crop 
shall be given, through your heart. 

It is the hour in that your serpentum, embrace the sword of cuprum and 
integrate those values, the arch and the lance are not necessary for them. 
Ascend to the tower and will see from there, the life. Do not descend the 

earth is not your place; it is for you preferable the waters. 
This message was delivered by the cosmic missionary YUNG DIFEL. 
 
Immediately  will give another message: 
  

The net is not for the birds, neither will use it in the squares. 
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Your name will be inscribed in the mural entrance of the cities, 
While having beings in the temple, do not occult the lights that project the 

paths. 
When the trees chant have present that each will be beside a river, with a 

majestic flow favored by the serpentine order 
When founded the sacred mount, do not precipitate to enter . 

The thorns will be waiting where to take refuge. 
Lay down in the morning, sleep in the midday, but wake up at dusk, only that 

way when arrives the night can be in guard. 
With your dynasty and imagination, observe each step, and do not make 

jumps in the path, only walk do not detour neither to the right neither the left. 
The past corresponds to the Law, that is the lamp, the present to the science 
that is wisdom and the future to the illumination that is the fusion. Here is the 

seventh mystery that in Martian regency will unveil. 
 
The cosmonaut that sent this message is: BATAD SHEIZ  
 
 
Of these messages we have dozens in the files of the foundation that we 
have organized, and  today they are continued being received and each day 
they are increased  because we are living complex times. 
 
To the earth intelligences of different worlds are arriving, but we should 
clarify that not all the extraterrestrial are spiritual. There are antichristic 
beings that have visited the earth and that in these times they flow with 
groups or people. Intelligences that only have interests in the technical 
development but not the spiritual one. 
 
Relatively it is easy to know if a contact is with spiritual beings or one with 
outlying beings (antichristic), when the central beings   have visited the earth, 
they don't pose their ships but rather they maintain them levitating to scarce 
centimeters of the terrestrial surface, they don't leave prints, because these 
prints imply to destroy or to burn vegetation, something that is against the 
preservation of the life in all the Kingdom. 
 
When they contact somebody, they make it through harmonic methods that 
don't alter (scare) the contacted. When it is for a transfer to another star, their 
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system is to orientate practice and preparations in the three states: physical, 
energetical and spiritual. 
 
We have heard of contacts with beings that abduct people abruptly, and days 
after they leave them in any place. To other they have extracted them the 
sexual energy, either copulating with another being or for artificial means, 
and the Greater Brothers have guided us that there are people that have 
been abducted and they never return them. In Great Britain, for example, 
they stole wheat, and water and they left figures in the fields. 
 
Until today there are people that refute or they deny the existence of life in 
other worlds. However, in the earth there are evidences, be they of life signs 
or witnesses of extraterrestrials in previous times. 
 
In Colombia we have to the statues or monolithic of San Agustin, they date of 
the Century VII before Christ, and they are identical as much in their form as 
in their weight to the opposing ones in smaller Asia. This passed unnoticed if 
one didn't keep in mind that only starting from 1492 - Discovery of America - 
there is communication among other continents and ours. 
 
The pyramids of Egypt: A transcendental culture that speaks for itself, there 
is not a scientific explanation on its construction. 
Important and significant data are alive in this whole culture: The weight of 
the pyramid of Keops is of 5 millions, 955 thousand tons, here the surprising 
thing is that the weight of the earth is also of 5 millions, 955 thousand but in 
quintillion tons. 
In the dark tunnels of the pyramid there are drawings clearly intact , that not 
only it demonstrates their preservation capacity, but rather gives a lot of light 
on its technology, since they are not soot rakes in the walls and that they 
indicate the utilization of brands, it is clear that used electric energy. 
 
The great pyramid divides to the valley of the Nile in two exactly same parts, 
and is located in the centric geographic point of the planet. What are not able 
to explain the scientist, is how  made the Egyptians to lift the pole that 
conform the chamber of the King to 108 meters high,  they are 9 poles and 
their weight is of 60 tons. 
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Their height multiplied for a million, gives the exact distance of the earth to 
the sun. 
 
The perimeter of the pyramid is divided in 365 scales of a meter that the 
Egyptians used to guide each day of the year. Between brick and brick of 
more than 30 tons cement of any species doesn't exist. 
 
In the sarcophagus they are latent the MUMMIES the Egyptian prepared for 
6.000 years, and the curious thing is that the scientist of these times has not 
found the formula to prepare a cadaver for even one month. These mummies 
were subjected to study and when subjecting a part from their body (Hand) to 
a dilution of alcohol, encounter that intact blood that springs from this hand, 
and gives the impression that this mummy had just died. 
 
“The death will arrive to who perturbs the sleep of the Pharaohs”, this 
inscription, located in the superior part of the sarcophagus of a pharaoh was 
challenged by Lord Carmavron and an expedition of 22 archeologist in 1909, 
they violated the sarcophagus to investigate to the mummies, it happened t 
something strange tothem,  the 22 archeologists  were dying in different 
forms and to the 34 months after the profanation died Carmavron, and it was 
the last that was in that expedition. The Scientifics doesn't believe in the 
curse of the Pharaohs and they explain that the archeologist possibly died 
because in the Sarcophagus it prunes to have certain powder that poisoned 
them . But not all the archeologist died sick, some died in tragic form . 
 
When they built the most “secure” ship and luxurious of the world, that is to 
say TITANIC, in their first trip, collapsed and 1513 passengers perished. It is 
curious; in that ship they took an Egyptian mummy to make experiments in 
Europe. 
 
Because of the dams of Ashuan, the Scientifics decided to transfer the effigy 
of the Pharaoh Sephu II, but to be able to her to transfer the they had to 
divide it in 3000 pieces, they numbered them and they armed them in the 
place where today it is, the significant thing in this episode is that that effigy 
taken for the Egyptians in a carved single piece. Is it that the modern 
technology inferior to the old one? 
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What we look for with these orientations is that we understand that in all the 
actions of the Egyptians there was help of intelligences of other worlds. 
Another great culture is located in the Easter Island in front of Chile; they are 
the giant monoliths that observe to the stellar space, as if they expected the 
arrival from somebody. Not there are data that demonstrate the origin of 
these giant monoliths, or who putted in that place. 
 
There are really many signs in this world that have made us meditate on the 
visit of other intelligences. 
The tracks of Nazca in Peru, they have a longitude near 40 Kmts and in that 
area drawings appear in the floor, the figures of a hummingbird, a 
Chimpanzee and a spider. There’s not a mountain near, there is not a place 
in the earth from where it can be observed, only elevating to two thousand 
meters high can be seen and to analyze these figures, this indicates us that 
who drew them they had to rise to that height. They are many those that we 
coincide in that this area was as a cosmic port. 
 
The Churches that guide our origin, and especially those of Thailand 
(Bangkok) their copulas is identical to that of a Zeles or space ship. In our 
country, the Churches have form of rockets.  
The captains of the airplanes declare  the fear that  they feel when going by 
the triangle of the Bermuda  (Puerto Rico, Florida and the point Bermudas) 
and it is logic, this mysterious triangle has disappeared airplanes and ships 
without finding an explication on this phenomenon. The Brothers of the 
space have guided that in this triangle there is a teletranporter Graff  that in 
certain meridians or periods of time its activated. 
 
To the Earth they have visited different types of cosmic intelligences , beings 
that go from winged angels, until perverse monsters that abduct human 
beings to improve their species. 
 
In the case of Roswell they present the autopsy (necropsy) of a supposed   
extraterrestrial that the Scientifics captured when these they had an accident 
in the desert of New Mexico. Here is something that has passed unnoticed 
and it is that the alien doesn't have navel, and that is indicating that is not 
product of a maternal conception, but rather is the result of a genetic 
engineering, something kind of a clone, the one that allows that with one 
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genetic code can create beings in series and logically this action is 
antichristic. 
 
For these times there’s a peak or more of a despair (Fanaticism), as for the 
contacting of UFOs, and this is not completely positive, the  search of 
extraterrestrial beings can take to the investigator to a fascination state and 
dream for many years. The fact of being transported by a ship to a star 
doesn't provide values to a person(Soul grades). 
 
If for example somebody lives in a mountain, far from the civilization, when it 
arrives to a town or city,  meets with cars and an entire  technologic summary 
that impact  and  confuse him, but passes a year and  indifferent becomes. 
This same person when being gone up to an airplane seems something 
extraordinary and surprising to him. In a year turns indifferent to it, If it is able 
to be gone up to a cosmic ship , the same sensation will live and its just 
another experience , his soul has not evolve living these experiences. 
 
The UFO investigation can make part of our life, but in a balanced form and 
outside of the fanaticism. 
 
The celestial ships necessarily have to show in this world, it has happened 
from the creation. Only with the studying the cosmogenesis we will find that 
when the earth was sprung from the universal womb and inhaled its introitus 
breath and it was under conditions of being inhabited, of the different stars 
they were bringing plants: Lunar, mercurians, venuses, solar, Martians, 
jupiterians and saturnians. Of equal it forms it happened to the animals and 
with the races that today inhabits this world. 
 
From that time, crossing for the different ages narrated in the Bible and other 
sacred books until our days, the extraterrestrial have contributed to the 
development of our star, as this humanity will also contributes to the 
development of other primitive stars when we  advances, that is to say, when 
we are in chambers more near the Creator (7,6,5,4 Etc.) 
 
Synthesizing this part of the extraterrestrial life, we find that a star guided the 
magicians kings and conducted them to the place where the Savior was. 
Obviously a star cannot move away from its orbit, and the Creative Father in 
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its position like exemplary being doesn't violate the eternal established Laws 
as disciplinary codes. As neither the cloud that you took  Jesus to its origin 
(Facts 1 verse 9)  was a common cloud , what indicates that as much the 
Star as the clouds appointments in the Bible were ships. Apocalypse (Cap. 1 
verse 7) it mentions: there “is here, l comes in a cloud and all eye will see 
him”. 
We believe that you, friend reader, he/she should not neglect their spiritual 
development for the single fact of investigating the UFO phenomenon, flow 
with Your Great Presence that the contact of UFOs will come alone. 
 
There is a clear idea in which thousands of people coincide: The beings with 
wings (winged angels) that the prophets saw (As in the case of Jacob that 
fought with a angel in Peniel to  win the blessing) These winged beings 
mentioned in the Bible in repeated times, came, as the Christ declares it: 
 “MI REIGNS IT IS NOTOF THIS WORLD”. 
 
 
 

THE SEVEN PATHS 
 

“The esoterist can fall seven times, 
But if it is really one, seven times  

 Gets up again”           
 

From unmemorable times, the humanity's history registers the spiritual 
search. That perfection or reencounter within him, it has been mentioned and 
ventilated for countless spiritual guides that have embodied in this world 
earth, so that we understand the urgency of returning to the Creative Father . 
We can see a without number of Churches, beliefs, myths, dogmas, Etc. 
That they promise to take their members to the Creative Father's breast. It 
only takes to see the television a little or to listen the radio and all the 
propaganda of a religious certain institution, looking to call the humanity's 
attention. It is obvious that we require the presence of our spiritual behalf, but 
it is necessary to be realistic and serious in this search. We can allegorize 
that the spiritual conquest as the fairy godmother of the ancient, of the 
legends that after the first contact goes to the invocator in the fair moment. It 
is urgent that you understand and channel the presence of their spirit. Keep 
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in mind that the electronics is there and only it works when we discover it, but 
of nothing serves a electronic piano , if one doesn't know how to locate the 
transistors, the filters and other elements, however also is there.  
In general who belong to a religious current it is because somebody 
indicated it and many until transform into imitators of that somebody. When 
that leader or representative falls, the faith of those represented gets a cold 
automatically. 
 
In the micro cosmos man-woman, seven centers or chakras exist that at the 
same time have fluency in principles or vital bodies for our life. Among these 
we have the Instinctive Center, in charge of protecting the physic body, when 
somebody enters to a theater to witness a terror filmmaking or in other 
circumstances to be killed of a fright. If the instinctive body discovers that the 
person is suffering, it displaces to the vital center and automatically the being 
faints, that is to say that the fainting comes to be kind of a defense of the 
organism. The instinctive center is a hearth between the mental center and 
the astral aura. When for to a or z circumstances has to go for a certain 
experience and the instinctive center discovers that it will be unpleasant it 
uses to the nervous system to arrive the message with the objective of 
preparing it. All the investigations that we require can be channeled through 
the instinctive center, like it is logic some have the instinctive more 
developed that others, but in all ways all human being possesses this virtue. 
Those that are insensitive to the instinctive center also can develop it. Not 
only can they receive messages but also to project them and to use it as a 
potential energy to our favor. Among those things that he/she requires 
investigating is the line or spiritual path with which internally flow. 
 
After making a constructive observation to the different types of beliefs, 
dogmas or myths, we arrive to a conclusion: Seven basic systems exist to go 
through to find God, these they are: The Fakir, Sanctification, Submission, 
the Monk, Ritualization, Yogi and Sacred Marriage. 
 
All religious institution in the sphere Earth depends on one of the seven lines. 
Let us explain a little the position of these paths. 
 
The Fakir:   
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 They are based on a principle or axiom that  says: “Who restrains himself, 
dominates  the universe” and obviously the spiritual scales are inside the 
Universe. This famous prayer is practiced by the fakirs, achieving a physic 
domain. Well it is known that the fakirs practice the mummification 
themselves, they are buried alive during days, they enter knives, needles 
and other short-piercing objects and with these actions they seek to conquer 
the realization of the Great presence. The Fakirs forget  that the sacred 
writings explain: “Know that your body is the temple of God and that the spirit 
of God mores in you, if anyone destroys the Temple of God, God will destroy 
him, because the Temple of God, which you are, saint is”. All the sacred 
writings make allusion to the preservation of our physic body, Bhagavad 
Gita, Talmud, Coram and fundamentally the Bible. The fakir’s finishes with 
the lacerated body, marked, destroyed and the spiritual part in elementary 
grades. 
 
 
 
 
Sanctification:   
It is a highly sublime road, their practitioners stay for ninety percent (90%)  of 
the day in prayer, basic prayer, continuous prayer, they are devoted to carry 
out works of charity, to help to the unprotected, they organize foundations, 
Etc. All this is very interesting from the human external point of view, but we 
have to remind to those that practice this doctrine that our mission in the 
earth goes a lot of more and is related with our hydrogenization, for further 
orientation, go to the chapter on the prayer and the states of the soul. 
 
Submission:   
This doctrine, it is practiced in occident but very conditioned. In the east  
when the Baba or Guru choose  a disciple,  this of that moment surrendered 
to the teachings or doctrine body in soul and body like one says commonly. 
This represents that the initiate cannot have their time, but rather it is 
consecrated to the Creative Father's service. In our western culture the 
common of humanity, they believe to practice the submission because they 
choose a certain time, a certain date to make prayers. The submission is to 
surrender in conscience to the devotional service, independent of its daily 
work, our culture no doesn’t practice this path, partly because the earth lack 
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of suitable Masters or Gurus  that can guide them  in the true mission and to 
realize it because that it is their-mission . 
 
The Monk:  
The monk's synthesis is the Creator's contemplation, what is gotten through 
the superior meditation. The monk is isolated of the civilization, in monastery 
where only reigns the meditation. Among this dynasty the religious “Strong 
feelings flows it as of an internal key that according to he Minyiar or 
supreme commandant  permits them to channel the instinctive center or Chi 
energy. That energy is channeled towards itself to reach the illumination. 
When arriving at the monastery who receives the person interested in 
practicing that doctrine “That should be man”  is a monk with little 
experience. And if is interested should really receive or to embody the ages 
of the disciple, which are: Age introit: Three years; Acceptation: Seven years; 
Stability: Nine years; Consecration: Twelve years; Disciple: Fourteen years; 
Guru: Eighteen years and Contemplation: Twenty-two years. These stages 
are fundamental and who wants to arrive should have basic patience, 
because only till the 22 years is going to be able to be a monk. Obviously the 
key poses it the Guru or Guide of the monastery and who wants to reach that 
principle or that key, his duty is to wait with a lot of calm and patience the 
initiate’s years. 
 
Ritualization:   
All action or organized movement inside the celestial harmony is in fact a 
ritual. When we eat, if we do like an animal imitation, we are ritualizing. 
When we say animal imitation, we are referring to the animal abruptness, 
since in some cases like the dove, the turkey, Etc carries out runic and 
lamasic movements before copulating with the female and these movements 
are ritualistic because they are harmonious. 
 
Essentially on the path of ritualization mention is made to the spiritual part. 
Groups like the Freemasons, Catholics, Gnostics, Etc. They meet in certain 
mystic dates to ritualize. Without fear to make a mistake, I can say that these 
rituals are 100% mechanical. There is not spiritual innovation. The 
microcosm’s man ritualizes constantly; it is logic that is in internal form. So 
that the ritualization is Spiritual, its practition ers should not read 
liturgical books of any species . Permanently inside the microcosms man 
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or woman, the Interior Father and the Divine Mother they represent the priest 
and the priestess.  
 
We all possess a Guardian and we possess a Spirit and Soul, all these 
forces ritualize constantly in us and those that practice the ritualization only 
will be able to understand the intrinsic meaning that has this principle when 
they are connected with thyself and can see the spiritual occupation or 
ritualization that happens in each human being. The rituals are didactics or 
manifestations of our internal forces. Only that the practitioners have to be 
synchronized and to capture the voice of the silence, which is given to the 
unison in all the fraternal members of the temple. This indicates that it cannot 
exist displeasure or discord for very elementary that seems, among members 
of the temple that aspire to the ritualization. 
 
For this reason it is difficult initially the practice of this doctrine, the sensorial 
perception is required to capture the essence of the practice, either a mass 
or a ritual. The Father Creative ritualize through  the Universe and through 
the life. When have you observed in the creator's ritualization that a setting of 
sun is similar to the one that saw previous? That is impossible, each day it is 
a different setting, there is a permanent innovation, here it is completed the 
acronym or famous prayer: INRI, placed in the superior part of the 
crucifixions, INRI: Ignia nature renovatur integrans , the fire  renovates 
unceasingly  the nature. 
 
The Yogi:  
The Yoga is an ancient practice, praised by Vishnu, in the Sacred Earth of 
the Vedas. As everything it is dual in the cosmos the expression YO have 
two channels: One that projects to the Ego and the other one that it projects 
essentially to the virtue that comes from the Father, is to this YO that  makes 
mention the Ga because the word Ga of Gandhi, Ganges, Etc. It means 
union. In synthesis Yoga it means union with God. In the last times has 
ramified in seven orders, in those that the follower can choose the path that 
requires. These are: 
 
The Hata-yoga  That consists on contorting the body to the maxim, being 
about to fuse or to find the idioplasmic atoms, more than seventy positions 
these practitioners assume. We met the case of a practitioner of Hata - Yoga 
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that  contortions to the maximum, then introduced himself in a glass cube to 
which filled with water until covering him totally, forty minutes  was there, 
after of taking out the water, again  returned to its natural state this branch of 
the Yoga,  is related a lot with the fakirs. 
 
Mantras - Yoga : This school is based on the sound and its diverse 
manifestation forms. Mamtrams, is the universal sound, nobody can deny the 
influence of the sound in the Kingdom of the nature and is demonstrated that 
the plants are developed more with music, that is to say, Mamtralizing them. 
The army when marching through a bridge, they break ranks, to avoid that 
the sound synchronized collapse the bridge. The Bible narrates that by the 
scream of Josue and the horns, the walls of Jericho fell. The old yogis  by 
internal vision discovered that each human being possesses centers called 
magnetic Chakras that are regenerated or they develop by means of the 
vocalized sound, they discovered too that each vortices reacts with a 
different sound and that  has to do with the planetary sounds. The school 
Mamtrams-yoga teaches to their members the development of the psychic 
power  that is not another thing that the integration with seven magnetic 
forces those which as CHI energy CHI, creates prodigies.  
Whole hours Mamtralizing remains the yogis, different sounds, until reaching 
the essential unpronounceable sound. Individual sounds as the vowels, 
intoned in a level (Decibel) to internal magnitude give as a result, the 
awakening of a certain magnetic field. Those abilities like the clairvoyance, 
the intuition, the clairaudience, the telepath, Etc. They are product of the 
conscious intonation, non fanatic of those sounds. It is possible that you, 
friend reader don’t possess balanced centers. Then it is little what will serve 
you the intonation of these sounds. This is analog to take medicine without a 
precise diagnostic. Not all the mamtrams is verbal, nonsound (Breath)  and 
the mental or psychic exist. Everything depends on the state of the  magnetic 
field that you want to develop.  
 
The Kundalini-yoga:   
It is necessary to keep in mind that the yogis don't have partners, in general 
they live away completely of the woman, and more if it is about this school 
that represents the sex-yoga. 
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From Genesis until the Apocalypse year 92, and from the year 92 until our 
time, the woman has been displaced by the man, she has been 
underestimated until arriving to the point of considering the woman an entire 
Karma.  
 
The allegorical history of Adam and Eve, in which Eve invites Adam to eat of 
the forbidden fruit and that of all the expulsion of the paradise came.  Has 
been understood in literal sense and arose the sentence “ The woman it is 
the man's perdition”. Following the orientations of the Greater Brothers, Lot 
adverted to his wife to leave without looking back, thing that she didn't do  
and  transformed into a Statue of Salt. This is in Genesis Chap. 19,  in 
genesis 19 : the daughters of Lot gave him wine, they make him drunk  and 
they go to bed with him and this way they are able to conceive both. Again 
the woman's error, but the Bible is definitive, we find in Leviticus Chap. 12 
the following thing: “If the woman gave light to man to be dirty seven days 
and to remain 33 days purifying. But if she gave birth female will be dirty 14 
days and to remain 66 gives purifying, in the Book of the Judges, Chap. 16 
“the Fulminated Tower” Sansom falls cheated by Dalila. 
 Kiayok:  That founder of the Dragonic Order in China, next to Jakao  his wife 
was able to lift a fifth fohatic (fire) order, that of not being for Jinea , a 
seductive woman, the final conquest has been unavoidable. For this reason 
the current ones professing this path ,they don't marry, they hate the woman 
and who already enter married, they are not allowed the near of their wife in 
the street, if they walk together she should go to three steps behind  the 
man. 
 
Almost all the religious, direct institutions or indirectly they perturb the 
woman, more in a psychological form, but they do it. The woman aware of 
these actions hoped that the biblical prophecies was completed and the 
prophesied savior, who came  will give the woman the precise place; but the 
redeemer came “and elected twelve apostles, men all”. The beliefs or 
Churches like Masons, the Catholicism and others, they took this action like 
definitive and today per today we have the priests officiating alone.  Only  go 
to the church and we will see the mass is officiated by the priest, the Isis  or 
nun doesn't have participation. 
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The Kundalini-yoga pursues the awakening of Kundalini, which is a fohatic 
snake coiled in the coxis region and slept in the common of people. The 
alchemists’ seers have declared that only through the seminal vapor this vital 
snake can move, as the ships or the ships moves through vapor. And it is 
that this class of vapor can organize it: 
 
V: Veracity 
A:  Auto observation 
P: Perseverance  
O: Optimism  
R: Reencounter 
 
The sexuality has been classified in three chambers: Infrasexuality, media 
Sexuality and Suprasexuality. 
 
 
 
Infrasexuality:  It is the sphere that sponsors the prostitution, lesbianism, 
homosexuality, masturbators, Etc, Also is in this sphere of who don't like sex 
or hate it sex. Those that guide to the youngers to masturbate, because 
according to them, is not offensive this action, they belong to the 
infrasexuals, ignoring that a masturbation is equal to seven sexual normal 
relationships. He who masturbates can sleep the whole night and at dawns is 
tired. You understand friend reader that in the same form as the seminal 
vessels expand to expel the energy of the masturbator, it contracts the same 
to absorb humid air that passes through the ether from the nervous system 
to the brain, producing nonfluency in the alpha rays  that communicate  the 
brain with the mind and in he/she begins to appear lagoons and lost of  
concentration including  general weakness. The student should never  
masturbate, because will destroy, we repeat, the alpha rays  that are those 
that balance and they organize the memory ,they communicate and later on 
they will have many difficulties for the study. 
 
Three vital  substances have the sexual energy: Silicio - Phosphor, 
Calcium and Lecithin. 
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Silicio - phosphor  are those that vitalize the Nervous System, the Calcium it 
constitutes the bony medulla  or  akasic register  and Lecithin it is the one 
that compensates our cerebral neurons. The silicio moves for the system 
nervous analog to the blood by the arteries. The Calcium vitalizes the 
medulla that is related with the memories and Lecithin constantly give margin 
to the renovation of our cells. The Kundalini - Yoga (Union with God through 
the sex) doesn't allow  its followers to spill the sexual energy and this is 
based on the Veda books. The Christian also finds that the Bible makes 
direct mention of the sexual energy, only with reading the book of Leviticus 
Chap. 15, verses 16, 17,18.  We will find a great truth on this situation. The 
Microcosms man are constituted restructuring the lunar hydrogenous that are 
necessary in him, those that obtains from his couple (woman). In a same 
way it happens with the Woman, that finds the solar hydrogenous in the man. 
So that it is not the man more than the woman, neither the woman more 
than a man, they are two parts of the same universal principle. 
 
 
 
 
 
Seventh Path is: SACRED MARRIAGE: 
 
In previous lines we mention the election of the appropriate path. We 
mention it because in our western culture everything is requested with 
urgency, if somebody arrives to a ice cream shop and at the ten minutes they 
have not assisted him, looks for another place, equal it happens with the 
spiritual path, determines a basic time  to reach the final liberation and if in 
that time doesn't achieve it,  is able to renounce. The great truth is that the 
initiate  should travel these seven paths and to ta ke the essence out of 
each one of them, only this way will be able to con stitute the true 
microcosms, that is to say that the intimate realiz ation  of your magical  
spiritual presence it arrives when we have embodied  step-by-step each 
one of these paths . Is not only one path the one that will take to us to the 
final conquest. We will be able in this existence, to like one says, fertilize the 
land, because also is possible that you in this life sow the land, and in the 
next existence water the land and in the one that comes is able to harvest, 
this is clear. 
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In the external world when somebody wants to build constructions, studies 
engineering. The same thing happens when wants to heal the humanity, 
study medicine and successively. The curious of this matter, is when one 
thinks of the marriage, simply they marry. And as a result of these marriages 
without preparation, today gives, we have super populated the terrestrial 
sphere. Seven thousand million inhabitants, the Scientifics has said that if we 
follow multiplying in the same magnitude, when we arrive to the year 2.100 
each human being to occupy a square meter of the terrestrial sphere. On the 
other hand WOH. (World Organization of the Health) has outlined the 
humanity the diverse planification methods: Biorhythm, Ogino-Knaus, 
injections and pills, condom, spermicidal, intra-uterine device, bond and cut 
of trumpets or vasectomy in the man, system invitalis, Etc. Each one of these 
methods is direct attempted against the nature, so much interior as external.  
 
The true marriages pursues the authenticate realization of our magical 
presence. We have been indicated that the Karma is transformed with the 
scale. What has not been indicated is the technique, today we know that the 
Microcosms man, possesses three scales : and that they constitute them: It 
Water (Man) and fire (Woman) giving as a result or synthesizing in the 
balance that is Soul Hydrogen.  
The first scale is in the Testes and the Phallus in the man, in the ovaries 
and uterus  in the woman.  
The second formed by the lumbar vertebras and the kidneys  
The third formed by The Eyes and the nose.   
 
It is obvious that these scales are the etheric world and only can be balanced 
in completely constituted couples at a level physical, energetical and 
Spiritual. In the physic part the applicant to the sacred marriage should not 
have commitments but with the suitable woman, if he has children the 
juridical situation should be clear openly. As for the energetic part  they 
should be free, that is to say DISLIGATE or  breakaway,  the man of all the 
women with which he has had  relationships and the other way too. 
Understand then that when the man unites to a woman, when they form a 
single meat, as mention in the Corinthian book  Chap. 6 verse 18. Only 
through the sexual disligation is possible the liberation of our energy. In the 
book “Order Zigk” explains how the person can disligate.  
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The soul constitution is through of the Real Being or Magic Presence  of the 
male and of the female.  
All this indicates that the initiate can arrive to Suprasexuality, when there is 
already walked all the paths announced. It will be absurd that somebody with 
only some months of knowing the teachings, seek, without some preparation, 
to practice the Suprasexuality, this action can take to the failure directly. It is 
necessary to understand that Sunday doesn't arrive on Friday, but on 
Sunday. The Suprasexuality should be practiced only when a suitable Guru 
and with the White fraternity authorization guides it. Then hand in hands, go 
on directly to the victory. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

THE CHRISTIFICATION 
 

The present writings contain the fundamental principles that necessarily can 
take you to the Soul conquest. This writing presents to you the fifth mystery, 
the fifth unveilment that is exactly the unveilment of the four gospels. Our 
watchword  is to reconcile, integrate, the science and the dogma. The 
redeemer of the world brought the seed, we through of this unveilment are 
sowing, so that who listen to us, pick it up, make the harvest with justice and 
wisdom. We make it with the authority of the evidence and with the force of 
the reason; the fundamental impulse that moves us do this transcription is to 
avoid  that you ,friend reader, die twice. Each prayer takes in itself the 
recapitulation of each one of the molds of the chambers of our spinal 
medulla, understand it, because identified yourselves with each one of these 
medullas, is the generic indication , but the intimate initiation of your spiritual 
medullar grade it is the identification with each one of the 33 chambers, with 
you the wisdom of GOD in mystery, the hidden or occult wisdom. 
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When the divine teacher Zigk Gnanak travels to the terrestrial sphere with 
the generikum coptus scrolls, from the spiritual world, fulfilling cosmic orders, 
it is intercepted in spiritual form by the lawyistic order, present the scrolls, the 
beings that understand the current state of the terrestrial sphere are 
projected to Guru Zigk Gnanak and they say: “That how is possible to give 
that wisdom to the earth, it is much the wisdom in it ”. The Guru responds 
with simple fraises but specific: “Nobody can receive more of that can 
channel  internally ”. The lunatics channel madness and the wise wisdom. 
These messages are for the strong ones, not to be read by the weak. The 
Guru Zigk comes closer to the earth and it is intercepted again, now in this 
occasion for a indimensional being , with principles that the great Guru 
defines as Ophak (Opaque), it says: “I know what you take in those coptus to 
the earth, that wisdom is infernal” Words of the being. “Why do you insist on 
giving doctrine to the earth and more of subjective order?” A single fraise is 
enough so that the being disappear, he answers: Does your ignorance 
maybe depend on the Heavens?  Is it heritage of the Creative Father the 
ignorance?”.  The Guru Enters in the terrestrial atmosphere through the 
Diany Boody (the human soul) it begins the projection from the chamber 33. 
CHAMBER 1.  Never cry when the lamb is sleeping .Do not drink wine when 
its flavor is unpleasant. That tree that we have planted is dead, but we can 
warm with its wood and with the ashes plant another tree there. 
 
CHAMBER 2. The soul suffers because of the misplacement and intention of 
your desires, for the obsession of the lie. Love to immortalize and not to 
absorb, loves to improve and not to possess, love to give, not to receive. 
 
CHAMBER 3.  Do not cry husband because your wife has died, she will 
return, don't despair. Only went to changed dress, Have present that we are 
the other ones and the other ones are still us. 
 
CHAMBER 4.  All the existent is to be forgotten in the other life, but you will 
find the freshness of life that approaches and essentially the chastity of the 
cradle. Then the power of forgetting will be with you and never come the 
moral hardships. 
 
CHAMBER 5. IOD HE VAU HE will  be with you from incarnation to 
incarnation, there you will have him present, those beings that are for you  
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sympathetic, are a sign of reconnaissance of all the incarnations. That’s in 
family, That is in the Universe, that way is in the Earth, the Creative Father's 
Law  fills all the distances and  never exists a void between two hearts. 
 
CHAMBER 6.   The hell is not paved with good intentions, in essence the 
crematory oven is paved with disastrous intentions, that the human wanted 
to fill the heavens of false virtues, but they were discovered.  
 
CHAMBER 7. To each one of you the spiritual justice has given an animal to 
domain, to exercise the domain on it, it is necessary to tame the lion or the 
serpent, but not the lamb. When is worshipped the Creative Father the 
wisdom begins. 
 
 
 
CHAMBER 8.  All force requires an impulsion, it looks for an action and  
leans on the resistance. All force dominates the inertia, but not all inertia 
supports the force. All repeated action determines a force. The continuous 
force for minimum that is, triumphs before all inertia. Hercules can strike with 
all his force a curb using its lance; it will be minimum the perforation, but the 
water slowly through the inertia can pass through you. 
 
CHAMBER 9.  The superstition doesn't have any sense before the religion 
that is eternal, but the religion can fall ostentatiously before the superstition, 
for the infused power that it has and it is that all force needs of a weakness 
to be force. All enthusiasm, multiplies the force of the soul, but the 
enthusiasm is excited generally by the feminine part and this it represents 
the human weakness. 
  
CHAMBER 10.  The absolute thing indefinite is the soul and the absolute 
thing defined is the wisdom. The unconscious soul is not secured; it is 
proportional to the soul of the knowledge. When somebody knows  more, 
more is the grade of the soul and when somebody IS more, more  is the 
spiritual reward. The reason and love circulate around the Science (ZIGK), it 
corresponds to you have Faith in the science, if it is truly we want to arrive to 
the science of Faith. 
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CHAMBER 11.  To say that GOD uses madness to confuse the reason is 
similar to say that GOD uses the night to confuse the light of the sun. The 
soul has a paradise in the satisfied reason and the irritated madness has it in 
the Dantesque chambers. The Creative Father is manifested through the 
Laws and these Laws are stable. 
 
CHAMBER 12.  The wrong is not another thing that the abortion of good, one 
can die as a consequence of an induced abortion or influenced by its internal 
nature. The human uncertainty has declared that the devil is the madness 
attributed to the Creative Father and that the miracle is the madness 
attributed by the nature. This reasoning projects that if a single grain of 
powder could move contrarily to the gravitational laws of the star Earth, 
automatically the chain of the tree of the universal life is broken and nobody 
in this universe will subsist. 
 
CHAMBER 13. Those who are able to turn off their debts gets rich. Who is 
able to turn off the debts of other automatically is ennobled. The night 
becomes eternal when the day it is very organized, the pain in the woman 
that gives birth is to feel the assistant's presence, of equal forms death is the 
remedy of humanity’s miseries. The pain is essential, is absolute, is 
universal, is even natural, but it is not independent, because until the same 
pain depends on the Divine Law. 
   
CHAMBER 14.  From the same instant in that the being machinist of the 
nature isolates from her, the Mother Nature has been blind and distorted, but 
in the whole nature the perfection in latent state is the thinking of GOD, 
comes to be the nature the clock that GOD has organized. The resistance is 
to the force, as  is  the support point to the lever, it is then the nature a wheel 
that constantly rotates and when you arrive to the highest, if not being 
because we determine to detach consciously of it to flow in  space, it is 
necessary and unavoidable to be projected down again with the wheel. 
 
CHAMBER 15.  All the beings irradiate force toward others, they are attracted 
or they are rejected among themselves, with that impetus, even being able to 
be increased or diminished by the Great Presence or by the capital sin. The 
magnetism is in the humanity, it is irradiation and physical attractions, and 
these are determined by the Magic Presence. The runic order determines 
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also the increase of the attraction and the expansion; the pars are 
magnetized by the way of the left and impairs by the way of the right. A 
human being represents the Unit, two a force, three an organization, four a 
circle, then two groups form the perfect circle. Twelve active beings resolved 
in itself and by thyself to flow and to defend the ideal of their Guru, they 
change automatically the negative principles of the face of earth. 
 
CHAMBER 16. The two forces of the positive magic and negative have a 
weakness and it is the sarcasms represented by the jeer, the laughter. All 
initiate , prophet, magician, avoid to 100% that somebody makes fun of you, 
in the guffaw and in the laugh is your destruction, the weakness of your right 
or left powers, do not forget, observe the history of the prophets, it finishes 
when somebody makes fun of them. When a prophet is killed he can 
resuscitate at the third day, but when is victim of a sarcastic jeer, he falls 
boisterously. Not it is the light that the sages fear, but the looks and the 
obsessions of lunatics.  
 
CHAMBER 17. So that somebody accepts the reality and the truth, there is 
who prefer wrapping it with lies and other to be able to introduce a lie they 
wrap it with diversity of truths. There’s the reality of the universal 
unveildments. Jesus the Christ, Mohammed, Moses:  they are in itself the 
essence, but the Pentateuch, the Mohammedans and the Christian possess 
diversity of lies to cover these truths. The currents of the universal 
magnetism go of a pole to another, they go by the nucleus, they go by the 
essence, but never they stop to think of it, analog is the action of the 
pendulum, its oscillation it is from positive end to negative end, but in the 
time and the eternity determines stopping in the neuter force. This is analog 
to those that hate during a year a person, but the time discovers that they 
can love that person for 21 following years. 
   
CHAMBER 18. The whole universe is irradiating, it flows and it reflows, your 
will escapes from your being and through the fatality and its wheel will return 
to you, if it is the luminous will it’ll return to you and you to bring the being's 
immortalization, if on the contrary it is not it, you shall die perhaps forever. 
 
CHAMBER 19.  Clarify the principles and do not adore the devil's god, neither 
fear a devil of God. A dogmatic demon is an atheist personified. A devil 
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philosopher is the exaggerated ideal of the human freedom. A disastrous 
being is the magnetism of evil, his essence it is the imbecility and for this 
reason they call him beast. 
 
CHAMBER 20.  The humanity is located on an immense scale whose foot 
dives in the darkness and its summit hides in the light. These are the two 
extremities, however there are too many steps, steps and words for the men 
of the light they are very clear, but for the men of darkness are completely 
dark ,and those lukewarm ones the eternal discussion of the doubtful fraises. 
 
 
CHAMBER 21.  Seeing for the men of above, belief for the men of below, 
systematism and  doubts for those that are in the center, wisdom for the 
seers, madness for the believing blind men and the abyss for those that 
doubt. Those that doubt move from the wisdom to the madness, verticalizing 
in occasions and in other the horizontal line, but they are not well in none of 
the ends. 
 
CHAMBER 22.  For the wise the truth, for the reasoners the doubt, and for 
the children the fable. Bring up a fable to a sage and this will observe,  
analyze, investigate a truth inside her. Tell a truth to a reasoner automatically 
he will place a doubt, then tell a truth to a lunatic and will take it like a fable. 
You cannot speak to the whole humanity in the same form. 
 
CHAMBER 23.  The religious dogmas are dark and absurd apparently, the 
religion of the sages is the high philosophy. The religion properly speaking 
replaces for the lunatics, the philosophies of which are unable, as for those 
that doubt, they don't have neither philosophy, neither religion. If the religion 
has reasonable formula it will be useless for the sages and rejected by the 
distorted. 
 
CHAMBER 24. What the nature conserves tends to be smashed in vain by 
the human opinions. At the present time the most  natural and sublime of the 
religions is taken for the most absurd and the men tends to fall in the absurd 
thing when they want to formulate the unknown from an instant in a moment. 
Call a child and talk wisdom to him, he will express a grimace. Now narrate 
to him a fable and will see like he listens to you. The children will grow, but 
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the Creative Father to preserve the fables will send new children. Do not 
explain the colors to blind men, instead conduct them, but it is not closing the 
eyes as they will understand. 
 
CHAMBER 25. The immeasurable infinite has transformed into an invincible 
absurdity in front of the science, now it corresponds to you specify absurd 
formulas to the human being that doesn't reason, to maintain the great 
dream of the infinite. To an abstract, palpable or invisible, square, black, 
round or white entity, represent it before the humanity to the Scientifics with 
the scientific name and to the sublime ones with its name. If you search for 
GOD in the absurd will find the demon, but if you search the devil, you’ll find 
the reason. It is logic and it is the moment to analyze the GOD and the devil 
that the humanity projects, you ill find the GOD, that poeticized ideal of that 
devil and in the devil the creature of GOD.  
 
 
 
CHAMBER 26.  CRIYALA,  a Sanskrit woman with a pitcher of water in her 
right hand and with a torch in her hand left, spoke aloud to those that went 
passing by: “I want to set on fire the heaven with my torch and with my water 
I want to extinguish my hell, only that way, only starting from this moment will 
understand the phantom that hides my GOD”. Bruceel that was passing by 
told her: “If you cannot understand GOD, at least you know what you say 
when you babble his name”. 
 
CHAMBER 27.  Want to know to GOD? Love him more that to your life. The 
Creator represents the best in all the possible kindnesses. Love him more 
than your parents. Is the representator of all the mortal beauties, everything 
is in his Being, everything lives off his life, all irradiates from his light, all 
laughs and sings of his happiness. He is among us, is around you, speaks to 
us, touches us, fortifies them in the pain. If we love  justice, if we love the 
truth we will be loving God and we will pay him the true cult that He requests 
you, but do not condemn others, because automatically condemned you will 
be, the one that excommunicates, is excommunicated, the one that curses, 
is cursed and the one that reproves is reproved. 
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 CHAMBER 28.  Only a true science exists, is the science of good, it 
excludes the ignorance that makes you do evil, this is really the apple of 
Eden pruned singly. The ignorance produces the stupidity and the stupidity is 
transmitted from the Father to the Son like a tradition of prejudices that calls 
him fatuously the Faith of our parents. This is the original sin. 
 
CHAMBER 29.  The true religion is inseparable of the true science. It 
corresponds then to know, to create with true reason. Until this moment in 
the entire world the bad ones seems to be stronger than the good ones. 
Analyze this and it is because the bad ones know how to evil, but the good 
ones have not learned how to do good.  
 
CHAMBER 30.  Expose the white on the black and the white will turn in total 
splendor. Now put the black on the white and the black will turn in depth. Mix 
the black with the white and obtain the oscu that is the gray. This makes part 
of the three-dimensional world, because in the  soul or spirit world you will 
find black Angels and white Angels, but no matter how much you try will not 
find gray Angels, there you will find the absolute affirmative(negative) and the 
absolute firmative(positive), but will not find the doubt. 
 
CHAMBER 31.  The universe is a formation of intelligences and forces to 
which call GOD, these forces through of the alphas and ultra threads, they 
arrive to the atmosphere of the different stars including the Earth. There we 
are transformed by the living order of the 7 Kingdoms of nature. It represents 
then thought isn’t produced in our heads, like neither the music is produced 
in the zither. 
 
 CHAMBER 32. If you try to introduce the matter in the fire it will finish 
destroying itself. If you try to integrate the fire in the water it will return to the 
ether of origin, if you deposit water in the earth it will be irreversibly 
absorbed. If you spread powder in the air with the intention of recollecting it, 
it will be as fusing in your imagination the Akash, Prana and the Ether. 
 
 
CHAMBER 33.  In respect to the multiple unit in his constant perfection, it is 
lived the Septenaries organizations  from the cosmos to you. Only finding 
the elementary position will achieve to walk on the earth,  walk on the water,  
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flow very freely with the fire,  lift the flight, develop the Akash Vitali , absorb 
Prana and Christify  the ether; there is no excuse before the matter, the 
energy and before the Lawyisticum Spriritual order  for not perfecting 
youself. 
 
 
 
 

A LAMA RESPONDS 
 
To guide in a better form  our friends readers, we will transcribe you some of 
the questions  that were formulated to the Guru Zigk Gnanak in the temple 
Apocalipzigk. 
 
Q: Venerable Teacher, are you a LAMA? 
A: Lama it is not a physic grade, it is an akashik level that we achieved in the 
monastery of the Nandas, located to the North of Amritzar and ascending by 
the Ganges. It is obvious that any Lama should flow in any dimensional 
order. Lama or Divine Soul is the same thing, the buddification or 
Krisnification of the  Lama is to withdraw the  seven veils that cover  the 
seven petals of the lotus flower(Whose shade is the lottery), making this the 
difference between human soul and divine soul or Lama, in accuracy, this 
being is a Lama. Every Lama  should have other actions, seal the seven 
dimensions,  flow with the seven elements, locate the unseamed mantel  and 
their crown that it is the Casak,  identify the oslotto that represents the 
Creator's Breath.  
 
 
Q: What is a fast or abstinence?  
A: A help to Gnus (God), The fast is a discipline through of which the three 
states of human constitution (Matter, Energy and Soul) are able to evolve. 
This represents the partial suspension of their functions. In general the 
humanity only carries out medium nutritious fasts. The organic fast like 
minimum should be of 24 hours and it begins seven hours after of having 
consumed the last food, that is to say that begins in the dawn and it finishes 
in the dawn. A novice only can begin with a day, and then he goes increasing 
until carrying out several days of fast. 
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To begin this discipline, the beginner can consume fruits during that day , ten 
days later can  carry out a fast consuming only juices, later on only to 
consume some honey of bees, and when passing three months of practice 
he can already carry out them only with water. It is clear that with the fast the 
organism detoxify, this makes that flows in a better form with the energy, 
providing elementary levels to the soul. It assumes it in a  majestic vibratory 
tonality what makes him favorable to the contemplation. 
 
The organism flows well when is provided little quantity of foods. Take in 
count that it is not the quantity of foods those that nurture the body, but the 
quality of these. The alimentation should be organized and enter in the 
transformation. If now you consume three portions (Breakfast, lunch and  
dinner), it is logical that in a gradual form, in an  conscious organization, non 
fanatic, because if  you enter the fanaticism, you can finish attempting 
against the physic body (The sacred writings say: “Don’t you know that your 
temple is the living body of God….) and the fast before harming the body, 
favors him. With a nutritious and balanced alimentation, it is possible to 
graduate it until ending up consuming less than 500 grams in 24 hours. 
 
 Moreover its also possible to modify those 500gr of alimentation, the 
essential thing is the conquest of the Pranic or manna alimentation all this  
requires of months, even of years of nutritious discipline. 
 
When fasting, do not carry out daily works, and the humanity should not find 
out that your fasting, which should be hermetical. 
 
The energy also enters in the fast and has diverse manifestation forms. 
Those sportsmen that sweats more than 700 c.c. of perspiration in a session, 
they unbalance their vibratory order, of equal forms those that waste their 
sexual energy. The energy also is unbalanced through the verb, of what is 
spoken, of the magnitude of the words that you externalized. 
 
This indicates that the sexual energy should be preserved, the same as the 
sounds emitted by your larynx. It is necessary to practice the verbal fast, 
which consists on not speaking. It can begin with a day, increasing gradually 
until achieving whole weeks without pronouncing words. The verb has been 
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altered, profaned and requires to recover its Sacred state. The purification of 
your verb can begin finding the words that have subliminal messages, 
among them has:  analyses, information, believe, Etc. 
 
 “At the beginning it was the verb and the verb was with God, and the verb 
was God” John Chap 1  
 
 Many people begin their life in a certain religious  system or church, and for 
years remains, either because someone told him  or was living in some 
crisis, and is it in this point where has space the spiritual fast that indicates 
the partial detention of their spiritual activities to meditate, it is as to make a 
stop in the path and to wonder, Why am I doing in this Path?, is it by imitation 
or because I have really understood my position in this church?, What have  I 
achieved until this moment? Its logic that these questions should be 
formulated in state of deep relaxation. 
 
 
Q: Teacher Gnanak, how can we represent the seven d imensions? 
A: For your dimensional projections locate the first dimension in the center of 
the earth, the terrestrial mass as the second dimension, the surface where 
you are is the third, the astral plane is the fourth, the time the fifth, the space  
the sixth that is the causal or theophanic world, and the eternity the seventh; 
moreover exists the  akashics and pranic dimensions where the absolute 
happiness reigns. 
 
Q: Dear Guru, some evangelists deny the Old Testame nt, does it have a 
validity or the Christ abolished it? 
A: The Laws and Codes of Ethics are irrefutable and eternal, it is clear that 
the Old Testament has as much validity as the new one, and as the same 
Christ declares: “Not I have come to repeal the Law of the Prophets; I have 
come so that for my means it is completed”. What has happened is that 
many religious disorganizations have adapted the sacred writings to their 
ideas and conveniences, thus the fact of ignoring a Law doesn't invalidate it. 
 
Q: To be your disciples do we have to swear fidelit y? 
A:  Well known that to swear is a crime, since distorts the verb, all physical or 
religious institution that makes swear to their faithful ones, is acting 
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erroneously and against the Law.  Bhagavad-Gita announces to Querubh; 
the sentence should not make pressure on the morals and the Bible 
declares: “Do not swear neither for the sky, because it is the throne of God, 
neither for the earth for that is the stage of their feet, that your words be yes, 
yes or not, not, because what is more of this of wrong proceeds. 
 
Q: Teacher excuse me, but I militated in an esoteri c church and 
directed for a teacher and there I swore 
A: No teacher will make swear filigree, be for sure who made you swear is a 
human being that ignores the spirit worlds. And an if it was the representative 
or founder, it was not with his celestial soul at that moment. 
  
Q: Venerable Being: If somebody arrives to the cycl e end of their 
existences and has not conquest the liberation, wha t happens? 
A:  The determination of the lawyistic order starts from the scale of Mahatmas 
in continuous evolution, if arrived to this scale, enters to work the universal 
mercy and in relation with the Dharmic order of the initiate, it is given him 
another opportunity, but if with the incarnations didn’t arrive to that state, it is 
purified by the angels of death and returned pure to the universal blaze. 
 
Q: In what does consist the transmigration of the s oul of which speaks 
the Bible? 
A:  You are septudimensional and therefore you come from the seventh 
dimension, the transmigration begins in the moment that is projected to the 
sixth dimension for assimilating the impression of this area, of equal it forms  
happens in the fifth and quarter dimensions, already in the third dimension 
that is where you are now, the soul travels of body in body. This is analog to 
a whirl in the street, always sense the same whirl, but in their journey it goes 
using diverse parts of wastes and leaving others. Later to this transmigration 
that puts an end to the established number of existences, the soul descends 
to the second and first dimension, that which can make unconscious 
(Without Grades) or conscience (Dharmaraja). 
 
Q: Teacher in what differs or there’s preference be tween a soul grade 
Master and a Katzy? 
A:  In fact the important thing in a certain existence is not the grade, but the 
conscience astral fluency, if a Katzy (Second grade of soul) achieves by 
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hydrogenization of its human soul the spiritual fluency, and with this grade is 
under better conditions that a Master without fluency. In this sense there is 
missionary preference since it can serve as messenger or messenger of the 
didactic and soul worlds. 
 
 
Q: Guru what can you guides us on the virgin's of F atima messages? 
A:  The truth is that the virgin's two astral forces have shown in that what you 
appearances, you have to be careful since the dark forces also have shown 
on behalf of the virgin and these messages are antichristics and they don't 
mean that they have to make direct allusion to the dark forces. Scrutinize the 
messages, and if not found allusive prayers to the preservation of the life or 
of the energy, they are antichristics. And not only the virgin's messages, but 
of other leaders too. 
 
Q: Teacher, in the group I attended before, the lea der attacks you and 
others, how can we speak to defend? 
A:  Do not use any word to defend this being (Guru). Have very present that 
the Universal Laws work by the pulsation of love, the Terrestrial egocentrical 
Laws work for the pulsation of hate, this indicates that all person or guide 
that attacks others that dedicates their time not to the realization, but to 
collapse each day in the darkness of the attacks, is far from embodying the 
comprehension and the love. For the fruits it is known to the tree. To you we 
tell, do not talk bad of somebody since your verb is sacred, and it is 
contaminated by the Law of the retroactivity, who speaks bad of other is 
helping to lightens its egocentric load. 
 
 
 
Q: Dear Guru: Why is that the visions and appearanc es are no longer 
given of those that speaks the Bible? 
A:  “they do happen. At the present time it is difficult to find a person 
regenerated psychosomatically, the capacity of capture that the humanity 
possesses is elementary. Observe a landscape attentively for one minute, 
then separate the view of this landscape and try to paint it, or try to listen a 
message that somebody transmit, when finish listening, transcribe it suitably, 
if you do it your under conditions of having a vision or unveilment. 
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Q: What do to recover the memory? 
R: What you call memory has its base in the bony medulla , and this has as 
portal the brain-medullar (spinal Column) lecithin, calcium and phosphor they 
are the three fundamental substances, and these you do not have to buy o 
find out of you, since they are contained in power in the sexual waters or 
semen. All that that wastes their sexual energies, either with their wife, Etc. 
Is in fact destroying their living temple and with this the lost of their memory. 
We have already guided three couples so that they transmit this sexual 
discipline to who request them. 
 
Q: Dear Guru, they are esoteric schools that recomm end the practice of 
the sexual secret with few results, what happens he re? 
A:  To carry out all sexual practice, a high level of wisdom should be 
possessed on this aspect. Those that have had several women and the 
women several men, to be able to achieve success in the practices with the 
creative energy, they should breakaway or disligate, be isolated of the 
energies that maintain him/her bundles to those spouses. Otherwise, these 
energies take charge of absorbing the vital principles that heighten. To 
breakaway of those previous relationships is definitive if it is truly wanted to 
use the power of the sexual waters. 
 
Q: Loved being, why Christ has more acceptation tha t Buddha and 
other prophets? 
A:  Budda, Krisna and other prophets have accentuated in a high level their 
theological teachings, in occident it is known little these gospels and there 
are few followers, but it is very certain that the hierarchal difference exists, 
and it is that Christ (In Jesus) achieved the resurrection, and this it is the one 
that defines, and it locates in the cosmic order the initiate. 
 
Q: Why is it allowed by GOD the disastrous knowledg e that hurts so 
much the humanity, that of Darwin for example? 
A:  Darwin's teachings like other have origin in the universal arks, in the 
temples of the cosmic wisdom. The problematic is in the ARHAT or Human 
Soul that captures erroneously the message. If the human soul allows that 
the mind through the thought codes the message, this it finished distorted 
and tergiversated. But if i is the brain, through of the imagination who codes 
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it, this message will be transmitted suitably to the humanity, since it is made 
feel the harmonic action of the heart. 
It is unquestionable that you were embodied in the body of a fish and of a 
monkey, but to pass from a body to another you had to die, this it was the 
part that tergiversate Darwin. If in deep meditating state you project to the 
past in thousands years, you will find yourself with mineral body, vegetable 
or animal. 
 
Q: Recapturing a previous question, what is Alchemy ? 
A: Alchemy is not an action mechanical or physical; it is a force or 
supradimensional order, living symbol of the chastity. Unreachable for the 
fornicators, adulterous, homosexual and for those that is bound sexually to 
other women. The being Alkimia  arrives to the couples when they are 
constituted and organized, no couple should try to practice the alkimia 
without knowing the journey of the energy Chi  through the Living Temple. 
For each practice it is required the couple to be completely vegetarian, since 
is impossible the elaboration of a soul hydrogen with animal alimentation that 
by the way is a symbol of death. 
 
The humanity's history doesn't register the spiritual realization with an animal 
alimentation. 
 
Q: Dear Guru, the Christ said: “Who wants to come a fter me, denie 
itself, load its cross, and follow me”, can you amp lify Us this 
orientation? 
 
 
 
 
A:  Three projections that lead to the christification exist: 
 
 The first that is of spiral order and is related with the transformation of your 
energy from the state saturngnus to the state venust, represent the 
transformation of the capital sins in their genesis or virtues. 
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The second  is the diagonal path and that is related with the action of sharing 
all the gifts that arrive to you by grace, is to share unconditionally with your 
fellow men. 
 
The third road is to embody step-for-step with the heart, not with the mind, 
the superior sexuality and with it to achieve the baptism, the one that only 
arrives to you by means of the pure waters of life. To find the essence of 
these teachings it corresponds you to meditate, find the silence, since the 
capital sin or bad habits possess a subtlety capable of cheating  the human 
soul and to make him/her believe that already the is transforming or 
dissolving, even, to make him/her believe that the alimentation doesn't 
influence in the psychological transformation. 
 
 
Q: Can somebody that has been made the vasectomy or  
salphinxgectomy (Cut of trumpets in the woman) be l iberated? 
 
A: “Not to enter in the congregation of Jehovah who has attack against their 
genital organs” (Deuteronomy Chap 23 Verse 1)  The sex is source of life 
and it generates the energy most powerful that exists in the universe. In fact 
each one of you, they are the result of the sexual energy. The fact of 
attempting against the source of universal life implies to deviate the 
projection in the world of the realization. It corresponds to those who have 
carried out this unpleasant action, to learn how to use the etheric part of the 
mangled organs and to work with this area in the evolutionary process. 
 
Q: Guru, why the Fishermen and farmers live badly e conomically? 
A: The synthesis of this phenomenon has it in the violation of the command 
that says NOT  to KILL. All that kills or attempt against the nature, it doesn't 
matter as it justifies it, will pay. The Creative Father represents the 
forgiveness, the man, in some occasions located in the heart, it is able to 
forgive, but the nature like a protocosmic clock is reactionary and doesn't 
reconcile the forgiveness. 
 
Q: Does this indicate teacher that the implants to the orange trees  are 
not viable? 
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A:  For no reason implants should be made, all that that tries to correct to 
the nature, even in ignorance is judged. The Siamese are the result of souls 
that practice implants; the Mother Nature sends them implanted as 
exemplary order. 
 
Q: Guru is coloring the hair something  bad? 
A: The hair is a channelor and originator of waves or energies that develop 
in the astral world, it channels them to your interior and it emits it to other 
dimensional worlds, but everything depends on the color of hair that 
determines the intensity of these waves, we have already said that the black 
color retains greater energy that the white or yellow color, and it is then the 
same organism who goes changing tonality of the hair, to assimilate the 
required index of energy  being of balanced nature.  An old man that only 
requires minor energy grades and so its hair is white, painting it black is to 
attempt or to unbalance its organic nature. The hair neither should intersect 
nor cut, since it is hollow and when its cut it allows bigger index of 
canalization of the mega waves of the astral world. 
 
Q: Can one say that the earth has hair? 
A:  The plants represent the antennas radio stations and receptors that allow  
the elements and living forms in general (Including the man) to communicate 
with the beings of other stars, for this reason it is a crime to destroy a tree or 
plant because it will be the depredator displacing from the area the spiritual 
part. To the peasants owes orientate so that they learn how to take care of 
the plants in general. 
 
Q: Venerable teacher, is the sanguine transfusion a llowed?  
A: Not in any form, and not only it is the sanguine transfusion, but the 
transplant of any other organ. The blood is the synthesis of your physic, 
energetic (Egocentric) and Soul figuration. In the transfusion only is studied 
what has the biological factor of the blood, but not the psychological that is 
more important that the physical part.  
 
If somebody gives a homosexual's (lesbian) blood, paranoiac, criminal, Etc., 
this disastrous feels transmits to the patient inevitably altering their genetic 
code.   
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Q: Teacher what exactly is adultery? 
A:  The common humanity's only sees in the adultery an  extra matrimonial 
sexual relationship, and  this it is only an aspect or a reaction. When one 
adds coffee to  milk or water, you are adulterating both products or 
substances. The origin of the adultery is psychological, if a married man is 
passionate for a woman, creates an effigy or image mental egocentric that 
requests him permanent food, if this effigy doesn't find patronage or food in 
the man it moves toward the spouse and tends to perturb him the life so that 
he gives it the food, all  know it finishes being unfaithful  to the woman. When 
a man unites to a woman, both form a single flesh or corps, this indicates 
that they integrate in a single vibratory order. If one of both ends up carrying 
out a extra matrimonial relationship, obviously is adulterating the matrimonial 
vibratory level. If the couple unites sexually being the woman in pregnancy, 
also is adultery. 
 
Q: Tell us Guru where the demons originate? 
A: As much the deities as the demons are developed in the Gestum 
Laborat  or physic body. What is known as customs, bad habits or  capitals 
sins, are not another things that satanic embryos, that if the human being  
doesn't analyze his actions,  any day  insults somebody, later  hits  another 
one, after hurts or it disables another person, the day comes that kills  one or 
two . All these actions are levels of the same capital sin that initiates in an 
embryonic state until ending up transforming into a demon because that is 
somebody that cuts the life of another. 
 
Q: Dear teacher the woman can be realized spiritual ly? 
A:  The humanity's history has located  the woman like element that the man 
manages to his whim. From the genesis until our your days, the man has 
minimized the woman, and this she has been shown submissive before such 
a situation. Based in that the wife of Lot you converts in statue of salt by 
disobedience and of their daughters that made drunk him to copulate with. 
Many women waited Emmanuel's (God with us) arrival especially the Ladies 
of the dragon in China, Buddhatas of India, Etc., because the coming of the 
Messiah will give the woman its stability and the value that they possess as 
eternal feminine, but the Messiah came and chose twelve apostles all males. 
This increment the idea that the woman depends on the male, and moreover, 
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the Bible dictates that God is Christ's head, as Christ it is the head of all male 
and the male it is all woman's head. 
 
But the path Universal Zigk declares and gives value to the woman because 
she can reach the final liberation. 
 
 
Q: In the group where I militated they affirm that SAMAEL the angel of 
the apocalypse incarnated again,  is this true? 
A: His disincarnation was in the 77, then if it has returned his physical body 
should not have more than of 18 years. It is necessary be careful  of  
egocentrics forces that go to who invokes them. We have the case of Jose 
Gregorio Hernandez, near five hundred people they say to embody this man. 
They even describe places in Venezuela as if they were there, and the 
reason is it is very simple, it is not the spirit or soul of Gregorio Hernandez 
who goes to the one invoked or to the medium, it is the ego or psychological 
aspect that attends. It not has anything of strange that this it is the action that 
is happening with the psychological attaches of the human soul of Samael 
and that they were not transformed in their entirety. 
 
Q: But, can an ego manage the suitable information or can lie? 
A:  The  ego is limited to transmit what has lived, but also can deceive the 
medium or consultant, in fact fiascos are known when putting in practice 
what one of these entities guides. 
 
Q: Guru, what can you say on the lie, didactically?  
A:  Three classes of lies exist, the organized one, for ignorance and by 
pressure. The organized one is that that is planned in full conscience that it is 
a lie. It is for ignorance when somebody comments something about the life 
in Egypt, for example, and you without making an analysis diffuse it, being 
able to be the being's lie that said it. And for pressure when somebody 
knocks the door and we say: If it is for me say that I am not here, or when 
they call be telephone Etc. In the retrospection exercises that are carried out 
at nights when going to bed, in a notebook writes the lies that are said during 
that day, exercise this daily and propose to diminish the level of lies. Not 
forget that God represents the truth, to lie is to be in the Creator's opposed 
side. 
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Q: You said that it should not be killed animals, b ut if they are not killed 
they won't fit the cows or the pigs in the earth. 
A: The nature is beyond the wisdom. It has arithmetical forms of balancing 
the reproducing power. The dogs, cats, donkeys, horses, toads, vultures, 
Etc. They don't commonly eat up, and however they don't exist in quantities, 
there is an entire balance. And it is ms, the animals that the man uses to 
subsist; some are in way of extinction. 
 
 
 

CONCLUSION 
  
It has been time to organize, to live, to intensify, of relocating the principles of 
the wisdom of God. From the moment of the creation, when the first celestial 
ray descended to the earth, all started the human soul to live what is his; to 
cooperate in the spiritual development  until the yearned fusion. 
 
If we make a regression in the time, we will find that big initiate as Moses in 
the Egyptian dynasty; their mission was to guide a people and to take it to 
the final liberation. 
 
In that time, this great being had the confederational support of the stars 
most highest, which gave him the keys. Moses who had communication with 
Jehovah, achieved to unveil the  ARK OF THE ALLIANCE and with her 
codes so that the human being when practicing them achieved the likeness 
that had in the beginning of the creation. 
 
Other messengers also came to the earth, among them Salomon, that great 
sage that construed the Temple of God like symbol of the physic body, which 
each human being should build internally, and as it dictates it in the Bible, is 
constituted by 33 arks in ascendant order . The messengers continue coming 
to the earth: Daniel, Ezequiel, Elijah. And until the moment in that the great 
universal blaze sent its son, The Christ embodied in Jesus, as prophet of 
mystic order. 
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Later to Jesus the Christ and with the wisdom of the four gospels , initiates 
the foundation of hundred of cultures or Christian churches, which have kept 
the material robe, and following a historic Christ . But they have forgotten the 
internal Christ, which is in their development who allows us unveil the secrets 
of the wisdom that God has for those that love him by heart, the one that the 
physic view  cannot see, neither  to hear, since beyond all of the matter. 
 
Of this wisdom have teached Krishna, Paracelsus, Eliphas Levy, Huiracocha, 
Samael, Etc. These three last  carried out agreements with the celestial Law 
of lifting a select people. Samael on high agreement with Vajratawa YANG 
KAREY  contacts to the spiritual regency of Acirfa and with her to the 
celestial soul ZIGK GNANAK, and this  postulate in 1989 to continue with 
this  mission of  lifting souls and to cooperate to its liberation. 
 
This was like in 1992, in the spring we began this mission in the earth and 
with the auspice of different  theocratic orders we founded the Order Zigk, 
commanded until our days by the Guru Gnanak. With the unveildment of Ark 
of the Alliance, we are living those times of Moses. Really, this whole 
engagement looked like a dream, something supremely impacting for we to 
understand since of the heavens the messages we receive to the earth 
without the material human intervention, and it is what has motivated us to 
continue in this spiritual path. 
 
They have arrived of different parts of Colombia people that feel the impulse 
evolutionary towards God and we are making a call to all the spiritual 
different currents, be already Metaphysics, Evangelicals, Harannikos, 
Buddhists, Witnesses of Jehovah, Adventists, Freemasons, Mormons, 
Gnostics, Catholics, Taoists. 
 
To all you we tell , the Ark of the alliance is the humanity's spiritual 
patrimony, therefore, we all have access to her and without social distinction, 
political, economical or religious, because the important thing is the 
magnification of your soul. For it is required to be  open and to accept the 
innovations and more if they are of spiritual character. 
 
Allow friend reader this opportunity that the life offers you, and we hope you 
offers it to your Real  Being. 
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